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Evcry-Othcr-Dsv 1
i»rts arbiter. had not shown ’up.
n more minutes and still no
larlie < we’re not going to reveal
, lull name).
;t was then that the other three
Ported to the telephone.

•C’mon Charlie, thought you was
In- to play golf this morning.”
Not at this ungodly hour.”
levied a sleepy voice.
kBut we agreed to be on the
■> at 9 o.lock."
clock says 7.”
hnd then there was a coinmoIn distinctly audible to the man
io had done the calling.
And it all came out in the wash,

[Yeah but my

larlie's w.fe was wise to the
te when the time changed, but
had et gu ol the clocks one
hr slow instead of one hour fast.
5o the foursom • get away to a
•some start..
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want ads

WORK WONDERS

Issued
Tuesday
Thurslmy
Saturday

Episcopal Roll Call

Rockland Lions
In Mystery Session De
scribe Their Hobbies and
Do Their Best With a Quiz

BEACH INN
Opens

,

Sunday, May 4
FOR THE SEASON

52-lt

j

NEW SHOES
ARE IN
Brown and White
SADDLE SHOES
Big Girls' and Womens’ Sizes
Dutch Boy or Medium Toe

$2.00, $3.00
Sizes,

Misses'

ti

8'i

to 3

$1.69

Men’s Good Serviceable
WORK SHOES
$2.00, $3.00
Guaranteed for Ixing Wear

If

Period From May 4 To 11
Is Designated—Dedica
tion Sunday May 11

“I hereby renew my allegiance to
The Ro.kland Liens Club, with
Jesus Christ as my Lord and
a more satisfactory attendance Saviour". That is the declaration
than at some of the previous meet which every member of the Epis
ings, had oodles of fun yesterday. copal Church is asked to make
this month in response to the call
to service which has gone out from
the Primate and all the Bishops

LINCOLNVILLE BEACH

• ■' 3

Entered il Second Clast Mall Matter
By The Courier-Gazette. MS Main 8t.

Established January, 1846.

SNEAKERS
For Boys and Men

$1.00 Value

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, May 1, 1941

of the American Church.
The Primate estimates that more
than 50,000 men, and women will
be used in making the Roll Call.
“A successful roll call” he states,
“will be a great help to the par
ish and the church as a whole
in making our work more effective.
Before adequate service can be
rendered there must be a re-en
listment of all the members, a re
newal of the vows taken in Bap
tism, in Confirmation and Holy
Communion. We must discover
the latent power of our members
and develop the power."
At this critical time in history,
war. disaster and chaos seem to be
engulfing our society. Today the
Christian way of life is endangered
The Church must mobilize for ac
tion. All over the country “For
ward in Service.” as set forth by
our Primate has captured the immagination of our Church people.
In parishes large and small, men
women and young people have been
drafted into service to make the
roll call. No request for money
will be made but for allegiance
and more consecrated lives. For
people to put first things first is
the object of the roll call.
On Rededication Sunday (May
11) it is expected that thousands
of men, women and children will
kneel in the House of tlie Lord to
rededicate themselves to go “For
ward into service." The Church
represents the only hope and light
of the world.
If you are an Episcopalian, a
member of the Church of England,
a member of the Holy Orthodox
Church living in St. Peter’s Parish
or one who favours tlie Church
do not fail to make yourself known
if the messengers fail to contact
you this coming week.

with what had been announced as
a mystery piogram, the details of
which seemed to be alternately in
the hands of Almon Cooper ar.d
Howard Crockett.
Each member was given a num
ber. pnri as that number was called
the holder was supposed to tell
of hLs hobby and answer quiz ques
tions. Dr. “Jim” Burgess ducked
the quiz by a recital of hobbies
which showed a diversified inter
est from the time he was a little
shaver up to the present moment,
Pishing, athletics and the “raising”
of milk were among his favorites,
it appeared.
The quiz questions, to be suc
cessfully answered required almost
as much knowledge as can be
found in a thousand-page encyclo
pedia. but with the aid of stage
whispers the Lions went through
the ordeal in commendable fashion.
Hope was expressed that the
Roughneck Table would not be
overlooked at the next meeting.
Attention was called to the an
nual district convention which will
be held in the Eastland Hotel.
Portland May 23 and 24. Tlie
South Portland club Ls to advance
a candidate for district governor,
in the person of Harland Higgins.
It was reported that Past Presi
Breck’s Tested Seeds. Fresh stock
dent Prank H. Ingraham was sit at H. H. Crie Co., 328 Main St. Tel.
205, City.
51-53
ting up and quite comfortable.

75c

R. E. Nutt Shoe Store
436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

FRUIT BASKETS
Made Up To Order
What is better for a
sick friend?

NAUM & ADAMS

A WEEK-END SPECIAL

TWO-CLAW LOBSTERS
5 (or $1.00
FREE DELIVERY

MATINICUS LOBSTER COMPANY
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY
ROCKLAND, ME.
TILLSON WHARF

TEL. 56-W

220 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 627

IT’S A HIT!
* v’Xss Xvi'Awf. .«*. si’s
SSSife

’** •

YD CANTEEN CURB SERVICE YD
LOBSTER SALAD SANDWICHES
CRABMEAT SALAD SANDWICHES
CREAM SALAD SANDWICHES
TOASTED HAMBURGERS
HOT DOGS
COLD DRINKS
E. & M. ICE CREAM

5%

,«F_ SC

BRICKLEY’S YD CANTEEN
UNION ST. Opp. MASONIC ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

>* * •
oad Octane!

itile, more aromatic, more
flo not remain in a liquid
but become vaporized—
7 cylinders alike.
>mmittees show that connes on the road. Hydroi — surpassing laboratory
it laboratory ratings’
Regular Gas Price!

be tremendous importance
very, pioneered by the
Company. Yet in spite
nazing improvements—in
tew power now available,
scovery of gasoline chemat regular gas price!

Here goes the alarm

NAVAL BASE
FOR
ROCKLAND
-- -- -- -- -- -- - , - , , %
One of 59 Selected By Uncle Sam—
Average Cost of Bases Will Be $877,000

Navy plans for locating 50 sec
tion bases for operating of sma
local defense craft were disc lost
yesterday in a report to the Hoik
by its Naval Affairs committee.
The committee approved Mon
day authorization legislation fo
the entire program at a cost o
$50,000,000.
Among the locations selected are
Rockland and Bar Harbor.
The committee reported that
while the estimated cost of the
the number of vessels and men
and availability of existing facilibases would vary depending on
ties, the average cost would be
about $877,000.

The average base would provide
piers and quay wall for berthing;
shops for repair facilities; store, houses; lubricating oil, diesel oil
’ and gasoline storage; high explo
sive and small arms magazines;
administration and communication
! buildings; and barracks and messhall for 150-men station comple■ ment plus additional men attached
to the force supported.
The bases are intended to sup
port local defense forces used in
coastal and harbor patrol, mine
sweeping, submarine detection and
attack, coastal convoy and net
i tend. ng.

BAPTISTS’ ANNUAL MEETING
Raphael S. Sherman Elected Moderator—
Budget of $5500; Benevolences $1800
Members of the Frst Baptist
parish met. in the church parlors
last night for the annual parish
supper and business meeting.
Tne business meeting was opened
by R. S. Sherman, moderator of
the parish, Mrs. Horatio W. Frohock offering prayer.
New members of the parish were
elected as follows: Mrs. Edith
Gregory, Mrs. Helen Bean, John
L. Stahl, Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Stahl
Mrs. Paul Pierce, Mrs. Annie
Mundie, Mrs. Lena Young , Mrs.
Horace Maxey. Mrs. Minnie Kent,
Eckart Colburn and Miss Luella
Patterson.
Reports of Treasurer Joseph W.
Robinson, debt and improvement
fund treasurer Herman M. Hart, and
Benevolences Treasurer, Sidney H.
Pierce, showed an excellent finan
cial condition of the parish.
Herman M. Hart, director of the

Miss Alice Erskine, members of
board of collectors for three years;
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald, Millard
Hart and Miss Alice McIntosh,
music committee for one year, and
Kenneth Hooper, Mrs. Eda Post
and Mrs. Lucy Rankin, nopilnatlng
committee for 1942-1943. (
Millard Hart was elected chair
man of the board of ushers, his
staff being Kenneth Hooper, Luth
er Bickmore, Alfred Young, Ansel
Young, Maynard Ames, Kent Stan
ley, Robert Gregory, Willis Hurd,
Paul Merriam, Walter Staples,
Douglas and Albert Mills, Carlton
and Milton Wooster and Lewis
Tatham.
Ralph E. Stickney sexton for the
past 23 years, was re-elected.
The group sang a hymn with OsVnond A. Palmer leading and Miss
Luella Grace Patterson at the piano.
Members of the parish then

annual canvass for pledges for home

heard reports of the activities of

expenses and benevolences for ihe practically all of the various organ
year commencing May 1, reported izations of the church.
The meeting closed with brief re
highly satisfactory results in the
campaign which was started last marks by Rev. J Charles MacDon
Sunday morning.
ald who will shortly commence his
Edwin H. Crie, chairman of the fourteenth year as minister of the
financial committee reported a church. Mr. MacDonald offered
recommended budget of $5000 for the closing prayer.
Supper was served by Opportun
current expenses and $1890 for be
nevolences. Tne proposed budget ity Class, with members of the Mac
Donald Class acting as waitresses.
was adopted.
These officers were unanimously Nearly 2C0 were present.
elected: R. S. Sherman, moderator;

C. H. Morey, clerk; J. W. Robin
son, treasurer, Mrs. G. Carl Cassens, assistant treasurer; Herman
M. Hart, auditor; Frank W. Fuller,
trustee for seven years; Herman
M. Hart, member of financial board
for five years; Millard Hart and

Arnold Fernald is at the U. S.
Coast Guard Training Station at
Ellis Island.

Mexico's Flag Day celebrations
this year were turned into antiCommunisb demonstrations.

COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP
Balance your health budget through

OFFICIALLY OPEN

... for men to jump

SUNDAY, MAY 4

into Spring Trousers

Specializing in Chicken Barbecues
MRS. MATTIE POWELL Prop.

They're not too light in color
or weight to wear right now and
we reel there are hundreds o’
young men who will read this
ad and say to themselves, “That’s
all I need to know."

Yes . . . they're here . . . the
new 1541 Slacks that will give
many a 1940 coat and sweater
new social life. We have them In
your waist and trouser pocket

a/,/,.

p

*t

measurement.

Hydro-forming process
applied to Amoco Gas,
ipecial motor fuel, which
’es forward and upward
ie high in quality and
greater source of power—
ater motoring pleasure—a
ience—all these await you
ied American Gas and
American Oil Company

SPRING SLACKS

$4.00 to $6.50

SPORT COATS

Al THIS BANK

I
EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD now has

$7.50 to $15.00

When your body is in proper balance, you enjoy
better health and well-being. If posture faults are rob
bing you of this birthright, come and consult with our
expert. She’ll show you how Camp Scientific Supports

an opportunity to help in the country’s defense
program. Needed funds are being raised by
the sale of United States Defense Bonds to the

LOAFER COATS

have helped many women improve their posture as

in all wool material

co-operate with the government in making

well as how one can help you on the road to better
posture -^better appearance and better health.

to wear with the slacks

Nile Blue and Camel

$6.00

public. Our bank welcomes the opportunity to

these bonds available. We suggest that you
make Defense Bonds a regular item in your
budget, and we cordially invite you to obtain
your bonds at this bank or any of its branches.

GREGORY’S
TEL. 2M
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. 1

366 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Editor-in-Chlef. FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND CAMDEN UNION VINALHAVEN

“The Black Cat”

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

[EDITORIAL]

NOW TRY YOUR LUCK
This is a highly important date for hundreds of Maine
anglers. Fishing is legal at Moosehead Lake—and the lake
is open.

By The Roving Reporter
FOLLOW GERMANY’S EXAMPLE

We have no idea what Rockland’s airport will be like when
completed, but if the wisdom shown by the Germans is exer
cised it will have submerged hangars. No use to build an ex
pensive airport for defensive purposes and leave it wide open
to an attack from the skies. Uncounted damage has been done
to the Allies' properties In Europe simply because the builders
did not take the same precautions that the enemy did.
TIIE SECOND DUNKERK
About the only cheerful word which comes from the other
side of the Atlantic is the continued success of the British
troops in Egypt and Ethiopia. The exact status of the at
tempted withdrawal from Greece appears to be befogged. The
Germans say they are rapidly closing all of the exits, and
their dive-bombers are in readiness to pounce upon all trans
ports bearing Allied troops. The ill-omened Battle of Greece
amounts to a debacle in which the Allies perhaps accomplished
all that might be expected with vastly inferior forces. Tlie
outcome must have been foreseen, and if it was the luckless
British must be given the praise which is their due for going
to the aid of Greece.
Meantime the Germans continue their deadly assault of
the Channel ports with long range guns, with the British
replying in kind. The decision of Russia to ban the transpor
tation of war materials across that country furnishes the press
and th'? radio commentators with new food for guesswork, and
guesswork seems to be about the only word which may be
fairly applied to anything that the Soviet Republic says or
does. Spain apparently is being bludgeoned into the Axis
cause, and new threats are being heard against Switzerland.
Unhappy 1s the nation that Hitler frowns on.

WE MUST HAVE THEM
The Rockland airport will be an expensive plaything if it
is never put to practical use, but what a hue and cry would
go up if the Germans attacked this part of the coast and no
preparation had been made to repel those attacks. National
Defense is to be classed among those things which “come high
but we must have them.”
$30 A WEEK VS. $30 A MONTH
(Christian Science Monitor)
A great many people in the United States are asking why
one man earning $30 a week, or possibly two or three times
that amount, can go on strike for higher pay while another
receiving $30 a month must take what he gets whether he
likes it or not. The question is made the more pointed by
the fact that the man receiving the lower wage—in the Army
—has been drafted to defend the country with his life and
that his prospects of survival in combat depend in part on
the steadiness of supply of weapons made by the other man
at a job he has freely chosen.
Unless the question is satisfactorily answered by some ex
planation of the apparent discrepancies or by loyalty of
American defense workers to their jobs, it is very likely to be
answered by some sort of drastic anti-strike legislation in
Congress.
Actually there are some palliating points to be made,
though they do not wholly answer the question. Tlie $30 a
month paid to a private in the Army after his first four months
of training is only part of his compensation in comparison
with the earnings of an industrial worker. He receives also
his food, clothing, shelter, medical attention and other per
quisites which constitute probably three-fourths of the budget
of a factory wage-earner. A man of skill and ambition also
has opportunity in the military service to add to his base pay
by qualifying for one of various kinds of specialists’ ratings,
or by rising to a non-commissioned or commissioned offleership.
Nevertheless, when wage rates in particular localities
or crafts are boomed by munitions production or cantonment
construction to the point where men of uncertain skill are
drawing down merely $30 a week—which is a little better than
the average weekly earning in manufacturing industries at
the end of 1940—but sometimes $63. or $80, or $100 a week,
and still perhaps engage in agitation for higher pay, draftees
and their relatives have reason to feel that a serious injustice
is being condoned.
One further consideration is to be taken into account.
The man who wears a uniform works for Uncle Sam; the
man in overalls is helping to earn a profit for a private em
ployer. That profit should be genuinely controlled in the let
ting of defense contracts or by heavy taxation of excess profits,
or both. Otherwise the logic may be urged that if men are
drafted or compelled to work in defense industries at fixed
wage rates the Government should temporarily take over the
plants.
There is good reason to believe, though, that a majority
of seasoned labor leaders prefer to deal with private manage
ment in free industry. Both labor and industry can help pre
serve their freedom by remembering the rate of pay of the
man who shoulders a rifle and keeping their demands in some
reasonable proportion. Notwithstanding all qualifications,
there tends to be a grave disparity between the compensation
of those who drive hard bargains and those who serve unquestioningly. Patriotism in office and factory must even the
balance.

The welcome news comes from Europe that 80 percent
of the British Expeditionary Force have been safely evacu
ated from Greece.
Two million tons of American shipping will be invoked
as “all-out aid to the democracies.” President Roosevelt has
asked the Maritime Commission to provide it.
With a temporary wage increase of $1 a day Southern coal
mines will reopen.
Hitler ls to begin his Suez drive within ten days, it is
expected.
A Moscow report says that 12,000 Nazis have been landed
in Finland.

BASEBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
vs.

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 52.

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

ius AMOCO-GAS

lydro-formed, Too!

TWELVE PAGES

Thursday
Issue

BOOTHBAY HARBOR HIGH SCHOOL
FRIDAY, MAY 2, AT 3.30 P. M.
AT COMMUNITY PARK
ADMISSION 25 CENTS

A remarkable stunt has been
performed by Edna Lehto of War
ren, who has “manufactured” 360
words out of ‘ Tlie Roving Report
er.” Publication of the list is not
feasible because of its extreme
length, but it has been retained at
this office for the benefit of any
body who may like to read it.
-—Q—
In 1872 Rockland citizens were
subscribing to a fund with which
it was intended to buy “'a small
engine for the extinguishment of
fires. Among the contributors were
John S. Case, H. W. Wight, Abner
R Bills, A F. Ames, Albert Smith,
John T. Berry, Silas W. McLeod,
G A Safford, W. H. Priest, H. O.
Bird, T. E. Simonton, J. F. Merrill,
C. A. Crockett, W. A. Farns
worth, L. Staples, N. A. Burpee,
Charles E. Hall and O. Howe Wiggin. all well known citizens of that
period.
—o—
Tlie class of 1872, held graduation
execlses in Farwell & Ames Hall
Feb. 29 Tlie program: Salutatory,
Eugene R. Bowler; essays, Emily
White Case, Ada F. Bird, Rebecca
C. Ludwig. Addie M. Heal, Clara L.
Hewett, Ella A. Booker, Clara E.
Lowe, Lillian B Howes, Annie B.
Pendleton, Flora Marks, Adaline
Snow Alden, and Jennie W. Cobb;
valedictory, Albert W. Butler. Music
was furnished by Chandler's Band
of Portland,
How large is a farm? There’s
a quiz question for you. The latest
census tells us that the averaged
sized farm in 1940 was 174 acres,
or an increase of 17 acres during
the decade.

The war newr^~interestlng—and
vital—but as I go along the street
in the afternoon it's mostly base
ball returns I hear coming over the
radio.

Thirty years Hago yesterday oc
curred the b g Bangor fire in which
property valued at $3,188,081 was
destroyed, and there resulted a
night of terror which no resident
of that city and vicinity will ever
forget. And it was all caused by
a carelessly thrown cigaret.
"I am still glad to keep in touch
with Rcckland,” writes Mrs. Annie
B. Smith (nee George) of 628
Washington avenue, Portland. The
Issue of The Courier-Gazette April
26 was especially interesting to her
as it contained portraits of one of
her cousins and three schoolmates
in tlie picture entitled "North End
Coopers Thirty Years Ago.”
Tlie birthplace"^-Dharlie Chaplin
in London was recently damaged
by a German bomb. The piethrowing screen ace probably found
that not quite so funny.
The chief engineer of the Marsh
field (Mass.) Fire Department be
lieves in brevity, and has a keen
sense of humor. His report of the
recent devastating fires in his town
itemizes the seven which took place
between Feb. 20 and April 21. And
then he stopped itemizing and the
final entry read—“whole damn
beach."
—O-—Almost everybody knows "Peter”
the dog which so devotedly follows
Lawrence Hamlin wherever he goes,
and Nortlienders, at least, know
tlie canine to be a good “ratter.”
But the next time Pete sees meat
in a rat-trap he will let the rats
taste it first. Peter's nose may
not be out of joint, but he knows
now that dog’s noses were not made
to monkey around rat-traps. Nose,
sir.

Visions of a~°terr:ble accident
came to “Fon" Russell the other
night when they phoned to him to
proceed to a certain place with his
ambulance and a crew of men. But
what they really wanted was the
police ambulance with a crew of
firemen. Nevertheless there's now
another fire chief by the name of
Russell.
p
One year ago: Major 8. E. Wil
lard. formerly of Rockland, became
post commander at Fort Totten, N.
Y—Enoch B. Robertson, 68, died
in Waldoboro—Charles H. Berry
sold his blue ribbon saddle horses.
Carnation Charm and Beauty to
Dr. C. B. Popplestone and Dam
ariscotta
parties. respectively.—
Walter E. Colson died at the age of
65 years.

Every-Other-Day
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Blessed are they that keep His
testimonies, and that seek Him
with the whole heart—Psalm 119: 2

Beek Review
(By K. S. F.)

THE OUTLOOK AT CAMDEN
Coach Lawrence (Dool) Dailey Tells Of
Large Squad, But Declines To
Make Prophecy

“The Kaw, The Heart of a Nation'
3d Base—Milliken.
We have had a large group of
Author Floyd Benjamin Streeter, boys practicing for the past two SS—McGrath.
with illustrations by Isabel Bate weeks. At the present time the sit
Left field—Hart.
Center
field—Merchant.
uation
is
as
lollows.
and Harold Black. Publishers Far
Letter men: Captain Merchant, Right field—Felton or Young.
rar and Rinehart. New Yoik
Mlarriner,
McOrath,
Milliken, With regards to picking the pen
This is one of the Rivers of Bracy, Wright and McFarland who nant winner, I shall not attempt
America series, which are giving to was a letter man his freshman year, this task any more than to say that
the country much food for general last year he did not play.
it looks like a close scramble.
enlightenment and courage as well
Probable
rookies:
Rainfrette, Our schedule:—
as pride in their tremendous de Hodscn, Halt. Heirick. Felton, and
May 2—At Belfast.
velopments of the past 100 years. Young. There are several other
May 6—St. George.
This river is more generally known Freshmen who need a bit more sea
May 9—Lincoln Academy.
as the Kansas River. The history soning.
May 13—At Vinalhaven.
of the Indian named Kaw river, is
May
16—Rockland.
We loose two veterans this year
the history of Kansas from the days due to the fact that Clyde Bartlett
May 20—Thomaston.
of the trails of the Forty-Niners, and Tom Aylward are working after
May 23—At St. George.
the prairie development, the rail school. These boys will be missed.
May 26—Boothbay.
roads, the cattle herds in their treks
May 27—At Lincoln.
A tentative lineup follows:
from the Texas and Indian Terri
May 29—Vinalhaven.
Catching—John Rainfrette.
tory sections to markets in Kansas
Juue 2—At Boothbay.
P.tching—Bracy and McFarland.
City. St. Iz)uis and Chicago, the
June 3—At Rockland.
1st Base—Wright.
bloody and dreadful sacking of
June 6—At Thomaston.
2d Base—Marriner or Merrick.
Lawrence and other guerilla war
fare, the Abolitionists’ fight against
and practice is compulsory. Also,
slavery in Kansas, when this State
in large bands where the members
was known as "Bleeding Kansas."
are on salary the director can de
Then comes the development of
GOOD OLD DAYS mand strict compliance with his
the great wheat belt and that is a
long chapter of thrills in itself.
rules and his insistence on mu
OF
The writer of this review was
sical
artistry and the members
LOCAL BANDS
bom, and lived only a few miles
"take it and like it” as their living
from the Kaw river, where life was
By
depends on “making good”.
as full of adventure as a cyclone is
IREE MEMBER
The unpaid amateur is a band
full of trouble and she speaks from
man because he loves his band, his
memories and fireside stories told
Next let us say a few words instrument and his music and
in her youth. The Santa Fe trail about balancing the tone volume band work is the greatest fun in
passed through her home town
in the sections. To 'llustrate we the world to him. It affects the
where Indian's cowboys and rough
will take the alto section. If one general public just as it does the
riders passed every day through the
player plays loudly, one plays very ' band members. When a band
village.
goes down the street playing a
The development of educational softly and another plays neither march tire pulse of the whole town
schools and colleges throughout loudly nor softly the effect is gro quickens and heads are held high
Kansas has always been phenome tesque. The good1 director will not er and crowds follow as long as
nal and her efforts have sent out tolerate unbalanced sections but the band marches and plays.
into the world men of great distinc persist until no individual in any
The nature of a composition and
section plays out of balance with
tion.
its
melody determines the tempo in
The author is well versed in his his section mates, unless some in which it should be played. The
art of historical data, and tales of dividual player is tendering a solo. composer places tempo marks
interest to all intelligent readers. When this is the case the solo throughout the composition to
The illustrations are not quite con should always stand out from and guide the director. These tempo
vincing and lack spirit, with the above the harmony parts. Not
marks are approximate and much
Rivers of America this book will that the soloist should play louder discrimination or “leeway” is left
but
rather
the
accompaniment
take its place alongside of Robert
to the director. “Andante," for in
P. T. Coffin’s "Kennebec," and tlie should be more subdued. The solo stance, approximates “slowly” but
should be prominent, always,
other ten.
never submerged by the accom nature of the melody determines
the degree cf “slowness" and it
paniment.
After a proper balance is is up to the director to set a
achieved in the individual sections tempo best suited to the melody.
All tempo marks are subject to
the next step is to balance the sec
the
same rule. If the director
tions ensemble. Ever hear the
A RACING CAR WHEEL HAS
possesses
that much to be de
song ‘‘There's Something about a
BEEN CHANGED (and the car
sired
quality
“good taste” his
Soldier?’’ Well. "There's some
SERVICED)
tempos
will
be
appropriate and
thing about a band." too. The
will
closely
approximate
the de
playing of a good band stirs some
sires
of
the
composer.
Otherwise
thing in most people that nothing
else can match. Bitten by the his tempos will be inappropriate
"band bug” young men save and and grotesque. The “swing” of a
scrape to get money to buy a cor march must be steady and set at a
net or other instrument costing reasonable tempo to make march
from $40 to amounts well into the ing easy.
About 25 years ago march tem
hundreds. They then take lessens
pos
began to change. At that time
and put in hours, days, weeks,
the
bands set a tempo that was
months, and years of hard work to
easy
to march to. Hundreds of
become fine players. They give
marchers
in a parade could, and
countless free concerts and really
did.
swing
along at an easy pace
enjoy thus giving pleasure to
that
left
the
marchers freSh after
FOR SPRING
others, and when they chance to
a
long
march.
Why should march
OIL-CHANGE
get a “paid" job they are over
tempos
be
changed?
They shouldn’t
GET
joyed. A good comet costs about
$100. Tlie average local band man be, but were changed just the same.
isn't paid that much in a lifetime
of band playing!
ARE YOU GETTING
Well, to get back to normal
WE BUY AND SELL again. All the work outlined in
YOUR SHARE
i the foregoing talks can be done
without much pother if the director
OF THE 1941 PAYROLL?
GOOD
, is tactful and patient. With little
IF NOT
USED CARS
, to gain except expense and hard
NAME ......................-...................
4Th-tf work it is unwise to expect a band
ADDRESS ................ -.....................
man to stand too much “razzing'''
CAR ..............................................
A director must rule with tact and
EMPLOYED ..................... .............
tolerance if he would keep an
amateur band together.
TEL............... ..... AGE .................
52-53
In army and navy bands study

THE

FFATS^POWER

TIME TO CHANGE!

Knox County Table

baskets and moccasins from Old a florist sent them 16 dozen carna
On our table were lobster pots and Thomaston ‘doorway cards". Such Town. Biddeford had lovely things tions. Aroostook had bags of po
I
buoys which Fred made, also variety!
tatoes.
PenohscOt County had beautiful loaned them from the mills, and
Marian Youngs lovely old rug and

Made Great Hit At State
Of Maine Exposition
In New Bedford

Sensational Sale of Nationally Advertised
From 11 A. M. to 1 P. M.
2 HOURS ONLY

See your Z-man today for Fresh, Clean

Lifetime Guarantee by Manufacturers

STRAWBERRIES

AMERICA'S BEST BREAD BUT"!
LARGE |"W
I’/a LB.
LOAVES |<

Ia{

•<

EACH 9<

LARGE SIZE

FOR

25c

NATIVE

Cucumbers

HOTHOUSE

SET A BETTER TABLE
WITH“SURPLUS”FOODS

Bwanmiininiiiiinimiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiffli
iHN PAGE
/

SUPER MARKETS
462 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Prices also Effective at Camden and Belfast

Because their pricese are lower
than could be possible if supplies
were normal, surplus (Blue Stamp)
foods are unusually good buys.
Whether you take part in the
Stamp Plan or not . . . whether
you buy in A. & P. or elsewhere
. . . wc urge you to use all the
“Surplus ’ foods you can.

I
Rich, creamy-smooth dress

ing at a price that means

N. Y. SIRLOIN. BOTTOM ROUND or CUBE
LB
FANCY, FRESH. NATIVE
HEAVY STEER. BEEF
LB <
Chickens Broiling or Frymg-2!>-3 lb avg

Rib Roast
Face Rump Roast bo^«s oltn rmL lb
Chuck Roast BONELESS S-TPCT «O*,T LB

Fancy Briaket
'
FANCY
Capons
6 -8 LBS AVG
FANCY NORTHERN
Turkeys
8 15 LB AVG

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

m]uii!!!Hnuuii:uuiuuiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiuiiiiuuii

Lamb Legs

SPRING

BONED AND ROLL 0

Lamb Fores
IF DESIRED
SUNNYFIELD
Smoked Hams Whole oi Either Half
WILDMERE
Smoked Shoulders MILD CURED

Pork Loin
Chickens

Fresh Fillets

FRESH
WHOLE OR EITHER HALF

FANCY, FRESH, NATIVE
For Roasting - 4-412 LB AVG

29c

Lobsters

3
2

bla8g

39«

1 LB BAGS

27c

String Beaus RELIABLE
A&P Fruit Cocktail
A&P Grapefruit

NO. 2

3

CANS

AND OTHER REFRESHING
YUKON BEVERAGES (confs.)

CAN
29 OZ!

4

CRESTMONT

BOTS

"CANDY IS A DELICIOUS FOOD"

2
2

CANS

Molasses

P-EG. VAL. $2.00

WORK PANTS

28Th-tf

Festival

Eat More For

Better Living

Fresh Eggs Purchased Locally Attractively Priced

SANFORIZED
HEAVY
OUR
COVERT
PRICE
STRAIN POINTS
REINFORCED
REG. VAL. $145

AT LOWEST

Springtime

EGGS

CRESTVIEW
MEDIUM

A&P Sliced Peaches
Cranberry Sauce OCEAN
SPRAY
Orange Juice

DOZ
16 OZ CAN

17 OZ CAN
TREESWKET 46 oz
CAN

Clapp’s Baby Foods
Clapp’s chopped Foods

Qan& fiaJihvi
DONUTS
Plain,
Sugared or
Cinnamon
- DOZ

Especially Priced this Week!

Berber’s Baby Cereal
gucomalt
Coconog

DELICIOUS
CHOC. BEVERAGE

My-T-Fine Desserts
“ larlrla puddiKG'S - ANN P'age
IdlKIC

Choc Vamlia & Bi''orscoich

arshmallows
Cracker Jacks

K

CANS I
8 02 4
PKG I

8 OZ CAN
-8 OZ
CANS

SOUTH HOPE <[
Old and \<|
WOODCOCK'S
Admission 25c, J

14^ OZ

BABIES DESERVE THE BEST’

NO. 2 CAN 11c
NO 2!i
CANS
NO 2

Dance Satul

NO. 2 CAN

WHITEHOUSE - "NONE BETTER”

100% PURE HYDROGENATED
VEGETABLE SHORTENING

OPERATOR <1
Positions are ope
have worked on Si
chines. If von h.t|
perietue. apply toVAN BAALEN l|
87 Camden Street.

12 OZ CAN

BIG, TENDER

GINGER ALE
THIN CHIPS

For flying instru'j
Treat, 68 Grace
adv.

LIVE CHICKEN

MORNING SUN

MAINE PEAS
EVAP. MILK

LB

Steak Cod
FRESH SLICED
Scallops
FRESH SEA
Smoked Fillets FANCY LARGE

LB

H

Now is the timJ
feed your fruit al
Also shrubs. Tref
Telephone Albert J
adv.

COD, CUSK, HADDOCK

DEL MAIZ CORN NIBLETS
A&P GOLDEN SWcti CORN

EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE

“Silsby's Pansy
will be ready
through local stori
Get your pansy be

DELICIOUS, TENDER, FLAVORFUL - PORTERHOUSE

LB PKG

3 LB
CAN

BRER RABBIT
GREEN LABEL

RADIO a
ALL MAKES—J
Repaired, AdjuJ

1 LB
CAN

£SZ 12c

MAINE M

TEL. 708,

H

TIN OF QC
5 CUBES O

Herbox Bouillon Cubes
Cat Food OLD MOTHER HUBBARD

CANS 25c
2’i LB f)Cc
PKG Zd

3

Kibbled Biscuits “AS"

POSSIBLE PRICES
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
WE PAY POSTAGE

Bi eck '» Tested si

LOW PRICE CONTINUES—Every cut of Heavy Steer Beef —Satisfaction Guaranteed!

OUR
PRICE

QUALITY MERCHANDISE

Miss Dorothy R
Mr. and Mrs. Pre
Thomaston, a
Household Nursing
for Attendant Nuif-I
been transferred
Hospital in Conci
year’s instruction
ing Miss Ripley
headquai tei.s of ll(
weeks taking up co
hold care.
at H H Crie Co., |
205, City.

PANTS

1.17

|

the home of Mr;
rehearsal for “Pil|
will be held Satur
with Dr. John W

the Rockland IL
furnishing the
|
Stone and Kelley
elected delegates
Conference, empe
district governor.

Contains Vitamin C

Contains Vitamins B-C-G

operatj

Tiie Rotary Club I
Hal Frame of m:nq

Contain Vitamins B-C-G

Grapefruit

dexo

YOUNG MEN

17

f«M, pipe

BALDWIN APPLES

Grading

carried cn at the
den street factory,
parking spat e. A J
in the front.
it rehearsal toni

DOZ

i double
, BCHS

BANANAS

The Salvation
a tag day Saturdi

The Rubinstein

LARGE
JUICY

Contain Vitpmins A-B-C-G

World's Largest Selling Coffee

NEW SHADE8
IDES
FOR MEN
AND

MOSHER’S FILLING STATION, Belfast

Contain Vitamin C

CELERY

DEEP TONE
DENIM
HEAVY DUFY
8 POCKETS

DRESS HATS

May 27 — Oanul* |
School of Dancing
Opera House.
June 5
Warren
exercises.
June 12—Rocklnil
Commencement.

- - Right Out of Your A&P Garden!

One lute... ud you'll My ifs

May 3- Knox Poq
Hope Oran ire
May 4 Beach Ini
Bench opens for serf
May 5 Camden S'
ln«
i
May 3 Lincoln Bd
In West Rockport
May ^-Visiting d
Goldenrod Chapter.
May 9 —Warren |
Cole." by primary
May 10—American
In Rockland.
Mav 11 Mothers
May 11 Rededleati
Peter's Episcopal Chi
May 13 Lincoln j
Women's Club meet 1
al Church in Wise ,
May 16 Three-ae I
Grandma?" bv F.-rf
Methodist vestry.
I
May 19 Knox CuuJ
ventton In Rockhu
Mav 20—Men's b
Elks Home at 6 30

Mav 21 Warren
I
School Hobby Qroul

Orders Taken Before or During Sale

Contains Vitamins C-G

OUR
PRICE

MADE OF
PEPPERELL
battue; axe
WHIPCORD

ROCKLAND, ME.

FLORIDA ORANGES

or FROCKS

FOR MEN AND YOUNG
MEN
REGULAR
VALUE
$240
OTHERS $247 to $447

C. A. PAUL, Belfast

No Radio Interference
Cuts Long and Short Hair
Double Action Head—Endorsed
by Board of Underwriters

Contain Vitamins B-C-G

1.97

STONE’S GARAGE, Rockland

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

■ " ENRICHED

DRESS PANTS

YOUR NEARBY dE-MAN CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON ALL CAR NEEDS

SELF-SHARPENING
HEAD

MARVEL SCORES AGAIN

1.00 OVERALL

$145 VALUE

CO

Get Fresh Fruits « Vegetables

97c

MANY A DOLLAR HAS BEEN SAVED BY THIS NEW
SELF-RETURN CAR KEY RINGI
Act quickly to get this cheap insurance against lost car
keys. A light, colorful plastic ring, with your name and
address stamped into it, will bring lost keys back to you by
mail. Send 10c to The Pennzoil Co., Oil City, Pa., or see
> your Pennzoil dealer for order blank.

If You Can't Attend This Sale, Leave Money
Before Sale and Shaver Will Be Held For You

COR. PARK & MAIN STREETS,

RIVETED

OVERALLS

GUARANTEE
LIFETIME
Sample On
Display

NO CATCH TO THIS—JUST PAY $1.99 AND IT’S YOURS!
You'll get the thrill of your life when you use the new Underwood Dry Shaver. Just
plug in socket and shave—no water, blades, soap or brush. Will pay for itself-^othing else to buy. This Undeiwood Dry Shaver will be sold for the regular price of
$15.00 after Saturday.

Correctly Sized
REINFORCED
OUR
CROTCH
PRICE
FORM FITTING
STRAIN POINTS

84c

gram.

White Ivory Case—Pigskin Pouch

1.00 DUNGAREES

ROOMY
POCKETS
REINFORCED

May 2
ThomaRtoi
On Parade" at Witt
May 2 Annual nut
Educational Club at
May 3—Salvation i
May 3 Warrct) t i

.99

Just received! Only 50 to be sold at this 2-hour sale.
Bv arrangement with the manufaeturer of this na
tionally advertised $15 dry shaver, we are positively
limited to 50 only. GET YOURS IMMEDIATELY.
LIMITED 2 TO A COUPON—ON SALE ONLY
'T

Lifetime
Guarantee

SANFORIZED
If you like service complete, prompt, courteous—service with
products that will keep your car running smoothly, safsly
—we Z-rnen ire the dealers you want to do business with.
Wo're ready to take tan e( all your driving needs.

UNDERWOOD assst SHAVER

STEAKS

FULL CUT
LARGE

SATURDAY ONLY
MAY 3

IVORY CUSHION CRIP

Why? On account of the tempo
set by the U. S. Army. I don't
knew who the bright person was
who conceived the idea that civi
lians should be made to march at
the same smart pace as the trained
army men. They train for it just
as a pugilist trains for a fight and
can stand the pace. I have no ob
jection, none whatever. I do ab
ject however, well, read the next
installment.

ROCKLAND, ME.
OPPOSITE PERRY’S
MAIN STREET MARKET

TALK OF Ti

New 1941 Model—Advertising Special

The State of Maine Exposition
recently held in New Bedford
proved1 a great success, and the
Knox County table (Blmost “stole
the show," thanks to Harvey How
ard of Thomaston who made a
personal canvass among Knox (O
Ccunty concerns, finding splendid
co-operation. His daughter writes:
“The party was a great success,
co
—
with attendance of more than 275, i<u
and while there were many attrac
tive tables. I think Knox County
was one of the best,
“John Cook made a sign for CO
Knox County Products. It was
seven feet long depicting beauti
ful blue sky and pine trees; black
letters with silver. He also made
a fine sign for Black & Gay
canned goods. The jars from the
cement plant attracted a great deal
of attention, also the articles from
the machine shop. I had the pic
tures mounted on a large screen.
The cne of the quarries was of
gireat interest, as I knew it would
be.
I fastened a copy of The CourierGazette to the picture of that office
with a sign “Home of The Cou
rier-Gazette." We used all of
your pictures, also sardines. A
man said to Fred, "I have traveled
all over Maine but I never knew
they canned sardines there.”
Codfish also evoked comment. A
stranger remarked, “Gee! Makes
me think of home. We used to
have codfish twice a week when
I was a boy.” From Camden I
had a lovely wrought iron weather
vane, a ship (from Ernest Rice) a
red jacket, white wool gloves from
Knox Woolen Co., also baby's dress
from the Nancy Ellen Frock Shop.
At the last moment when I had
given up expecting any more, Car
rie Ripley sent a beautiful hooked
rug belonging to her mother, two
from Hazel Young, a quilt almost
100 years old, some cute holders,
tatted mats, and a queer Chinese
pagoda made in the State Prison.

ECONOMY
CLOTHES
SHOP

Every-Ottier-

DAVID G. HOI
OPTOMA
336 MAIN ST., if
TELj
Office Hours: 9 to
Evenings By .

3 LB oocPKG Zd
Daily Kibbled Biscuits
i0'$oz <■ 7 C
Tomato Soup ANN PAGE
CANS I I
Nectar Tea
ORANGE PEKOE
25c
Qnapl/lA
GELATIN DESSERTS
OpaiRIC A\N PAGE-FRUIT FLAVORS 3 PKGS 1 0C
PILES! PILE
Cond. Milk
WHITEHOUSE
2
2tc
Why spend monej
remedies? Pile
Old Dutch Cleanser
relief at once. MI
3 CANS 20c
delighted. II. A.
Me. (mailed anyi
White Sail Cleanser
3 CANS
1
0
C
CANS
$1.00). On sale
LARGE
Rate
Store, Roe I
Lux Flakes
21
C
PKG
LARGE OCC
White Sail Soap Flakes
PKGS ZO
Rinso
2 fe15c
LARGE 4J7C
PKGS Of
LARGE
White Sail Soap Grains
PKGS 25‘

3

2
2
2

2

Mai n Di 8 CHEESE AMERICAN. COLORED j$7(
IVIcl"U~DIL or PIMENTO-2 LB FAMILY LOAF *F

I

Longhorn Cheese
U PKGS
CELLO *BAG 1 0C Red Skin Cheese
3 PKGS 1 QC Fresh Cheese
N Y

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO MARKET CHANCES

FUNERAl
Ambulancj

COLORED

TELEPil

WELL CURED

SM or 781-J
118-11$ LIMER |
rocklaI

STATE MIID

IB

Every-Other-Day

sent them 16 dozen carnaKroostook had bags of po

ll KB AY ONLY
MAY 3

GUARANTEE
LIFETIME
Sample On
Display

co

IT’S YOURS!
bod Dry Shaver. Just
1 pay for itself—noththe regular price of

^F-SHARPENING
HEAD
ll.idio interference
Long and Short Hair
Action Head—Endorsed
oard of Underwriters

egetables
A&P Garden!
pts

23'

doz

49'

2
ARGE

2

JICY

double 4

2

BCHS

f

|

f

6

IBS

$ Vitamin C

hers

HOTHOUSE 3 TOR

27c

A BETTER TABLE

III "SURPLUS” FOODS
lause their pricese are lower
J could be possible if s-upplies

^lcrmal. surplus)Blue Stamp)
are unusually good buys,
kher you take part in the
pp Plan or not . . . whether
buy in A. & P. or elsewhere
1 we urge you to use all the
plus’ foods you can.

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

RHOUSE
r CUBE

OOr
UU
LB 27
IB 29'c
LB 35c
LB 29c
LB 15'
LB 9'
.. 23'
i.19c
.. 29'
10'

LB

ZY, FRESH. NATIVE
oi Frying —2’’j-3
£-3 lb avg
CORNED BEEF
HEAVY STEER BEEF
FANCY
8 LBS AVG
INCY NORTHERN
3 15 LB AVG

________

OD, CUSK, HADDOCK
FRESH SLICED

FRESH SEA

S

FAN'. I' LARGE

tIVE CHICKFN

12 OZ CAN

3

10<

"7c

oz
CAN |

mh

29 OZ<

4

12c

TIN OF Ar
5 CUBES

O

25'
Z3

3

Biscuits

FRUIT FLAVORS

WHITEHOUSE

ianser
eanser

PKG

CANS
3'?t&17
‘

Q
U

2
3
3

LB QCC
PKG Z3

4I AC
U

PKGS
14 OZ 04
A d |C
CANS Z I
cans

20*
1 0C

CANS
LARGE 04 e
PKG Z I

ap Flakes 2
25c
pk?I 15c
2lpakrg?37‘
ap Grains 2
25c
(p/todudA —
EESE AMERICAN, COLORED
MENTO - 2 LB FAMILY LOAF

eese
ese
5

Like a breath of Summer, al
though Spring has scarcely ar
rived. comes the announcement
that the South Hope Sweet Shop
will open next Sunday. This very
popular resort will be under the
management of Mrs. Mattie Powell
who piloted Community Sweet
Shop to fame in its early days.

Miss Dorothy Ripley, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ripley of South
Thomaston, a student in the
Household Nursing Training School
for Attendant Nurses in Boston, has
been transferred to the Emerson
Hospital in Concord, Mass, for a
year's instruction in bedside nurs
ing Miss Ripley has been at the
headquarters of the school for six
At Waldoboro yesterday, Rock
weeks taking up cooking and house
land
High defeated Waldoboro
hold care.
High 12-0 in a'nine-inning game.
Breck's Tested Seeds. Fresh stock The home team was held to a
at H H. Crie Co., 328 Main St. Tel. single hit and its errors proved
205, City.
51-53 costly. Rockland slammed out 13
hits, seven of which were for extra
‘Silsby’s Pansy Plants’’’ <30,000) bases, and played an errorless
will be ready for distribution game. The batteries: Rockland,
through local stores, early in May. Newcombe, Drake and Bodman;
Get your pansy beds ready.—adv.
50-tf Waldoboro, Borneman and Lee.
Now is the time to prune and
feed your fruit and shade trees.
Also shrubs. Trees taken down.
Telephone Albert Quinn, 741 -W —
adv.
50-52
For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

OPERATORS WANTED
Positions are open for peeplc who
have worked on Singer Sewing Ma
chines. If von have had such ex
perience. apply to—

VAN BAALEN IIEILKRl'N CO.
87 Camden Street,
Rockland. Me.

Dance Saturday Night
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old and New Dances
WOODCOCK'S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c (tax included)

ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Repaired. Adjusted, Installed

OTHFR HUBBARD
CANS
OLD MOTHER 2’. LB *>CC
IIS HUBBARD
PKG

DESSERTS

The first anniversary of Amal
gamated Clothing Workers’ Union
local 371 will be observed with a
banquet and dance Saturday night
at Community Building. Two hun
dred guests are expected to attend.

To have a clock with weights and
chains
And pendulum, swinging up and
down I
A dresser filled with shining delph.
Speckled and white and blue and
brown!
I could be busy all the day
Clearing and sweeping hearth and
floor.
And fixing on their shelf again
My white and blue and speckled store!
I could be quiet there at night
Beside the fire and by myself.
Sure of a bed and loth to leave
The ticking clock and the shining
delph!
Och! but I’m weary of mist and dark,
And roads where there's never a house
nor bush,
And tired I am of bog and road
And the crying wind and the lone
some hush!
And I am praying to God on high,
And I am praying Him night and day,
For a little house—a house of my
own—
Out of the wind’s and the rain’s way.
—Padraic Colum

BORN
McIntosh—At Appleton, April 24, to J
Mr and Mrs. William McIntosh, a
daughter -Mary Joan.
Grlspi—At Knox Hospital. April 28.
to Mr. and Mrs. Mario Grlspi (Phyllis
Pellloane), a daughter.

DIED
Brd At Rockland. April 30, Almon
Bird, aged 67 years, 7 month, 5 days
Services Sunday at 2 p. m. from the
Russell funeral home.
Oxton—At Children's Hospital, Bos
ton. Avia Oxton. of Portland and War
ren. aged 7 years. 7 days. Funeral
Frldey at 2 o’clock Trom the Baptist
Church. Warren. Burial In Riverview
cemetery.
Rackliff At St George. April 30.
Allison H Rackliff. aged 26 years. 6
months. 17 days
Funeral Saturday
at 2 p. m. from Russell funeral home.
Burial
50-52at Spruce Head.

BAKED BEAMS
20TH
ANNIVERSARY
SALE
At GOMA’S
Has been amazingly successful.
Tlie biggest April in all our store
history.

colored

WELL CURED

NY STATE MIID

I

l»25‘

25'
1&2V

18

MAINE MUSIC CO.

TEL. 708,

ROCKLAND. ME.
40-tf

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
336 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will five
relief at once. Money back if not
delighted. H. A. MARR, Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine.
$1.00). On sale at Carroll’s Cat
Rate Store, Rockland. 122Th-t!

THURS.-FRI., MAY 1-2
BARBARA STANWYCK
HENRY FONDA
in

“THE LADY EVE”
SATURDAY ONLY, MAY 3

CESAR ROMERO
VIRGINIA GILMORE
MILTON BERLE

“TALL, DARK AND
HANDSOME”
also
CHARLES STARRETT

“OUTLAWS OF THE
PANHANDLE”

FOUR
FOUR
DAYS
DAYS
SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED.
MAY 4, 5, 6. 7

The Waldo Theatre is pleased to
present
IRENE DUNNE, CARY GRANT
Columbia Pictures’ big new
feature attraction—heralded by
preview audiences as a film des
tined to take its place beside the
topmost ranking productions of
1941—

“PENNY SERENADE”
Based on the McCall’s Maga
zine novel by Martha Creavens.
Directed by George Stevens,
with
BEULAH BONDI
EDGAR BUCHANAN
ANN DORAN

Waldo Theatre-goers will re
call that when Columbia last
paired Irene Dunne and Cary
Grant in a picture—the result
was “The Awful Truth”—a film
still considered by many as one
of the (most thoroughly enter
taining motion pictures in the
last decade.

Featuring

Room Lot Wall Papers
$1.00

Coming: “Men of Boys’ Town,”
“The Zeigfeld GirL”

SIRLOIN, PORTERHOUSE, N. Y. SIRLOIN
BOTTOM ROUND, CUBE

ROAST
HEAVY STEER BEEF
BONELESS FIVE RIB
NO WASTE

EEF

JUST FOR

Benefit Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary
52-53

SPECTATOR

V. F. W. ENCAMPMENT
BEANO

OUR SELECTED MEATS
• Taste will tell every time . . . and millions of
Americans agree that tender, juicy roast beef is
tops in flavorful, tantalizing goodness. And, too,
you have the word of scientific authorities that
every serving, every mouthful is rich in those five
essential food factors . . . vitamins, protein, phos
phorus, iron and energy.

EVERY DAY

KELLOGG’S ALL BRAN pkg 18c
KELLOGG’S
CORN FLAKES ....... 3 pkgs 20c
SWANSDOWN
CAKE FLOUR ............... pkg 23c

CAMPBELL’S

Every Saturday Night
At 7.45 o’clock

V.F.W. Hall, 43 Water St.
Under New Management
Door Prize
Attendance Prize
Lamps. Blankets, Groceries, Etc.
Merchandise Tickets
Public Invited

52-53

*6

52‘lt

STERLING SALT .... 2 boxes 13c
KNOX JELL .............. 3 pkgs 10c
HABITANT PEA SOUP .... tin 11c
PANCAKE FLOUR ....... pkg 5c
GRAPENUTS ......
pkg 12c
CREAM OF WHEAT .... pkg 23c
ARMOUR’S TREET ....... tin 23c
KETCHUP ........... 14 oz bot Mr
CHICKEN SOUP......... 2 tins lit
SPAGHETTI........... 3 lge tins 25c
IMITATION
VANILLA............ 2 8-oz Jugs 25c
SHREDDED WHEAT 2 pkgs 21c
CORN FLAKES
3 pkgs 17c
CANNED OYSTERS ... 2 tins 25c
TABBY CAT FOOD ....... tin 5c
SMOKED SALMON'
2 ting 25c

fin ft

OTHEI
STYLES

$5 to

HONEY ...................... 5 lb tin
A. K. O. CRABMEAT ..... Un
PINK SALMON ...... -....... tin
MARSHMALLOW
FLUFF ...................... lge tin
TOMATO SOUP............... tin
BAKER’S
SEMI-SWEET BITS 2 pkgs
HERSHEY COCOA .... lb pkg
CHEF
BOY-AR-DEE DINNER ----SWEECO .................... 2 tins

59c
19c

15c

18c
5c
25c
14c
29c
35c

Macaroni, 3 tins 25c

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. MS
ROCKLAND. MB.
M-tf

24 for 17e

America’s Smartest Walking Shoes

M'LAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

LEAN

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE

LB.

STEWING BEEF
BOLOGNA

■ II
LB. I U ll
I || I ■
| WV

Lb.

BIRDSEYE

23c

package

PEAS,

LARGE FRESH NATIVE

29c

dozen

EGGS,
FRESH KILLED
5 TO G LB. AVE.

CHICKENS

27/

LB.

NATIVE U. S. NO. 1

STATE OF MAINE—ALIVE

POTATOES,

lb 27c

LOBSTERS,

CORNED SPARERIBS,

peck

21c

bch

10c

doz

25c

NEW CRISP

CELERY,
LARGE SIZE FLORIDA

Direct from Eastport to Our Markets

ORANGES,

SLACK SALTED

lb

POLLOCK,

BUTTER

10c

NEW TEXAS ONIONS, ASPARAGUS.
CAULIFLOWER, CUCUMBERS, TOMATOES,
RADISHES

COUNTRY ROLL

LB.

• F.

TOILET

SOAP

BARS

i
both for

' Pre-cooked
BABY
I"*..’*1??.00 CEREAL

, 'Berber* 1

MOLASSES, pure Barbados.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. gal 59c
CREAM TARTAR COMPOUND, bulk.. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 14c
GORTON’S FISH CAKES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . tin 12c
FRIEND’S BROWN BREAD.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 tins 23c
WHEATIES, Camp Lantern 1c.. .. .. .. .. . 2 pkgs 21c
CORN KIX, Marmalade Jar 1c.. .. .. .. .. . 2 pkgs 21c
PHILLIPS STRING BEANS ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 tins 29c
PHILLIPS PEAS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 tins 29c
PHILLIPS TOMATOES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 tins 25c
NORMAN R FLOUR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24'/2 lb bag 79c
COOKIES, English style.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 lbs 23c
SODA CRACKERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb box 14c
GRAHAM CRACKERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 lb box 17c
PEACHES, in syrup.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 2’/2tins 25c
PINEAPPLE, in syrup.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 No. 2 tins 27c
NESTLE’S SEMI-SWEET BITS.. 2 pkgs
23c
PERRY’S COFFEE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 37c
FAIRY SOAP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 bars
11c
LUX FLAKES, Dish Towel for 1c .... lge pkg21c
SPRY.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 lb tin
18c; 3 lb tin 49c

StinJ hr
nc gnats'

^Rinso

15c
4

STRAINED
or JUNIOR
FOODS’-

TINS

29c

Red Hot
Saturday Special
1 Loaf Brown Bread
1 Qt. Baked Beans
BOTH
FOR—

29/

RADIO SALE

THE MARJORIE MILLS HOUR
SPECIALS
Brer Rabbit Molasses,
bot
Canada Dry Ginger Ale,
2 bots, contents,
Ceresota Hour....... ........ bag
Midcn Icebox Freeze, 2 tins

Land O' Lakes Butter

I8c
25c
95c
15c

lb 39c

MORRELL E-Z CUT

HAM,

lb 33c

Whole or Half
The Housewives Program. Lis
ten daily, Monday through Fri
day, from 130 to 2 P. M.—Sta
tion WCSH and affiliated stations.

gladiolus
garden
,(z
.

PERRY

37/

Gerber’s
__

TEA BAGS
-Bengal Brand, praised by pro
fessional tea experts

LB.

ECONOMICAL

Campbells Tomato Soup 3 TINS 23c

$6

Spectator pump with beautiful ->
form and classically simple lines.
Fits snugly, yet comfortably, at
heel and instep. White with Tan,
Bloc, Brown or Patent trim.
Ambulance Service

TO3 LB. AVE.

3 lb tin 35c

CALIF SARDINES ....... tin 10c
PARD DOG FOOD
3 tins 25c
CELLO BAG TEA '/i lb bag 25c
KLEENEX TISSUES pkg 588, 28c
CRISCO.... .................. 1 lb tin 18c
CRISCO ............ -...... 3 lb tin 49c
SPRY ........................ 1 lb tin 18c
SPRY ...... -.................. 3 lb tin 49c
RUN SO ......................... lge pkg 19c
OXYDOL.............. - lge pkg 19c

FRANCO - AMERICAN

combinations.

Cube Steak .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 29c
FRANK FORTS
MINCED HAM

Spaghetti, 3 tins 23c
Big-league style with a high hat- ■
ting average in comfort! Comes
in many smart color-and-leather

RUMP STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 35c
BEEF LIVER

BAKER’S COCOA
lb box 14c
COOK’S COCOA .... lb box 10c

lb

SHORT SHANK—LEAN

GOOD QUALITY WESTERN BEEF
SIRLOIN STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 25c
PORTERHOUSE STEAK .. lb 29c

TOMATO SOUP ....... 3 tins 23c

FRANCO-AMERICAN

BINGO

SMOKED
SHOULDERS

12c

HAMBURG STEAK,

CAMPBELL’S
CHICKEN SOUP .......... tin 10c
QUAKER OATS ........... pkg 19c
RED HEART
DOG FOOD ................ 3 tins 25c
SPAM .... _..................... 2 tins 49c
RATH'S
PORK SAUSAGE ........... tin 17c
BEECHNUT SOUP .. . 2 tins 25c
FRIEND’S BEANS
2 tins 25c
B. & M BEANS.............2 tins 25c
CAMPBELL’S
TOMATO JUICE ...... Igc tin 20c
PERRY’S COFFEE ........... lb 19c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE BAR 15c

27/

CORNED BEEF, navel ends or rib cuts ... lb

MAXWELL
HOUSE COFFEE ........... lb 27c
LOG CABIN SYRUP
bot 17c

25c

—BONELESS BRISKET OR THICK RIB

PORK ROAST
CHUCK ROAST

LOW PRICES

LB.

CORNED BEEF

MAKE OUR MEAT MARKET YOUR HEALTH MARKET

LAKE SHORE

Using the latest electrical
equipment

HEAVY STEER BEEF
BONELESS. WASTELESS

CHUCK ROAST

CRESCENT
SHORTENING

Ambulance Service
39 r
TELEPHONES
$80 or 781-1 or 781-11
118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
119-tt

U. S. BRANDED HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF

with

THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS

WEDNESDAY. MAY 7
At LEGION HALL

FRIDAY NIGHT. 7.45. SPEAR HALL
Door Prize, Dinner
Two Attendance Prizes
A Beautiful Heavy Tuft Hobnail
Spread. Trimmed, with Fringe
Big Prizes on Evening Game

/

SHOW TIMES: Matinees
Sat. 2.30 D.S.T. Sun. 3.00 D.S.T.
Single Evening Show 8.00 DJs.T.

RUMMAGE SALE

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

FOR HEALTH’S SAKE

WALDO THEATRE

Added Attraction: Walt Disney’s.
“A Good Time For a Dime”
NOTICE!
Special Mid-Week
Matinee Wednesday, May 7,
at 2.30 D.S.T.

WE WILL CONTINUE
THROUGH MAY

STEAKS

FOR GOODNESS SAKE

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

WITH GENERATIONS

RADIO SERVICE

?aSz

on Cubes

TIN

Brickley’s Canteen is open for
business on Union street between
Spring and Elm streets, a modern,
sanitary, well equipped sandwich,
het deg and hght lunch spot. E. &
M. ice cream is handled.

The U. S. Civil Service Commis
sion announces an open competetive examination for Patternmaker
(Metal) for filling vacancies in
this position in the Navy Yard,
Portsmouth, N. H. $9.84, $9.36, $8.88
a day.
Applications will be received un
til the close of business on May 28,
1941.
The necessary application forms
Mayor Veazie has appointed1 and further information may be
I Frank S. Marsh as the Democratic , obtained from any Secretary,
member of the Rockland Registra- ) Board of U. S. Civil Service Ex
tion Board. Frank W. Fuller is' aminers, at any first or secondchairman of the board and Fred; class post office in New England.
H. Sanborn, leng identified with it I
[ is the second member.
‘
Arthur H. French has returned
to
Hotel Rockland as night clerk,
AN OLD WOMAN OF THE ROADS
after
being night clerk at the NarO to have a little house!
To own the hearth and stoU and all! ragansett Hotel for nearly two
The heaped up sods upon the fire.
years.
The pile of turf against the wall!

SPORTS

BR R RABBIT
SREEN LABEL

ORANGE PEKOE

Deputy Sheriff Melvin La-wry,
who is also a member of the
Friendship board cf selectmen, is
confined to his bed with an in
fected knee.

Page Three

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS

Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach,
will open next Sunday under the
The Salvation Army will hold same management which has
made it so successful ever since
a tag day Saturday.
the first opening day. Rockland
patronage
has been one of the
Grading operations are being
carried cn at the rear of the Cam factors.
den street factory, to be used as i
Almon Bird, retired letter car
parking space. A lawn will be made
rier. who suffered a paralytic shock
in the front.
in St. Petersburg, Fla., died late
The Rubinstein Chorus will hold last night in this city, aged 67
a rehearsal tonight at 7 o’clock, at years. Services will be held at
the home of Mrs. Faith Berry. A the Russell funeral home Sunday
rehearsal for "Pilgrim's Progress afternoon at 2 o’clock.
will be held Saturday in Gardiner,
with Dr. John W. Erb directing.
At the Ballard Business School
official shorthand awards for the
Tiie Rotary Club will be in a mar month of April were: 80-word test,
tial frame of mind tomorrow with Virginia Wyilie and Rachel Rob
the Rockland High School Band inson; 60-word test. Joyce Ingra
furnishing the program—Thomas ham, Helen Lowell and Alsy
Stone and Kelley Crie have been Heinenway; typing tests, 63-words
elected delegates to the Bangor a minute, Kelsey Cushman; 4il- OF NEW ENGLANDERS
Conference, empowered to vote for words a minute, Alsy Hemenway.
district governor.

BOTS

1 LB
CAN

ANN PAGE

Opportunity Class meets tonight
Almon “Sonny'* Young, Jr., under
in the Baptist parlors.
went an appendix operation yester
day at Knox Hospital.
Oliver Ingraham is making ex
cellent progress at Knox Hospital
Rehearsals for the three-act
following surgical treatment.
comedy “Where’s Grandma” to be
presented by the Epworth League
The corrected schedule of the
May 16 in the Methodist vestry,
Rockland High team will appear in
are progressing rapidly under the
Saturday’s issue. Boothbay Har
direction of Mrs. Fannye Trask.
bor plays here tomorrow afternoon

140Th-tf

LB PKG

>D"

Mav 2
Thomanton
“Knox County
On Parade” at Watte Hall.
May 2 Annual meeting of Woman s
Educational Club at Grand Army hall.
May 3—Salvation Army Tag Day.
May 3—Warren—Finnish Relief pro
gram.
.
...
May 3—Knox Pomona meets with
Hope Grange.
May 4 Beach Inn at Lincolnville
Beach opens for season.
May 5 Camden—Special Town Meeting.
May 5—Lincoln Baptist Ass’n meets
in West Rockport.
Mav SF—Visiting Ofiicers’ Night at
Goldenrod Chapter, O E.S.
May 9 —Warren— Operetta.
King
Cole ” by primary children.
May 10—American Legion Poppy Day
In Rockland.
Mav 11—Mothers’ Day.
May 11 Rededlcatlon Sunday at St.
Peter s Episcopal Church
May 13- Lincoln County Union of
Women's Club meets at Congregational Church In Wiscasset
May 16—Three-act comedy Where s
Grandma?” by Epworth League at
Methodist vestry.
____
May 19 Knox County W.C.T.U. con
vention In Rockland.
May 20—Mens bowling banquet at
Elks Home at 6.30.
.
May 21 Warren—Exhibition of High
School Hobby Groups.
May 27 — Camden — Doris Heald
School of Dancing Annual Recital at
Opera House.
June 5 — Warren — Commencement
e x ere I.sps
June 12—Rockland
High
School
Commencement.

28'

8Z

NO. 2 CAN

TALK OF THE TOWN

THE FAVORITE

LBS

JIVE
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HONEY BOY

BREAD
2 lge loaves 15c
NUT WINE LOAF

CAKES
2 for 25c

MARKETS

PHONc 1234 rOR PfcOnPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET
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WALDOBORO
MI’S IK-HJUSE MTlI^ai
Cvrrorpond*.n4

A« ««
Tel. 21

daughter, Peggy returned Monday
frem a weekend spent in West
Newton, Mass., with Mr. Jameson’s
sister. Mrs. H. O. McCraw. They
were accompanied home by Mrs.
Nettie Jameson who will remain
with them for the Summer.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. Per
ley Damon spent Tuesday in Port
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Dalton and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hilton and
children visited Sunday in Bar
Harbor.
Miss Margaret Ashworth and
M ss Sara Ashworth have re
turned to St Johnstoury, Vt. after
visiting Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ash
worth.
At the Baptist Church worship
Sunday will be at 10.45 with ser
mon by the pastor. Sunday School
meets at noon; Young People’s
meeting at 6 30; evening hour of
worship at 7 30. The annual Bap
tist Association meeting will be
held Tuesday at tiie First Baptist
Church in Jefferson. Prayer meet
ing will be held Wednesday at
7 30. Rev. and Mrs. Harold W.
Nutter have been called to Montville where they are caring for Mr.
Nutter's mother who is seriously
ill. If Mr. Nutter is wanted and
cannot be contacted by telephone
Tlie men who will direct the Swazey, foreman; James Mackie,
Floyd Benner may be called, tele
district engineer of Bangor; Mayor
phone 35. and lie will advise where work of tiie construction of the
airport.
Left to right, Steve Edward R. Veazie; Highway Com
to find the pastor.

There will be no services Sunday
morning at the Baptist Church
in the absence of the pastor, Rev.
Mr. Stackhouse, and the members
are invited to the mo'rning service
‘ at the Congregational Church.
’ Church School will meet at noon.
A union service of Congregational
■ and Baptist Churches will be held
at the latter church in the evening
with Rev. L. Clark French, the
speaker, his subject to be “Living
Nobly.’’
“Echoes" will be the sermon topic
Sunday morning at the Congrega
tional Church. Church School will
meet at 9.30.
Thirty-nine relatives, and neigh
bors gave Mrs. Willis Moody, a de
lightful surprise dinner party Sun
day, honoring her birthday anni
versary, the actual date of which
was April 29. As she entered her
home after attend.ng church with
Mrs. Ernest Campbell, the assem
bly greeted her with the song,
“Happy Birthday to You." Mrs.
Moody received many nice gifts,
among which were five birthday
cakes, the gifts of her daughters,
Mrs. Hazel Gammon, Mrs. Guy
Stimpson, Mrs. Alford Wiley, and
Mrs. Norman Benner, and a neigh
missioner Jonathan S Gardner;
bor, Mrs. Ernest Campbell. Tlie
Albert Robbins, head time-keeper;
date being so near Mother’s Day,
William Bramhall. general super
Mrs. Moody's daughters gave her a
intendent.
beautiful cake plate with a chromi
um cover, with a Mother’s Day Day
cake inside. During the afternoon
ice cream and cake was served.
Guests present were Mr. and Mrs.
v Alford Wiley and seven children,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry and
seven children, Mr. and Mrs. Mer
rill Payson and five children, Mr.
and Mrs. Irven Gammon and two
children, Mrs. Norman Benner and
child, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Stimpson
and one child. Miss Virginia Moody,
Mrs. Alma Jameson, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Campbell and daughter Miss
Maion Campbell and Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Moody Sr.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge observed
visiting officers’ night Monday wilh
these officers in the chairs: Noble
grand, Ora Woodcock; right sup
porter of the noble grand, Doris
Hyler; left supporter of the noble
grand, Edith Richards; chaplain,
■ Ruth Benner, all of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge of Rockland; vice
grand, Myra Cunningham; right
supporter of the vice grand, Lydia
Kitchen; left supporter of the vice
fci
*•'**'*' yjR-'
grand, Inez McCurdy, all of Pine
! Cone Rebekah Lodge of Coopers
Mills; warden, Olive Crowell; con
ductor, Thelma Flagg cf Good Luck
i J,
Rebekah Lodge of Waldoboro; past
noble grand. Marion Morris of Ten
crew is shown clearing the area ants Harbor; outside guardian, Z. C
which will be the intersecting point Gurney: inside guardian, Mabel
of all runways, the exact center of Keene, both of Golden Rod Rebekah
the airport.
Lodge of Appleton; musician,
Frances Lucas of Bethel Rebekah
Lodge of Union; Tableaux were by
the degree staff of Bethel Rebekah
Ledge of Union. The Lodge is
invited to attend church services in
Waldoboro, Sunday night as guests
cf Good Luck Rebekah Lodge.

GOOD
USED CARS

A USED CAR

MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME

George Cuthbertson of Fort Wil
liams visited Saturday with his sis
ter, Mrs. Raymond Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. James W Hall have

f ’.'
tfjLUES £

1*

ill’
fop

Variety

Here's the event you’ve been
waiting for—the big sale of the
hardware year. Our counters

are crowded with new and in
teresting merchandise and prices

are lower than yon even hoped
NATURE’S OWN FERTILIZER they would be. We hold open
This ideal plant fond house every day between May
1st and May 10th, so—COME
combines cow mat ausuiis
•Ol ure with peat moss. AND GET VALUES AND VA
Clean, easy to use. RIETY!

I

will not burn.
Or
der today. Large 2bushel bag sufficient
for top dressing 1IHH1 rquare feet
of lawn area or fertilising 250
feet of garden area.
50 POUND BAG

NESCO LOW-BOY

KEROSENE STOVES

$1.75
A/ous-l Kinds of DIC-A-DOO
Cloaner
Few Urge .-leaning
— « *rx»W room,
ets -uar REGULAR D1C A DOOU-IK
—
arrth wwtorj

Put it on -Wipe it off-Dirt's gone!

ALL, Nesco Stoves give a dear
clean blue flame of intense heat.

They are most economical and
operate efficiently. Makes a
perfect appliance for the camp
or cottage.

DICADOO

TWO-BURNER

1 POUND PKG.

$5.35

25c
DICADOO PASTE
2 POl’ND PKG.

29c

TIIHREE-BURNER

$6.90
LEGS EXTRA—$1.00 SET

at „ PAINTS STOVES - KITCHENWARE

<£ ■

441 MAIN ST.

VERZIE'i"

ROCKLAND

The Courtney* Foster home in
Ash Point which is being razed to
help make way for the new air
port. The barn is being taken
down by W.P.A. workers at this
time, but the house will be moved

to another location and used for
an operations office and tool house
for the construction, being demollshed when the airport is finished. Two graves were found at
one side of the house in a small

returned to Elmore after a few days’
visit with their daughter, Mrs. Al
bert B. Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bucklin
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Hunt in South Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mack and
daughter of New Hampshire passed
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. M.
L. Hutchins. Mrs. Hutchins and
three sons returned with them for
a visit.

TENANT’S HARBOR

Tlie African Greyhound Racing
Association announced that it will
not employ girls to operate totali
zator betting machines at dog
races.

orchard, the most recent burial
having been in 1850. town officials
are now seeking relatives to obtain permission to remove them
i to another cemetery.
I
—’Photos by Cullen

Mrs. H. A. Harris has returned
from Boston where she spent the i
past week. Mrs. Mary Mills of;
Gloucester. Mass., is guest of Mr. •
and Mrs. Harris.

F. Rose, vice president; Harriet B.
Rawley, secretary; Fannie Morris,
treasurer; sewing directors, Belle
Anderson, Daisy Davis, Evelyn
Hunnewell and Margaret Cant

James Bald has returned from
fjartford. Conn., where he has been
employed.

473 MAIN STREET,
SPECIAL PRICES ON THE
FOLLOWING IN
HALF GALLON CANS

ALL AROUND PAINT 79c

14 Colors; also Black and White

MONTCLAIR FLOOR
ENAMEL. 90c
10 Colors

.nA
Vzo

STATE OF MAINE
To the Municipal Officers of the Town of Cushing in the County
of Knox.
The undersigned, a resident of said Town of Cushing, respectfully
asks that he may be permitted to erect a Ash weir at the head of
Davis Cove in said Town of Cushing as foUows:—
BEGINNING at the head of said Davis Cove at the property of
W. J. Morse on the east side of said Cove and running in a northerly
direction three hundred (300) feet to pound;
THENCE from pound in westerly direction three hundred (300)
feet into Cove. Pound in nine feet of water at low tide.
Dated this 25th day of April. A. D. 1941.
WALTER A. YOUNG
STATE OF MAINE
On the foregoing petition it is hereby ordered that notice of the
pendency of said petition be given by publishing the same in The
Courier-Gazette, public newspaper printed in Rockland in said
County of Knox, together with this order thereon, that all persons
interested therein may be present to attend a hearing thereon to be
held by said selectmen at the place above mentioned at said Davis
Cove at 4 o'clock in the afternoon on the 5th day ot May. A. D. 1941.
S. E. HYLER. E. M. DAVIS, Selectmen of Cushing.

Avis Oxton
Word was received here Tuesday
of the death that morning in the
Children's Hospital, Boston, of Avis
Oxton, 7, daughter of Mrs. Howard
Lane of Portland, formerly of this
town. Funeral services will be held
Friday at 2 o’clock, at the Baptist
Church, with Rev. H. S. Kilborn of
Thomaston officiating, assisted by
Rev. L. Clark French. Burial will
be in River View cemetery.
Avis had been a patient at the
hospital for the past two months,
and previous to that had spent sev
eral months in this town at the
home of Mrs. Raymond Borneman,
who was caring for her, in her convalesence from a previous hospital.
Besides her mother, she is survived
by her father. Alfred Oxton of Bath,
and her paternal grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs Edmund V Oxton of this
town.
The body was brought Wednesday
from Boston, to the home of Mr
and Mrs. Perley Simmons, Shaw
avenue,
Rockland, sister
and
brother-in-law of Mrs. Lane.

CARR'S SPRING PAINT SALE

Mr. and Mrs. George Hill and
son Frank of Boston spent the
weekend at their Summer home in
Walls ton.
The Eastern Star Aim-On Sew- I
ing Club held its annual meeting
recently preceeded by a covered dish
supper. These officers were elected:!
Winifred Milne, president; Mabelle

PETITION FOR ERECTION OF FISH WEIR

MHIN ST HHRPUJHREo
•’ FORMERLY

trees Monday morning. They have
a hard job ahead of them as much
of the land is a swamp and thick
ly grown with brush. The above

at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth S. Elwell.

^4

For Lawns and Gardens
Feed

WARREN

Scenes at The Rockland Airport

The High School Dramatic Club
plans a hot-dog roast Friday night
nt the Lookout Station in JefTericn.
Mrs. Faith Webber of Wiscasset
visited Wednesday with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. M C. Wtnchenbueh.
Capt. T. E. Archibald or Thom
aston was a business visitor in
town Tuesday.
Oood Luck Rebekah I*odge has
invited Germania Lodge of Old
Fellows, all Rebekah and Odd Fel
low Lodges in this district and
Mariner Lodge of Round Pond to
attend services Sunday at 7 30 p.
in. at tlie Methodist Church.
Mrs. I4iwrence Nadeau returned
Wednesday from a visit with her
sister, Mrs. George Brown in Bos
ton.
Mrs. Fannie Burns has returned
to her home on Benner Hill. She
was accompanied here by Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Bums of Cambridge,
N. Y. with whom she had been
visiting. Mr. und Mrs. Burns re
turned home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Ralph. Mrs.
Warren Colwell, Miss Dorothy
Crowell and Kelsey Harkins visi DUTCH NECK
Miss Phyllis Winchenbach has
ted Tuesday in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson and employment in Bremen.
Miss Elsie Staid of Arlington.
Mass , has been recent guest of
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Stahl.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross
and daughter Betty of Auburn
passed tlie weekend with his parI ents Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gross.
Myron Chase and Myron Turner
have
employment in Auburn.
41 Chev. Town Sedan
| Private Reginald Stahl who is
’40 Pontiac Coupe
stationed at Fort McKinley spent
’40 Plymouth Sedan
! the weekend witli his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
’40 Ford Tudor
Mrs. Celesta Winchenbaugh and
'39 Oldsmobile Sedan
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh of Wol
’39 Chev. Sport Sedan
laston, Mass., have been spending
a
week at the Winchenbaugh
’38 Ford Tudor
home
here. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
’38 Chev. Town Sedan
Robie also of Wollaston joined
’36 Pontiac Sedan
them for the weekend.
’36 Chevrolet Coupe
Walter Cotton who is employed
'35 Chev. Town Sedan
in Virginia called recently on
friends in this locality.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Elwell and
BARGAIN BOX
children and Mrs. Caroline Gross
’33 Ford Tudor
of Bath visited relatives ’here re
’32 Chevrolet Coupe
cently.
’31 Ford Coupe
’30 Oldsmobile Sedan
ORFF’S CORNER
W P.A. crews from Rockland
'30 Ford Coupe
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Meyer and
daughter, Mildred of Dorchester. started
work on clearing the
'29 Ford Sedan
Mass., recently spent a few days at
North, South runway of brush and
MANY OTHERS
their Summer home.
IT WOULD PAY YOU TO SEE
Miss Mildred A. Elwell of Boston
US BEFORE BUYING
and friends passed Saturday night

■
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TOURAINE FLAT WALL
99c
11 Colors

TOURAINE TINTS $1.19
One Coat Interior Gloss Tints

11 Colors

TOURAINE VELVET
SEMI-GLOSS. $1.30
11 Colors

TOURAINE GLOSS $1.19
Porch and Deck Enamel
10 Colors

.
52-It

TOURAINE SCREEN
PAINT. 39c qt.
With Brush

ROCKLAND, ME.
Nenew Your Furniture With

TOURAINE FOUR-HOUR
ENAMEL
98c at.; 19c Va Pt.
INDEST0 VARNISH
For Boats and Front Doors and
Floors; An All Around Varnish

$3.39 eral.; 89c qt.
TOURAINE
WATERPROOF
SPAR VARNISH
$2.39 gal.; 69c qt.
MILL END PAINTS
99c gal.
PURE SHELLAC
$1.69 gal.; 55c qt.
SPECIAL
INTERIOR GLOSS
Tints for Walls and Woodwork

$2.39 gal.; 69c qt.
WALL PAPER CLEANER
15c
BAMBOO RAKES 19c
HAY FORKS. 89c

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
A«
MRS OSCAR O. UAH»
Correspondent

SENTEK * CRANE'S

EVEN IF YOU UNDERVALUE!
YOU LENGTHEN THE LIFE of year fur coat when you give
it proper care each year.
pelts.

Cold

Heat dries up tiie natural oils in the

Protect your coal from this by storing with us in a real

Storage

Plant where even temperature is guaranteed, and

where the building is us< d lor this purpose only.

PHONE 558 and we will pick it up
3', Of Your Own Valuation!

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE
KEt.I.CGG'S Beauty Strawberry plants
$1 per 100; also a cow and heifer, both
due soon.
ALBERT NE1A5ON. Kt.
George Rd . Thomaston.
52*54
STANDARD E Ringe for sale Very
good condition. Mav be seen at 9
Ocean St. MRS FRANK M KINNEY.
Te. 1171 - J._______________________ 52 it I
_THOROUGHBRED Cocker Spaniel j
puppies for .--ale, males $10. females $8.
Angora kittens females $5 YORK'S.
Ill Pleasant St,_____________________ 52-tf
LARGE native pigs for sale.
Two
miles off Rt 17, turn at large apple
sign. GLEASON HILL FARM. Union.
Me., Tel. 4-5._____________________ 52-54
STRAWBERRY plants for sale at
Crlencove; also two galvanized anchors
20 and 25 lbs. W C. LUFKIN. R D
Rockland. Tel. 44 3._____________ 5254
PLENTY good hay for sale. FRANK
G.ARDNER. 204 Rankin St., Tel. 1187 W.
52* It
MODERN 8-roorn house at 22 Lir.d- j
sey St., for sale to settle estate. A. R.
BACHELDER 110 Union St
52-tf
I have some nice new sauer kraut
at mv house. 3 lbs. 25c
EDWIN A. I
DEAN. Rockland, Te! 671 J
52 57 I
SMALL bungalow, furnished, for
sale or to let by the season
Stands
on hill overlooking ocean and harbor
Eiectrl'* U/hts and running water.
MISS E. F ROBERTS. Vinalhaven. Me
52-54
OUTBOARD motor, 2>j h p. Water
Witch, for sale, two years old. Make
me ar offer P. O BOX 455. Rockland.

52 54

CLEMENTS Red Chicks and Clemcross pullet chicks are available for
shipment during April and May. Why
not have the most profitable strains
at reasonable prices? Hatched in the
best equipped sanitary hatchery In
the State. Personal attention to every
order. Send a postal card for free 16page illustrated catalog and price ll«t
Tel. Winterport 39-24 collect for rush
orders.
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
Winterport, Me
41-5B
CHEVROLET coupe (19391 for sale,
radio and heater; 1940 Dodge sedan,
like new: 1938 Plymouth coupe. 1936
Dodge pick-up. excellent condition:
1938 Dodge panel, 1938 Chevrolet panel;
1936 Chevrolet 1'2 ton truck DYER'S
GARAGE. Tel. 124-W_____________ 51-tf
FERTILIZER, bone meal, nitrate of
soda and greenhouse special for your
lawns and flowers Tel after 5pm
347-M V L PACKARD 45 Granite St
____________________________________ 51-tf
GROVER'S Filling Station and gro
cery store for sale. Corner of Broad
way and Cedar Sts. Doing good busi
ness. TEL. 8187.
51-53
YOUNG work horse for sale wgt
1400 lbs.; also 1930 Model A Ford l'a
ton truck, long wheel base WILLIAM
DONOHUE. Head of Bay_________ 51*53
CERTIFiro Green Mountain pota
toes for sale. SPROWL BROTHERS.
Searsmont.
51-tf
PIOS for sale Ready to sell May
8th. SPROWL BROTHERS, Searsmont
___________________________________ 51-53
SIDEBOARD for sale. $7; kitchen
.stove. $10; 2 Singer sewing machines,
$5 each; Innersprlng mattress. $9;
1928 Chevrolet pick-up, $25.
CALL
527-R.
51*53
NEW milch Guernsey cow and calf
for sale.
W L. MERRIAM. Union.
Tel. 8-5__________________________ 51 *53
CHEVROLET truck (1938) for ale?
panel, >/z ton. 348 BROADWAY. City.
_________________________________ 51*53
BIRD houses, trellises, fencing, in
stock and built to order C. L. RAYE.
Prescott St.
51*56
FARM for sale. 20 minute ride from
Rockland. 130 acres. 50 acres field re
mainder pasture, woodlot nnd timber.
Excellent well and spring Trout brook
runs through pasture. House. 8 rooms,
slate roof; barn 90 x40' Tie-up for 20
head of cattle, buildings could not
be replaced for $10 000 Owner unable
to carry on this large farm
Will sell
for $2,750
L A THURSTON Old
County Rd.. Tel 1159.
50 52
SEVERAL modem houses for sale 5
to 10 rooms, desirable locations. Price
from $1500 to $5500. These properties
can be financed, If you have suitable
down payment.
L. A THURSTON.
Old County Rd., Tel

1159.

50 52

EIOHT-plece oak dining room set
for sale. Inquire L. B WARDWELL.
12 Jacobs Ave,, Camden.
49-54
DARK loam for sale, first class delivered RICHARD MAKIE. Tel 553-M
West Meadow Rd._______________ 48*59
1937 FORD coupe for sale, good con
dition. not used for 2 years A real
buy—only $210, TEL Warren 3 41 48 tf
RICH dark loam for sale for flower
gardens and lawns. Delivered. Small
amount of loam can be bought at
residence for house plants. WILLIAM
ANDERSON. West Meadow Rd Rockland, Tel 1245.________
46*51 -tf
FARM. 41*2 acres for sale, 7-room
house, bam. garage, good well, elec
trie pump and lights, graved pit fine
wood lot. same lumber 20 acres, blue
berries, fine buildings
Price. $2100.
V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St.. Tel
1154 or 330.______________
45-tf
•40-ACRE farm for sale In Washlngton. wood and lumber Would exchange
for property in Thomaston or Rock
land. C. M OVERLOCK 135 Holmes
St.. Tel. 774-M
44-tf
Hard wood per root, fitted. $150;
Sawed. $1 40; long. $1 30. M B. A C O
PERRY. Tel 487__________________ 52-tf
D A H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$14 50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton. del Nut slue New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del. M B A C.
FBRBY,
Mtio St.. Tel. 487. 52-tf

Q.

SIIOAT lost Wednesday from trunk
between
Rockport
and
Rocklan '
White, wt,. 80 10s Finder leave word
at WHITNEY'S Overnight Camps Rt
1
52’lt

TO LET
MODERN

tlnuous

For a Perf

apartments, heated,

hot

.' Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dyer, have
relumed from Rc kland.
Walter Sprague came Monday
from Philadelphia to visit his par
ents Mr. and Mrs Eugene Sprague
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook and
daughter Lois returned Tuesday
from Caribou where they attended
Methodist Conference.
The Winners 4-H Club met Mon
day with assistant leader Mrs
Scott Littlefield.
Mrs. Josephine MacDonald was
hostess Monday to the Ant.que
Club.
Tiie Night Hawks met Wednes
day with Mr: Josephine Clayter.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Johnson
and family have returned home
after spending the Winter with
Mrs
Johnson’s
mother
Mrs
Ethi lyn Trefrey.
Miss Harriet Vinal who teaches
at Natick, Mass., is home for the
vacation.
Stanley Conway is employed as
cl< ik in Reed's shoe .store in Oarv
Ind
Mrs Alex MeGuffie has returned
to Stonington havin’ been guest
of Mrs. Florence Gross
Mrs. Ella Landry who has been
vis ting her daifghtcr Mr.' Jthn
Wenl’Wortli has returned to Pori
land
Capt. and Mr... I^slie Stinson
returned Monday from Camden
where they passed the weekend.
(Mrs. Byron Thomas and daugh
ter Alice left Monday for a visit
with relatives in Woburn. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Anderson
and son Harold of Worcester,
Mass., spent tlie wtek-eud with
M s. Anderson s parents Mr. and
Mrs Arthur Arey
Mrs. Forrest Yount; ol Camden

water.

cep

MARGARET

NICHOLAS. 101 No. Main St
Te'
671 WK__________________________' si 53

SEVEN-rootn upstairs tenement with
bath to let. ENOS E INGRAHAM CO
Rockport.
51*53

SECOND floor 5-rocm apartment to
let. coiner Warren and Main Sts. Hot
water heat w.th oil burner and bath
C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St
Tel. 936-J,__________ ______________ 51-53
ROOM and board.
Large sunny
front room; suitable for two.
3 IT
BROADWAY. City________________ 51.53

THREE room furnished apt. to let.
adults jireferred Inquire at 11 JAMES
ST , or 12 ORANGE ST.___________ 50-tf

"SAL
TI
America's

SMALL clem rent with bath to let.
garage and garden If desired Ca'l «t
19 GREEN ST. Thcmaston.
50*56

CO 1TAOE to le*. lo-ated on St
George Elver Me., near Rockland. M' .
furniture and cottage new. three bedroams. living room with fireplace,
writing mid bathroom, kitchen, ga 
rage. boat
marvelous for seeking
quiet.
References required.
MRS
ELIHU B
WASHBURNE. Olenmere
Me

RUMI

50*52

______________________

I.AROE plea’ant front room to let.
sullbaJe for two persons; has 2 clos'd
Central location, 1C Walker Place TEI
42-M______ _______ ________________ 50-52
4-ROOM furnished apartment to let.
heat, lights hot and cold water, toilet,
place for garden $5 week. SHOLF I
FARM. 420 Old County Rd.
50*52
TURN 1SH ED a part ment to let tut
283 Ma’n St. V. F STUDLEY T*’
1154 or Tel. 330._________ __________48-'f
FURNISHED 3 room apartment with
sun porch to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7room house and garage at 27 Chestnut
St. 1SADORE GORDON. Tel 299-W
' n_____________
43-tf
FOOR-room heated apt

INACLAS!

z 8AKIWG
CONTAINS

j

THEREFORE HAVE

f* K C C
•

Send for Nil
ideas foimil
Baking Povl

to let., auto

matic hot water. At 15 Summer St
H M. FROST Til 318-W________ 52-tf
FOUR unfurnished rooms to lei
with sun porch and toilet. Inquire
12 Knox St.. TEL 156-W
31 tf
ROOM to let at 15 Grove SI~~mrs
FLORA CPU, I NS. Tel 579-W
52-tt
i 5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
M. ARMATA. Tlie Men's Shop, Main
& Park Sts., Rockland
52-1 f

OR

STEAMBOAT

WANTED
ROUND bottom row beat w.mte
about 18 ft. ANSEL ORNE Pie '"!
Point, Me
52-1
GIRL wantPd for genera! housewor
MRS LAWRENCE MILLER 26 Hu
kin St.
' 52-;
TWO men wanted for Inside ar.
outside store work. S les and ser
Ice Must have car. See Mr D.i ey
Scoter Crane Co.. Rockland'. Mond
May 5, betwpen 11 and 1 and 3 to
No other times.
52-:
Middle-aged or elderly woman wai
ed to take charge of two boys. 5 a
10 years old while widowed motf
works.
Fine home in countrylaundry Write mil particulars to “i
care Courier-Gazette
51
BOY. high school age wanted
work few evenings a week. Good p.
Apply M S." «. Courier-Gas* tte
_________ ._________________________ 50
MIDDI.E aged man wanted for 11 ;

farm work, few cows, one horse O
that can drive car if necessary
Er
41, Damariscotta Mills, Me
49'
FURNITURE wanted to upholsi
palled for and delivered. T. J FI.E
ING, 19 Birch St., Tel. 212 W
52

MISCELLANEOUS
CURTAINS nicely done. 30c pal
Tinting, 10c extra.
Ill PLEASAN
ST______________ ____ _________ 52TWO three-colored kittens to gl’
away. Tel. 770 or inquire at 6 TALBC
AVE.
»
«L9*'
LAWN mowers sharpened. Called
and delivered. Prompt service, $1
H. H CRIE & CO.. 328 Main St
205. City. ________________
5
REMOVE wall paper the modern v
Rent our -teamer. H H CRIE A: 1
328 Main St.. Tel 205, City.
51
NOTICE--Tills la to state
Harold B Kaler of Washington
Iw been appointed sales represent!
for us In Knox County and ad tare
territory
K.'lLAMAZOO STOVE
FURNACE OO.. W. H Owen, Aligns
Branch Itgt.
51.
GOOD home for aged persons or li
valldsJ Practical nursing experlen*
References.
MRS. WILLARD HAl
Warren, Tel, 57-11,______
50MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stlim
lants tn Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep 1
bodies lacking Vitamin B-l. Iron Ca
clum. Phosjihorus. Introductory si
only 35c
Call, write C. It MOOR
CO., and all other good drug aton
52*

“Steamboat Lore" v.
the intriguing story of the
steamers once again. Leu
who ran them.

“Steamboat Lore" b
through the roaring day
“nineties" with its wars J
sunset trail to the present
It is the story of “4
tional pictures and stories!

Copies ordered for

J

ROCKLAND,

Every-Other-Day

RANE'S

OERVALUE!
I year lur coat when you give

‘fjvj

up the natural oils in the

by storinj; with Us in a FWtl
oi .itun is guaranteed, and
1

irposc only.

will pick it tip
Valuation!

1ST AND FOUND
|I« >AT
Wednesday from trunk
n
Roelqjort
and
Rocklmi''
wi Ho lbs hinder leave word
IVIIIINEY
Overnight Camps Rt.
52* It

LET
iVHN-room nps'alrs tenement with
i , let ENOS E INGRAHAM CO
sport
___
51*53

OND floor 5-rocm apartment to
i
ner Warren and Main Sts. Hot
r '.eat w.th oil burner, and bath.
A
HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St .
«*<>-»•___________________________ 51-53
DOM and board
Large sunny
t room; suitable for two.
313
>ADWAY. City_______________ 51*53

■TREE room furnished up' to let
t preferred Inquire at 11 JAMES
J2 ORANGE ST.
50-tf
4A1.L elein rent with both to let.
and garden If desired Ca'I at
JREPN_ST Thomaston
50*56
3TTAOE to let. lo-’afed on St.
— River Me., near Rockland. Me.
l'ure and cottage new. three bedItvllJs’ room
with
fireplace,
in
and bathroom, kitchen. g»rboBt. marvelous for seeking
Reference required
MRS.
HU li
WASHBURNE. Olenmere.
50*52

ROE plea ant front room to let.
ia e for two persons; has 2 eles',t
ral location. 1C Walker Place TEL
__ ______________ ____________ 50-52
lO<)M firnlshed apartment to let.
It ’fits hot and cold water, toilet.

15

- H« »I F ;

1

M. 420 Old County Rd'
50*52
tRNhSHED a payment to let »ut
Ma'n St
V. E STUDLEY T"'
lor Til .130.
48-i f

IRNISHEI) 3 room apartment with
por< h to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7htnv '• and garage at 27 Chestnut
IbADORE GORDON Tel 299-W
_______________________ 43-tf
)UR-room heated apt to let. autole hot water
At 15 Summer St
1 F1<ryiT T»1 318-W_________ 52-tf
(>UR unfurnished rooms to let
sun porch and toilet.
Inquire
It.
81 TEL 156-W
31 tf
>■ ed to let at is Grove St. MRS
R' lx?1J INy Tt'l 579-W
52-tf
<OOM tenement with’hath to let?
|V renovated Opposite Maine Censtation Rent reasonable. Inquire
injttTA The Men's Shop, Main
Lrk Sts Rockland
52-tf

NTED

i was week-end guest ol Mr. afld “FIRST LADY” COMING
Around “The Brook”
Mrs. Joseph Morton.
GRANGE CORNER
VINALHAVEN
President’s Wife to Speak in Ban
Mrs. Hattie Coombs has returned
ft ft ft ft
gor May 20—Many to Go From
A Home Boy, Gadding In
home after spending the Winter
News items from all of the Pa
BCRB OSCAR O. LAJBi
Here
with her daughter in North Haven.
the South, Supplements
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Ourrespondenfc
here.
Mrs. Lillian York who visited her
“T. R. P.’s” Recollections
A
record-breaking
crowd
is
ex

mother the past week, has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dyer, have to North Haven
(Second Installment)
North Haven Grange Sewing
pected to be on hand at the Ban
returned from Rc?kland.
.....
One
Saturday
night
many
years
Circle
met Saturday afternoon at
Kenneth Hall has returned from gor Auditorium Tuesday night.
Walter Sprague came Monday Bitil
May 20. to hear Mrs. Franklin Iago a fire burned the wooden ■ the hall and tacked two quilts.
from Philadelphia to visit' his par
building cn the southern side of Later they enjoyed a covered dish
Mrs. Mary Wentworth returned I D. Roosevelt, wife of the President, I the Glover driveway. This was supper. Beginning Saturday Grange
ents Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sprague
Wednesday frem
Rev. and Mrs Kenneth Cook and at Noith Haven. a nursing case speak on the subject, “Peace and Occup ed by a bake shop (Hewett, sessions will start at 8 o'clock.
This Grange observed its 32d
the World Today,” Dr. H. O. H. j who later moved to corner Main
| daughter Lots returned Tuesday
A May Day social and dance
anniversary
April 22. with a sup
and'
Summer
street,
I
think).
The
from Caribou where they attended i under the auspices of Monarda 1
Community Center Direcper,
program
and dance. Out of
oven
was
full
of
beans
and
brown
IMethodist Conference.
Council of Pocchcntas will be held tor, announced today.
the
44
charter
members, 13 were
bread, not a total loss for Sunday
Tlie Winners 4-H Club met Mcn- tonight at 830 at Red Men's hall.
Mrs. Roosevelt is conceded to be
present.
They
were:
Mr. and Mrs.
|day with assistant leader Mrs. • Supper will precede the meet one of the best informed sources morning his bake carts, loaded as
Hans Crockett, Mrs. Alice Samp
usual,
and
went
about
town
supScott Littlefield.
ing Friday of the Ladies of the in the nation on conditions in the plying these New England needs son, Mrs. Florence Brown. Miss
Mrs. Josephine MacDonald was G.A.R Each member is requested United States. Despite the fact
Etta Beverage, Miss Jennie Bev
for Sunday breakfasts.
|liostess Monday to the Antique ' to take a filled May Basket.
that she was in and out cf Wash
Later the Glovers built the erage, Mrs. Lucy Hopkins, Mr. and
Club.
M
-----------------ington during the two administra three-story bricl block which is Mrs. Clarence Waterman. Albert
tions of her uncle. President Theo still there. First it was occupied Beverage, Hiram Beverage, Austin
The Night Hawks met Wedfles- j APPLETON
dore Roosevelt, and later during by John Bird Co., but later was Brown. L. C. Foss.
lay w.th Mr. Josephine Clayter. School News
About 80 partook of a bcuntiful
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Johnson
The NYA workers are building a the administration of President known as the Central Maine Block.
kind family have returned home baseball diamond in the field op- Woodrow Wilson when her hus
How many remember the trunk supper served by the women offi
band was Assistant Secretary of that was in front of the Safford cers.
iifter spend.ng the Winter with j pcsite the schoolhouse.
This pregram was presented:
The Tri-County League baseball the Navy, it was not until 1920 that store and each man was taken to
Mrs.
Johnson’s
mother
Mrs
Eleanor took an active interest in the Vinalhaven boat by George Address of Welcome. Past Master.
schedule is:
pithtlyn Trefrey.
politics.
Miss Harriet Vinal who teaches
May 1—Appleton at Appleton.
Cross? There was Al Hahn who V. L. Beverage; the charter memToday, in addition to her many clerked for Safford and later be bers dressed in clothes of the
Rt Natick, Ma.s., is hemp for the
May 5—Appleton at Warren.
social and political activities, she came proprietor of this feed and period when the Grange was or
May 8—Appleton at Rockport.
acation.
writes occasionally for newspapers grain store, to be succeeded by J. ganized, gave interesting remarks
May 12—Warren at Appleton.
Stanley Conway is employed as
Mrs. Meriibah Crockett told of the
It lei k m Reed
. hop .store in Gary,
May 15—Rockport at Appleton. and other periodicals. Her auto Edwin Frohock.
I Ind.
biography, "This is My Story," her
May 22—Appleton at Union.
Another place "T. R. P.” over first officers of the North Haven
commentary
on
current
events,
May 288 -Union at Appleton.
Mr Alex M Guffle has returned
looked was the larger blacksmith Grange and paid tribute to those
“
It's
Up
to
the
Women,
’
’
and
her
|to Stonington bavins been guest
Miss Winona Clark. Miss Eleanor
shop next north cf the Atherton deceased; violin solo, Grace Bev- ,
.Mrs. Florence Gross.
Fuller, and Fred Zuchowsjp have column, “My Day,” are among her carriage shop. The other was a erage; reading. Florence Brtwn; I
major literary achievements.
Mrs. Ella Landry who has been taken exams for Normal School.
shoeing shop with three fires, and duet. Phyllis and Pauline Thayer;
Mrs. Roosevelt will be introduced jn ^ie
when the first ice came, p ano solo, Virginia Beverage;
Vis ting her daughter Mrs. Jehu
Several from Appleton attended
Wentworth ha . returned to Port the annual I,. A W speak ng con- to the audience by Governor Sum- besides all the horses they could reading. Hazel Pendleton: songs
ti t at Liberty last Friday. Tlie con ner Sewall, who has made special stand inside, they would have a and guitar accompaniment, Wil- i
land.
Capt. and Mrs. Leslie Stinson testants from Appleton were Law- arrangements to be on hand for dozen more outside waiting their liam Hopkins; songs. Alice Grant.
J leturned Monday from Camden lence Pease , Wenona Clark and the occasion. A souvenir program turn. At the last it was operated Erma Witherspoon, and Virginia
I where they pa sed the weekend.
Dorethy Salo. Miss Salo won sec- in three parts will be distributed ; j>y v/ill Gurney and George Brit Beverage; jokes, Elinor Brown;
Mrs. Byron Thomas and daugh- end place and brought back a cup. to each patron at the start of the to. The rear of the building was Zenas Burgess a charter member
, on tau posts and boys went in of Vinalhaven Grange and an old
ter Alice left Monday for a visit Much praise should also be given evening s activities.
w.th nlative- in Woburn. Mass.
the other two, however.
~- ■ - ■ - ■ swimming from the flat rocks at time fiddler, played several tunes
accompanied by Bonney Quinn
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Anderson
The High School and seventh and ing out game wardens to instruct1 its immediate rear.
and son Harold of Worcester, e.ghth grade pupils were much schcol children this Spring. An“The Bicknell” new occupies and his guitar; History ot Grange,
.via
spent the week-end with impressed by the talk given Mon other such course w.ll be given inithe.se locations. Campbell Cooper JuEa Beverage.
Those receiving silver certificates
M s Andcrsons parents Mr and day by Game Warden William Da tlie Fall
Shop, Guiney and Brit to and
Greatly enjoyed was the Assem Atherton blacksmith shops, and for 25 years of Grange member
Mr; Arthur Arey.
vis on "Laws Concerning Hunting
Mrs. Forrest Young ol Camden and Fishing.” The State is send- bly program given here Friday by the Torrey brass foundry. Arthur ship were Edith Mills. Flank
the Union High School.
This Torrey andi Perce Condon are all Sampson, George Beverage, Ken
school’s program will be given Fri who remain of the foundry crew neth Mills and Agnes Mills.
day and will be equally as good.
Pleasant River Grange, Vinal
which made better castings than
Pupils not absent from school for you can find today.
haven, was invited to attend this f
the Winter term are: Mildred Grif
The article by ‘Tree Member” anniversary and over 20 members j
fin, Carolyn Hart, Pauline Johnson, was also cf interest as it brought were present. ‘
* ♦ » •
Ralph Pease. Lawrence Pease and back vivid recollections of those
The
third
and
fourth degrees ■
Robert Pease.
days—days when 12 or 15 fourwere
conferred
cn
two candidates
On the A Honor Roll are: Royce horse cask ricks came to town with
at
the
latest
meeting
of Weymouth
Miller, Pauline Johnson, Lawrence their towering loads. They unGrange
of
Thomaston.
The meet
Pease, Jennie Edgecomb, Wenona loaded at the kilns, their loaded
ing
was
preceded
by
a
supper,
the
Clark, Gertrude Wentworth, Thel- 1 grain or other merchandise to take
first
cne
to
be
served
in
the
new
ma Linscott, El fie Hill and Doro back into the country.
Many ol'
thy Salo.
them stopped to "bait” at the quarters. There were 51 present,
On the B Honor Roll are: Ray- Tavern opposite the Lake avenue 10 from Achorn Grange of Cush
ing, four from Goodwill Grange
inond Gushee, Waiter Fuller, How- • entrance to Acorn cemetery,
aid Sukefcrth and Carolyn Hart. [ At cne time there were nearly of South Warren and 36 Weymouth
Americas Finer Tea
—————
| io 000 casks stacked in the Gushee Grange members. A program fol
THE NILE
i yarC}
union waiting a rise in lowed the business meeting and
U f'°^d
hushed Egypt Price. Every farm in Union. Apple- included a selection, “Lilac Time ’
--- ----1
Like some grave
mighty thought I ten. Washington, Liberty and other by the Weymouth Grange orches
threading a dream;
, .
.
And times and things, as ln that j towns had its cooper shep.
They tra; recitation. “Fishing,'' Joseph
fN A CLASS BY ITSELF
Richards; a “penny march,’’ won
vision,
seem
I
pi
ann€(
j
to
use
f
cr
ra
iny-day
’ Keeping along It their eternal
stands,—
work but many neglected their bv George Gieen; and a vocal
Caves, pillars, pyramids, the shepherd
bands
farms as casks provided ready solo. "Then and New.” by Foster
That roamed through the young
Fales.
cash.
world, the glory extreme
• • • •
Of high Seso-rtrls . . .
Now speaking of lime casks, who
k BAKING POWDER
j
Then comes a mightier silence, stern
Pleasant Valley Grange met
and strenr.
can tell the cooper's name who
Tuesday n ght, presenting this pro- I
A< of a world left empty of Its throng.
CONTAINS NO ALUM
And the void weighs on us; and had the shop on Granite street gram: Quiz questions by the lec
then we wake.
nearly across from the rear of Dr
THEREFORE LEAVES NO BITTER TASTE
And hear the lruitful stre. m lapsing
turer; quotation. Net Farrand;
alcng
Ellingwcod s present residence?
harmonica solo. Uncle Joe; trio.
'Twlxt villages, and think how we
For the privilege fo playing base Raymond Yeung. Dorethy Simmons
shaU take
Send for NEW booklet, containing dozens of bright
Our own calm Journey on for human ball in his yard the writer and
to improve your baking . .. Address: Rumford
take.
FJtee ideas
and Frederick Barilett; remarks
Baking Powder. Box W. Rumford, Rhode Island.
—Leigh Hunt
ether boys were to help him when
by Ellis Sprague, concluding with
he sold his casks. Help get them
comedy solo; poem. F. L. S. Morse.
cut of his storage barn and on
Next week's program will be ar
the cask rick.
ranged by the assistant steward,
Many miles, and a number of Frederick Bartlett.
years, separate us frem the forego
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange
ing events. Things are wonderful will meet Saturday at 2 o’clock.
i today but it is fine to look back
This Grange has just received its
and remember what happened
second honor seal, having quali
then. I wonder if “T. R. P ” re
fied as an honor Juvenile Grange
members many games of Three for 1940.
|
Old Cat which were played in his
driveway by certain boys who
lived1 in what neighborhood?
i Speaking of the J. Fred Hall
S)feZl77///fZ
carriage shop, later Hall & ManMAYONNAISE
son. Manson & Nye, Nyes Garage
and lastly Saywood’s Garage, be
fore those times it was a dwelling
-—
with rooms, lathed, plastered and [C
papered on the third floor. The
Curtis family was among the last
—I J
which lived there. Who knows
where this building came from be
fore it was placed in this its final
location? My op nion always was
it was moved there and I seem
to dimly remember same, but have
no idea where it came from.
‘ At one time Mr. Shaw had a
planing mill in the basement,
powered by steam, furnished by a
MAMS
•BOSTON’’
locomotive style boiler. Down on
i the wharf was Jacob Loring’s boat
SALADS
“Steamboat Lore" will tell in vivid pictures and informal yet authentic words
!shop where many fine boats were
TASTE BITTSR
built. Ralph Loring worked there
the intriguing story of the rugged days of steam on the Penobscot. See the old
with his father.
steamers once again. Learn of their intimate doings and of the trail blazing men
A Home Boy
who ran them.

SALADA'
TEA
RUMFORD

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

STEAMBOAT LORE OF THE PENOBSCOT”

Page Five
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tR/ENP of

yc-x-x-y-''-:- -:■••• • • •

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
No need to deprive yourself of quality foods in order to
keep within your family food budget. When you buy at

First National you are making a friend for your budget.
CLOVERDALE

We are glad to co-operate with the Surplus Food
Commodities and will accept Orange and Blue Food
Stamps in our Rockland Stores.

MARGARINE

OLEO
10c

LARD

1 LB.
PKG.

BUTTER
FLOUR

eral

MILLER

housewi rk
26 Han

8t_____________________ _52-54

ro men wanted

for Inside and
de -tare work
S Its and servM :
have car See Mr. Daley at
ir (ran, Co. R kland. Monday
between 11 and 1 and 3 to 5
ther times.________
52-53
Idle iged or elderly woman wanttake char re of two boys. 5 and
■ar- i,.d while widowed mother
Fine homp In country
No
Irv Write full particulars to "W *
C irhi-Gazette
51-53
high school age want’d
to
few evenings a week Good pt,y
"M. S ' •. Courier-Gazette
___ ___________________________ 50 52
d)LE aged man wanted for light
wjrk, few cows, one horse One
■n drive ca- ;f necessary
BOX
"a_Mills. Me
49*54
INITURE wanted to upholster?
for and delivered. T. J EI-EM19 Birch St.. Tel. 212 W
52-tf

iCELLANEOUS
it TAIN’S nicely done. 30c pal*.
ig. 10c extra
111 PLEASANT
_____________________ 52-tf
O three-colored kitten, to give
Tel 770 or Inquire at 6 TALBOT

______________________ 52*51

VN n, ,wers sharpened Called for
delivered Prompt service 1125
CRIE At CO . 328 Main St TV
ln
51 tf
,1O\ E wall paper the modern w iv.
Iivcntr
H H CRIE At CO .
lei 205. City
51-53
Thia la t?» state that
‘1 B Kaler of Washington. Me.
‘en appointed sales representive
in Knox Countv and adtacent
•I;..- k*lamazoo STOVE
A*
AC h. CO W. H Owen. August*
Mgr
51-53

“Steamboat Lore" begins with the “Maine” and the “Patent” — carries

through the roaring days of the growth of steam to the Golden Age of the

ara

GUARANTEED AS TO
STRENGTH!

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

COTE’S

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.43
Lv. 130
9J6 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf

sunset trail to the present. You will know these boats—and love them, too.
It is the story of

“Steamboat Days” revised, augmented, with many addi

tional pictures and stories.
Copies ordered for November delivery, $3.50.

JOHN M. RICHARDSON

HALL.

50-52
, Women' Want Vim? stlmu»n Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
s lacking Vitamin B-1, Iron CalPho-phoruIntroductory size
*
Call, write C. H MOOR &
anu all other good drug stores.

AS TO QUALITY

ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

“nineties” with its wars and its amazing development—and continues down the

lr inf for aged persons or lnPractlcal nursing experience.

'nnc,:r,
WILLARD
rel. 57-11._____ ____

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

MAGIC WATER

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

40 Tears the Reliable Clean
ing Compound.
Ask for the
Genuine — COTE’S.
Fall 32-onnce Bottle.
For

21c

IBS.

PURE

1 LR.
ROLL

BROOKSIDE
CREAMERY

FINAST
BREAD
2414 I B
BAG

FANCY
PASTRY
24 W LB
BAG

SWEETENED OR UNSWEETENED

Grapefruit Juice
MATCHES
Dainty-Jell
MARVO
CHEESE
CRACKERS

NO. 2
TINS

OHIO

LGE.
BXS.

BLUE TIP

PKGS

ASST. FLAVORS

VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

1 ,B

TIN

AGED JUST RIGHT
TRY IT TODAY

LB.

MAYFLOWER

SPRINGTIME

f

COFFEE CAKE

Apple

2 Japs 25C

Crape

2 lb jap 25c

Just Like You'd Make in Your Own Kitchen

EACH

Corn Flakes

GRAPEFRUIT

finast

FANCY FLORIDA SECTIONS
FOR A CITRUS SALAD

LB-4oi
TINS

4^

8 oz

PKG

PKG
I LB Ikoi
TIN

ILB loz
TINS

13c

tQtl4oz

COCKTAIL

TIN

8 Vegetable Juices Blended

TINS

tec

I LB 4oz
TINS

FINAST - GOLDEN
BANTAM CORN and
SHELL BEANS

Old Dutch

HOME A HANDI-PACK

3 LB
PKGS

I LB
TIN

Gerber's ‘™,SSUM,T 3

KOLA

I LB
TINS

kcq C>«lMaAee
>aiinon TIMBERLAKE
Fancy Ai«.k.

Succotash

MILLBROOK CLUB

6 oz

PKGS

12 oz
BOT

V-8

IPTfloiI
TINS

Mustard

'cleamseIr1’

TINS '

2

TINS

IPT-Ioz
JAR

FINAST PREPARED

I

12 oz BOTS*

Enjoy These
Mellow Fresh
Coffees

Contents Only

lit

OLDE" STYLE

COFFEES

Ground to
Yvur Personal
Order

A POPULAR COFFEE Af A POPULAR PRICE

RICHMOND

BREAD

t.'A’s27c

POPULAR FOR OVER 35 *EARS

JOHN ALDEN 2.. ' 33c

WITH VITAMIN B' AND
MINERALS ADDED

A LUXURY COFFEE AT A THRIFTY PRICE

KYBO

BIG
ILB-4oz
LOAVES

7^

2
A

Vermont Maid sTy,bup

FRUIT
Eveready COCKTAIL

e Little Sell <J|QTI4 oi’
Added
TINS

take

PREPARED

Salada Tea

Finast
Tomato Juice
Red Ripe Tometoes. Only

WHITE SPRAY

3PCiyl1wV(l With Tomato Sauce
Rolled Oats ov.T..Y.^ 2

and ORANGE

Pressed trom

oi

Mint and Crabapple i JARS 25c
Currant Raspberry 2 JARS 29c

19c

APRICOT
FILLED

14c

a 10

Grape • Quince

y.x

CAKE

2 LB.
PKG

Mirabel JELLIES on Sale

FRESH BAKED
BAKERY SPECIALS

CAIN

IUND h ,ttom row beat wanted,
t 18 ft
ANSEL ORNE Ple-«»p»,
Mt______________ ____________ 52-54
LAWRENCE
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For a Perfect Blend

DDERN apartments, heated
muhot
water.
MARGARET
;i« 1 \8. 101 Nd
Main St
Te!
«K____________________________ 51 53

'

Every-Other-Day

t BAGS 37c

VACUUM PACKED . DRIP OR REGULAR GRIND

'IL

COPLEY

W! tf*

• lb t,n 23c

FRUITS rW VEGETABLES

LARGE SIZE

CALIFORNIA, TABLE, LARGE

GRAPEFR’T 4 for 19c ORANGES
FLORIDA^-JL’ICY—EXTRA LARGE

doz 39c

NEW

ORANGES 2 doz 49c CABBAGE 3 lbs 15c
TABLE WINESAP
LARGE BL’NCH

APPLES
D’LIONS
FRESH

5 lbs 25c CARROTS 3 bch15c
FANCY

3 lbs 19c

3 bchs 15c
CRISP

ST*BERRIES 2 box25c SPINACH
CALIFORNIA SVXKIST. LARGE

LEMONS

FINAST

doz 25c CELERY

3 lbs 15c

2 bchs 19c

Every-Other-Day I
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^SOCi ETY.

This And That

Mrs Emma Snow of North
Haven is spending a fey. days in
the city.

Lincoln Baptists

Mrs Henrietta Simmons enter
tained Mite Club Monday for con
tract and luncheon, awards in cards
going to Mrs. Lillian McRae and

Annual Meeting of the
Association In West
Rockport Next Monday

The annual meeting of the Lin
Mrs. Charles Gross returned yes Mrs. Laura Buswell.
coln Baptist Association will be
terday to Ellsworth, after spending
i
held Monday at the Baptist Church
a few days with her mother. Mrs.
The annual meeting of Lady at West Rockport, with C. Vaughan
Harriet Merriam, and attending the Knox Chapter, D A.R will be at
•
Overman, host pastor. The theme
women's bowling banquet.
|
the home cf Mrs. Katherine St. “Evangelism". The program:
By K. S. P.
!
Cla r, 72 Rankin street. A covered
Morning—9 55. Song sendee; 10.
Fred P. Haskell, who has been a dish luncheon at 12.30 nocn. An
Tlie Cardinal Club will meet Sat patient in Knox Hospital, has re nual reports and a report of the worship period, "Call to Evangel
One thing that makes Germany
ism” by the Rev. J. Charles Mac
so brutal and devoid of human urday at the home of Mrs. J. A. turned to his home on Frederick I Continental Congress and election
Donald of Rockland; 10.20, Wel
street.
kindness is the fact that sugar has Jameson.
of officers.
come by Rev. C. Vaughan Over
been forbidden them for thuar h^t
Mr and Mrs George Harvey have
man. and reply by Rev. W. C. Os
Mrs. William Mechanic and
drinks, and much else that they
The Adam Craft Nature Club good of Islesboro; 10.30, business;
;
returned
from
a
visit
to
Maryland
wish of the comforts of life. Hitler daughter Miss Joan of New York
' and New York, accompanied by Mrs. meets with Mrs. Hervey Allen to welcome of new pasters; report of
is not denying himself any luxury— are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Al Lev
Harvey's mother, Mrs. Beattie of day in all-day session at her cct- committees on the constitution and
enthal.
not much.
Thomaston, who spent the Winter tage at Megunticook Lake. The by-laws; minutes *of the last an
»
• • • •
study will have to do with early nual meeting; reports of the treas
Miss Rose Evansky entertained at in Maryland.
This morning the writer of "This
flora and fauna.
urer. and aud.tor; appointment of
and That” at her home received a a birthday dinner party Tuesday
Edward Hellier returned Tuesday
committees;
reading of church let
queer request fro-m a man at the night at her home on Old County
Mrs. Frederick Faber of Pecria,
door—a good looking man, and very Read, celebrating her aniversary to Maynard, Mass., after recuper Ill., and her daughter, Mrs. E. A. ters; hymn and offering; 11 30 an
well dressed, too. All he a>ked was and honoring Mrs, Alice Spear, who ating from an illness at the lrome
nual sermon, "Onward Christian
a three-cent stamp. He said he after a long illness of the grippe of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. J Johnson of Cambridge. Mass., Soldiers" by the Rev. Melvin Dorr,
Hellier. Miss Nancy ^Veeks of have arrived in the city, and are Jr., of Morrill.
wanted the stamp to write to his
was
able
to
be
present.
Miss
Evan

father for money. “I am out of
Birmingham, Mich., has been a at The Copper Kettle. Mrs. Faber
Afternoon—1.25. song period; 1 30.
sky received many lovely gifts.
coming to see the progress made
work," he said .
guest at the Hellier home.
worship;
1.50, unfinished business;
“Did you try the shipyard?" I
on her Cape Cod cottage being
reports
of
committee, investment,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Maguire
of
asked.
Roger Harvey has been spending built in Owls Head.
evangelistic,
regional.
obituary,
"Oh, yes. I will Monday, but Calais are guests this week of their a few days in Boston. On the -ethey don’t take men in oti Satur daughter. Mrs. Allston Smith.
nominating;
2.10,
solo
by
Chester
Sweet lady: "You do play so beau
turn trip he visited Robert Whitte
day.”
Wyilie,
of
Warren;
2.15,
mission

tifully Now, do you play anything
more in Waterville.
"Are you hungry?" I asked.
A group of telephone girls held a
ary
hour,
speakers,
for
home
mis

by request?"
He said, "No. Tlie Salvation Army dinner party Tuesday night at thn
Capt.
and
Mrs.
H.
A
Flynn
of
Delighted musician: "Certainly. sions, Mrs. Ethel Wagg. associated
gave «,e food and a bed . ’
Green Gables in Camden, returning Sailors’ Snug Harbor, Staten Island.
in work at the Spellman College,
• • • •
What would you like?"
later to Rockland for a theater N. Y., and Mrs. J. A. Flynn of
Sweet lady: "Oh, let’s play dom in Georgia, and Mrs. Ola Hanson,
Maine Bird Lore in tlie Bangor party. Attending were Miss Ruth
retired Burma, missionary, after
Machiasport.
who
has
been
spend

inoes.”
Daily News is one of that excellent
Anderson,
Miss
Virginia
Connon,
30
years active service; offering;
ing
the
Winter
at
the
Harbor,
and
newspaper’s finest innovations and
lends great dignity and charm to Mrs. Helen Gallup, Miss Nettie Miss Nancy Snow of Farmington El Salvador fears that its entire 3.15, Dr. Frank Littorin of Water
the page. Congratulations to R. Jordan, Miss Ruth Russell, Miss Normal School, were weekend guests ceffee crop this season may not be ville, director of evangelism and
Eleanor Spear, Mrs. Katherine of Capt. and Mrs. John G. Snow, large enough to fill the qunota for Christian education in the state,
Manley Grindle.
• • • •
Blethen. Mrs. Ethel Rackliff, Mrs. Summer street.
"Keynote of Conferences’; 3 30,
the United States alone.
How fine that Thomaston has Evelyn Cates, Mrs. Grace Palmer,
plenty of work in her shipyard too. Miss Norma Havener. Miss Char
Maine is not slow to accept all of lotte Staples, Miss Viola Joy and
fers that are worthy to keep her Miss Gertrude Hearcitizens in the harness, and the
work is mostly first class.
Breck's Tested Seeds. Fresh stock
SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY
♦ ♦ * ♦ •
at H H. Crie Co., 328 Main St. Tel. I
It was in the Wars cf 1821 to 205, City.
51-53
1829 that the Greeks won their in
dependence from Turkey. They do
Spencer Individual Designing
not give up at any first loss, so
Service.
Corsets, girdles, brassieres
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
watch them.
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona
• • * *
MAY 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Bermuda's rule against the use M. McIntosh. 235 Broadway, Tel.
of automobiles on the island has 22-M—adv.
52‘56
been relaxed to permit a few ma
chines for the war emergency.
On Dresses, Suits, Skirts, Sweaters,
• • • •
Blouses, Underwear, Silk Hosiery
All taxes in the United States
totaled $14,300.000,COO according to
ALSO MANY SPECIAL BARGAINS
the Census Bureau.
38 to 52 years old. Women who are
....
cross, restless, NERVOUS—who suf
fer hot flashes, dizziness—caused
"Tommy," said the teacher, "Can
by this period In a woman’s life—to
you quote that famous African
take
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
7 Limerock Street,
proverb I told the class about?”
Rockland, Me.
Compound. Plnkham’s Is famous for
After desperate thought. Tommy
relieving distressing symptoms due
A
smiled. "Yes, Sir," he said, "The
to this functional disturbance.
/
darkeys hour is just before the
WORTH TRYING!
dawn "
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ernest Keywood (
(Lucille Sandner) have returned
from a wedding tour to Atlantic
City. N. J , and Arlington. Mass.,
and are at their home, 18 Shaw
avenue.

group conferences, women, men
pastors; 4.10. reassembling for the
summary with. Dr. Littorin.; 4.30,
adjournment and supper.
Evening—7 p. m., song period;
7.10, worship, in charge of the
young people of the First Baptist
Church in Rockland; 7.30, special
music by the West Rockport group;
offering; 7.45. address. “The Divine
Imperative" by the Rev. Daniel
Rider of the Columbia Street Bap
tist Church in Bangor.
Rev. W. C. Osgood of Belfast,
the moderator will preside at the
meeting. Other association officers
are vice moderator. Rev. W. G.
Foote of Islesboro; clerk. Mrs.
Chester Wyilie; auditor, Joseph
Robinson of Rockland.
A THOUGHT

[For The Courier Gazette]
What would I have of life
Could I my choice attain?
Not all cool shade with trees
Some buffetings with rain
'Mid pleasure through tile breeze.
I'd choose to seek for strength
Char icter enduring
To till hearts qulckenlngs
With firm trust securing
And years free from boorlngs.
I'd banish wars and strife,
I'd flourish cares with blooms.
I'd AU each heart with Joy
In nature's constant runes
Of melodies In tunes.
K. S. F.
Rockland.

GRAND OPENING
Saturday, May 3
-AT—

“THE CAMDEN”

Inlaid Linoleum Work

a A Girl, a Guy and a Gob”
with
George Murphy, Lucille Ball

“HORROR ISLAND"

also

ing our Specialty

Only a small
mentioned in tlii
in the store has

r"""'

18x36 Beauvoir Cl
22x44 New Chd |
24x36 Old Colony

1 39 Bridge Table)

3.75 Carpet Swee|
1 50 Table Iaimp

26c, 36c Bridge L
Clothes Hampers.

32-Pe Sets of DM
26c Crystal Stemv

s MATTI

FRIDAY. AND SATURDAY

‘•Riding On a Rainbow”

Hopalong and the Bar-20 Boys Swing Into Action!

Gene Autry, Smiley Burnett
and Mary Lee
Short Subject—Sam Garbar

-oromoun, Frcienl,

Clarence £. Mulford’s

SUN.-MON., MAY 4-5
World Premiere

IN OLD COlORjo0

‘•They Dare Not Live”

I........... wim/uw

Martha Scott and George Brent
also

bovd

‘Talifornia\^Sani(. Bogran,

ONCE

“Wacky Wild IiJ’5,’breds <Sport Reel)

“Blondie Goes Latin”
with The Bumsteads
Arthur Lake. Penny Singleton
Show Continuous from 2.00 P. M.

Latest New?

COMING
SUNDAY and
MONDAY

L*'e

Serial.

Brought Back To Rockland After Many Requests
a Show- to Put On Your "Must See" List
PAUL MUNI. GEORGE RAI T in “SC'ARFACE"

Come to Wotton’s
/
for your

WOTTON’S

and Interior Decorat

Rem<

Strand

Last Times Tonight
THE MAN MADE MONSTER"
with LON CHANEY. JR.
Second Big Horror IIit

20 ° Discount

ALFREDA PERRY

At Castine Normal

SATURDAY, MAY 3

SALE

WOMEN WANIED

to their cadet teaching work m
Rockland this week.
(By Grace S. Bowden)
Margaret Rogers spent the week,
end
at Richardson Hall.
"The Pirates of Penzance," Gil
bert and Sullivan Opera, is to be
What makes the crossbill cro.^
presented May 16 by the members
And
why is the wild cat wild? Why
of the Boys’ and Girls' Glee Clubs
under the direction of Mrs. Ethel did the hedgehog hedge? Wha
caused that sea bird to tern? Wha:
Lee Ward-well.
did the chimney bird swallow? Dij
Miss Gladys E. Milliken, director
the horn toad toot? Did the yel.
of physical education, is attending
low hammer pound? Did the white
the meeting of the American As
mouse faint and the red start arsociation for Health. Physical Edu
rive? And so on.
cation and Recreation in Atlantic
City.
visit Lucien K. Green k Son’s
A Hare and Hound Chase was second floor, 16 School street, Odd
held Saturday with tlie majority Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fu:
of the students and faculty par Coats and Cloth Coats, at mod<
ticipating. The trail led to Trask's prices.
9-u
Rock where lunch was served.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Margaret Rogers, '40, of Rock
land, now a teacher in Bar Har
bor, is to take the leading role
Today. Friday, Saturday
in the opera “Pirates of Penzance.”
ALL NEW I Mighty
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Wardwell,
sequel to unfoi
g.tt.bl. "Bo,,
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper F. Crouse,
Town I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Sawyer,
Elizabeth Sawyer, Marjorie Leach,
Polly PendHeton. Marie Libby,
Charlotte Rowe, Blanche True,
Margaret Rogers. Robert Perkins,
Omar Clukey, Mahlon Richard
son, Blaine Lymbumer, Roger Dow,
Malcolm Blodgett and Richard |
MacfLeod are to attend the per
formance of “Pirates of Penzance”
by- the the Portand players, in
Portland, Saturday evening.
Principal and Mrs. William D.
Hall, Richard MaoLeod, Gertrude
McKinney, Dorothea Randall and i
Dorothea Leavitt spent Saturday ;
and Sunday at the Hall cottage, !
Spruce Head. Richard MacLeod |
and Gertiude McKinney returned

• Every-Other-Day

Venetian Blinds
I

STARTS FRIDAY, MAY 2nd
Never again will you buy at prices like these, on all new merchandise and on

everything in this store.
Some of the leading sales items we list in block form for easy reading.
New Overdrapes
In Figured Flowered Jacquard
Pinch Pleated and Lined

$1.98 pair

New Bex Weave, 50-inch

Drapery Material
Sale price 59c yard

New Cottage Sets

10% Discount

In All Colors

ON ALL

$1.00 pair
NEW QUAKER

CORSETS
IN THE STORE

Lace Curtains
$1.25 Values

93c pair

22c Percales

Lace Curtains

PART LINEN

Dish Towels
Sale price 7 for $1.00

50c Quality

39c

New Numbers in

All Spring Numbers In

QUEEN MAID

Children’s Dresses
10 * discount

Sweaters

Hosiery
Sale price 59c pair

Silk and Rayon
Gowns
Sale price $1.00

Hosiery
Regular SI.15

$1.00 pair

Pillow Slips

Odd Lot

4 for«* $1.00

Heavy Tapestry

Hosiery

6 yards for $1.00

50 inches Wide

To Close

10 ,J Discount
ON ALL

Sheets
$1.07

HUMMING BIRD

Regular and Extra Size

$1.29 yard
———
ODD LOT

1 Pair Numbers in

50c pair
Odd Lot

Draperies

New Spring

Curtains

1 Pair Numbers

DRESSES

V2 Price

1/2 Price

$1.98 Numbers

$1.39

Regular $149
81x99

17c yard

$1.98 Values

$1.69 pair

V

Full Fashioned

HUMMING BIRD

NEW QUAKER

'

Rayon Bloomers
and Panties

33c Values

Special .
10 Discount
ON ALL

Curtains
Not Mentioned in the Sale

*

NEW

Drapery Material

Lockwood A
11c yard
Lockwood B
10c yard

1

10' ' Discount
On All
Luggage
Plisse
Nightgowns
69c

Cretonnes

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
On AU Drop Patterns in

39c and 35c Values

Rugs

4 yards for $1.00

Values up to $7.95
TO CLOSE

ALL LINEN

$2.98
Overdrapery
Material

In Rough Weaves

In Blue and Mulberry
Regular $1.98 Value

39c yard

$1.39 per yard

Crash
4 yards for $1.00
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- Part Linen

Crash
8 yards for $1.00

OT

All Archer, r

All Gordon, i
Silvereine, 79<
Anklets, reg.
Anklets, reg.
Anklets, reg.
Wool Anklets

BARGAIN
Famous Mystery
Ladies' Reg 1.98 ll
Ladies' Reg 2.98 I,
15c 80 Square Per<J
39 inch Unbleacht
Ladies’ Lisle He e|
Ladles' Rayon Hos
Ladies’ Rayon Unc
Ladies’ Porch Dresi
Children’s Percale
Boys' Wash Suits
Ladies', Misses’ Ail
Lunch Cloths. 50x5
Fiench Crepe PiiJ
Ladies' Coats, 12 tc
Turkish Towels, 2
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their cadet teaching work j,
kland this week.
[argaret Rogers spent the week,
i at Richardson Hall.

rhat makes the crossbill cross?
why is the wild cat wild? Why
the hedgehog hedge? What
;cd that sea bird to tern?

the chimney bird
horn toad toot?
hammer pound?
ise faint and the
? And so on.

Remember Please

What

STORE YOUR FURS NOW—PHONE 558

swallow? Di(1
Did the yel.
Did the white
red start ar.

isit Lucien K Green <fc 8on.,
>nd floor. 16 School street, Odd
kiws Block, City, for Furs, F^
its and Cloth Coats, at moderate
:es.
B-tf
lbscrlbe

The first 100 adult customers Saturday
morning receive Birthday Gifts. Store opens
at 9.00 o'clock.

Only a small part of the items cn sale are
mentioned in this ad. but every department
in the store has many special values!

RUGS

Cushion Dot
Curtains

Grcat*Sale of

90 in. x 24 ruffled
cream and ecru

Small Rugs

to The Courier-Gazette

The Outstanding Sale Event Of The

24x48 Plaid Rug
oday. Friday, Saturday

Fancy
Marquisette

24x48 Stripe Rug

Tailored, Ecru

OPENS SATURDAY, MAY 3

18x36 Beauvoir Chenille
22x44 New Chenille ....

Ninonette

Old Colony

HANDSOME

TRACY
ROONEY

TO

GIFTS

THE

FIRST

100

ADULT

CUSTOMERS

Ninonette Ecru
Tailored

Bridge Tables, irr's

Sun Porch and Cottage Curtains, colored
stripes .......................................................
Famous Scranton Nets ..............................
29c Chintz, marked to close ....................
139 Upholstery Tapestry, this .sale ......

COATS!

Cariiet Sweepers
Table lamp and Shade
36c Bridge Lamp Shades

FROM OUR REGULAR ST(X K

Clothes Hampers, odd lot .....

AT BIRTHDAY SALE PRICES

32-Pc. Sets of Dishes, special

tra nd
Last Times Tonight
II M \\ M Mil MONSTtl!
mill LON < II Will, JR.
Second Big Horror Hit
"HORROR ISLAND"

TURDAY

26c Crystal Stemware

Inner Spring
guaranteed

Coats and Suits

Usually $10.50

Coats and Suits

Usually $15.50 and $19.50

Coats and Suits

Usually

two specials
for this sale

)CO1OR4O0

1.00 Electric Iron ......
1.19 Electric Stove ....
198 Waffle Iron ........

CHILDREN’S COATS

0 Boys Swing Into Action!

-c E. Mulford’s

2.98

usually $3.98

5.95

usually $7.95

8.75

usually $10.50

$33.75 Day son
$25.00

5 95 Coats

2 50 Sandwich Toaster

7.50 Coats

1.00—2 Slice Toaster

9.50 Coats

1.29—4 Slice Toaster ...
5 53 Coffee Maker .....

One Lot Older Dresses Greatly Reduced

10.83 Electric Mixer ....

UMM gum

BUY DOMESTICS

"ame Program
rourhbreds (Spa
Life’ cartoon).
ikland Alter Many Requests
n Y<»ur "Must See" List
C.l RAFT in
ARFACE"

Garden Frocks
and Lingerie!

NOW

THIS DEPARTMENT IS FULL OF BARGAINS
AND REALLY SAVE
Prices are definitely going up on all these staples

otton s
LADY PEPPERELL

Blinds

$1.98 PORCH FROCKS

72x99
72x103
81x99
81x103
42x36
42x38’.

72x99
72x103
81x99
81x128
42x36
42x33 4

See What 88 Cents Will Buy

SATIN SLIPS
Ta'lored or Lacy; Bias or 4-Gore

PEPPERELL PERCALE

BATES PERCALE

70x223
81x128
9C»138

..................................... ••• 1
................. -.................... 1
........................... '........... 1

42x384

................... -....................

(Slight Irregulars)
72X1C8. 81x133, 00x108
Choice, $1.39
42x334, 45x38'2 ....................

45x384 ......................................
Lockwood A ..... ........................
Lockwood B ...............................

All our $1.00 House Dresses, 89
Square Percales, Slub Broad
cloths, etc., Zipper and Coat
Styles, sizes up to 50.

BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS
Butcher Boy or Man Tailored
GOWNS
Tailored or Lace Type

40 in. Pepperell Tubing
42 in. Pepperell Tubing .
40 in. lady Pepperell Tubing
42 in. Lady Pepperell Tubing
Oilcloth Seconds ...................
Bed Pillows ............................
White Goose Pillows ..........

80 Square Unbleached

Fruit of Lccm ...........................
36 in. Outing ............... ................

A. C. A. Ticking .........................
Boat Sail Drill...........................

Odd Lots of Sweaters, House Coats, Silk L'lid'ey
Etc., Greatly Reduced

Jackets .........
Skirts .............
House Dresses
Blouses ..........

REGULARLY $1.25

REGULARLY $1.15

SPREADS AND BLANKETS
CHILDREN’S WEAR
Chenille Spreads, all colors, full size $1.39

OTHER HOSIERY
iscount

gowns

onnes
35c 4 aluc

THIS SALE ONLY
All Archer, reg. 100 .
All Gordon, reg 100 .
Silvereine, 79c value ...
Anklets, reg. 15c ........
Anklets, reg. 19c .........
Anklets, reg. 25c .......
Wool Anklets, reg 29c

BARGAIN ATTIC SPECIALS
Famous Mystery Hose ............................
Ladies’ Reg. 1.98 Dresses .................... .
Ladies’ Reg. 2.98 Dresses ........................
15c 80 Square Percales ................. ......
39 inch Unbleached .............................
Ladies' Lisle Hose
..... -....................
Ladies' Rayon Hose ............ -....................
Ladies Rayon Undies .............................
Ladies' Porch Dresses ...............................
Children’s Percale Dresses........................
Boys' Wash Suits ......................................
Ladies’, Misses’ Anklets .....-..........................

Lunch Cloths, 50x50 ..................... -.........
French Crepe Prints ...............................
Ladies’ Coats. 12 to 20 .... ............. -.........
Turkish Towels, 20x40, checked design

One Group Better Spreads to close

All Reduced

19c Hosiery

Pure Wool Handsome Blankets, solid
colors, special ............................... ....

25c Hosiery

TOILET GOODS-SOAP

LINENS - TOWELS
Pure Linen Crash, 5 yards ....
Part Linen Crash, 6 yards ....
Filet Lace Cloth, 72x90 ..........
52x53 Printed Cloths .................
59c Turkish Towels, colored ....

75c Navy Towels, white .... ....
Big and Heavy 35c Towels ......
Guest Towel, solid color ..........
1.00 Bath Mat and Cover ets ....
100 Embroidered Pillow Cases

CANDY SALE
Our Hand Dipped Chccolates pound

Wrisley’s 10c Soap ....... ~...................
Bath Powder, regular 25c ....................

F,

Bay Rum, reg. 23c ....... . ....................
Park Royal Tissues, 500, reg. 23c ....

Zip All Purpose Cream, reg. 75c ....
Minards Rubbing Alcohol ...............
Minards Witch Hazel, reg. 19c ..........
Mifflin Alcohol, reg. 23c....................
Delxirme Soap, boxed: 3 cakes ... .... .
Woodbury s Beauty Treatment,
reg

GOSSARDS
5.00 Front Lace Ccrsets............................. 3.98
5C0 Step-in Combinations, light weight 3.98
5 00 Miss Simplicity (small lot) .............. 3.98

1.10 ........ ...................................................

Dorothy Deanne Brilliantine, reg 25c
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream.
regular 1.00 ........... .............. ..................

Jergens Soap. 10 cake pkg., reg. 39c ...

Famous Make

Rayotex

Rayon Undies
Reg. 49c

Matronly Cut Garments

Reg. 1.02

Puma Part Wool Blankets, large
72x90, 4 pounds ..................... -

15c Hosiery

Fairie
Glove Silk Undies

Reg 70c

Also Many, Many Lots at Half Price!
SILKS - WASH GOODS

49c Shantungs, new ..................................

49c Printed Crepes ................... -........ .
i

49c Checkered Sharkskin ............ -.........
Pastel Wools, 54 inch ....... ............................

We bought from Cabot Mills,
Brunswick, a wonderful lot of Mill Ends
yours for.................................. ;...... .......
25c Percales ....-.........................................
19c Percales ...............................................

NEEDLEPOINT - YARNS
Reg. 1.59 Needlepoint ..............
Reg. 2.98 Needlepoint ..............
Reg. 79c Needlepoint ...........
21c Tapestry Wool, odd lots...
59c 4 oz. Knitting Worsted .....
(odd colors only)
39c Jumbo Yarn, odd lots .....
Pillow’ Cases to En»b._____ -5
Wondersheen, reg 49c ..............
Art Emto Models ..................... ......... 4 Price
Griffin Shears, Scissors ...... -59; 2 for 1.00

JEWELRY - HANDBAGS
1.09 Jewelry, salesmen’s samples
1.00 Handbags ...............................
1.98 Handbags ..................-.........
Challis Kerchiefs ....... ................

STATIONERY SALE
Reg. 5Cc, 24 Sheets and 24 Envelopes
Quilted Bridge Table Covers.............. .

Men’s Knit Union Suits ....
Best 100 Shirts. Men’s ........
Boys' Fruit of Loom Shirts ..
Boys’ Knickers and Longies
Men’s 1.00 Pajamas .............
Boys' 1.00 Pajamas .............
Boys’ Raincoats...................
and Boys’ Leather Jackets .... 10%

GLOVES - UMBRELLAS
1.90 Van Raalte Fabrics
59c Van Raalte Fabrics

198 Capeskins ..............
2.98 Celanese Umbrella
16 Rib Special Umbrella

Every-Othcr-Day
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Camden Contractor
Eugene G. Young, Active
In Civic Affairs, Died
Wednesday At His Home

NAOMA MATHEW
Correspondent
Tel. 713

ROCKPORT

THOMASTON

ft ft ft ft

£ ft £ ft

X JT>A G CEAMPNEY
Correspondent

SHIRLEY T. WILLLAMB
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft

tbL aaa»

Tel. 190

Rev.’and Mrs. H. I. Holt returned
Following the prayer meeting at
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Herrick of
Monday from North Haven where , the Baptist Church tonight there
Biunswick were in town this week
1 they spent several weeks. Mr. Holt will be a business meeting of the
fr wend the funeral cf Mrs. Henri
1 j acting as supply pastor during the ■ church and parish. It is urged that
etta Upton.
,
Winter months at the Baptist all members attend who possibly
Dr. Jarr.es Carswell will open hLs
•
Church in the absence of Rev. can.
cff ce Thursday at 6 Sea street.
Henry Huse. He will continue to Joseph Bradlee has returned
Word was received by Mrs. Roxie
supply there for the present, mak from Bath and is now employed at
Wlutehcu.se of the death April 24
ing week-end trips.
Belfast on the construction of an
of her older brother, Granville
Miss Leoline Wilson returned armory.
Darrell cf Douglas Hill. The son
Tuesday from Brunswick after a
Ms. Vernon Achorn, Mrs. Norman
of Mr and Mrs. Charles Durrell,
two-days’ visit at the home of Rev. Simmons, Mrs. Perley Hail and
he was born in Farmington 64 years
■ and Mrs. J. W. Hyssong.
Mrs. Guy Lermond are the commit
ego, but resided for seme time in
j Miss Gladys Quimby arrived home tee in charge of the supper being
th.s town and had many friends
1 Tuesday from the Senior Class held Saturday at 6 o'clock at the
he e Besides his wife, he Is sur
Washington trip, having visited for Baptist Church to ra se funds to
vived bv two sons, two daughters,
a week with the Max Aronofffs at send the Thomaston High School
a sister, Mrs. Whitehouse and thr^e
Philadelphia enroute.
Orchestra and Glee Club to Port
grandchildren.
Funeral services
Mrs. Frank Eaton of Winterport land May 10.
were held Monday at Douglas Hill.
and daughter Marion of Ridgewood,
Capt. and Mrs. W R. Hoffses
N. J., were visitors Tuesday at the
A Masonic Assembly will be held
Eugene G. Yeung
who have been the past three
heme of Capt. and Mns. Ernest M
Thur day night w th this commit
months at Fort Monroe, Va. re
One of Camden’s most prominent
tee in charge: Mr. and Mrs John c.u zens„ Eugene G. Young, 72. died Torrey.
turned Monday, he to Fort Levett,
Felton; Mr. and Mrs. Elmer True at his home, 92 Chestnut street. I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collins and and she to their home here.
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rcbinscn very suddenly Wednesday morning. I sons Arthur and Charles returned
Mr and Mrs. A. L. Wolf are visi
William Baxsick who is employed Mr. Young, tlie son cf Sylvanus to Reading, Mass.. Wednesday after ting in Meyerstown, Pa.
at Hastings Newsstand is ill at hist Young and Sabra Whitmore, was a visit w.th Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Edgar Cobb, who made
Wilson. West street. They were
home cn Elm street
countless friends during her sev
born in the very house in which he
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gould were died. He was a member of Amity called here by the death of Mr. Col eral years' residence here, is con
week-end guests of Mrs. Gould’s Lodge cf Keystone Chapter, the. lins' mother, Mrs. Leslie C. Deane. valescing at her home in Alfred
Mrs. B. H Paul has gone to
fister, Mss Mary Bills and Mrs. Seaside Chapter O.ES and a very |
following a surgical operation at
Glare Lincoln in Waltham, Mass. popular member of tiie Business Springvale tor a few weeks' visit the Osteopathic Hospital in Port
John Tewksbury addressed the Men's Association, having held the w tli her son-in-law and daughter. land.
I if ns Club Tue day night at Wads office of vice president and pur- j Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Merrifield.
Members of Mayflower Temple.
Instead of the regular work period
worth Inn HLs subject was a re chasing agent.
P S., gathered at the home of Mrs.
th# Trytohelp Club enjoyed a social
view cf Camden, covering a period
Letitia Starrett Monday night to
A contractor and carpenter, he
.
.
.evening
Monday when they met at . . . ..
. . .. .
.
of years and was greatly enjoyed. had been retired frem active work
. ..
eelebiate the birthday of Charles
the
Baptist
vestry.
A
covered
dish
1
William Kelley, Gilbert La te, Ev for about five years, but had taken
Starrett. Cards and beano provid
erett Grieve, Sam Lankton and particular interest in town affairs. supper was followed by games. On ed entertainment and the presenta
I account cf the meeting of the Lin
Saul PolLsner kept the meeting in
tion of a “shower of dainty gifts"
These who survive him besides |
full wing with their popular musi his wife, Annie G. are two sons, coln Baptist Association at the Wset to the guest of honor made the
Rockport Church next Monday the party a hilarious one. In addition
cal rend liens. . Lawrence Tedford Guy Young and Lafonest Young.
meeting cf the Club will be omitted. Mr. Starrett received the attractive
and Mr KHley received birthday
Funeral service will be held Fri- ,
cakes. A directors’ meeting fol day at 2 o’clock from his residence, I Rev and Mrs. F. Ernest Smith and practical gift of a pair of
and Mrs. C F. Smith leturned
lowed
blankets horn the group Refresh
Rev. W F Brown officiating.
Monday from Caribou where they
Al the uh eth g cf the Rotary
ments included a beautifully decoJ had been in attendance at the
Club Tut day neon, tlie.-e officers THOMASTON DRIVE CLOSED
ated birthday cake. In the party
Methodist Conference.
were elected: President, Allie U.
were Mr and Mrs. Frank Lineken.
Advise from R. D. Grotf, Exten
Commander Howard A. Tribou, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford. Mr
Dougherty; vice president, William sion Secretary for the State cf
M C. US. Navy, who has been
Reed; secretary, Charles E. Lord; i
and Mrs. Fred Fernald, Mrs. Star
Maine
and
connected
with
the
j
spending
the past two months in
treasurer, John S Good and direc- |
rett,
Mrs. Nathaniel F. Andrews.
tors: Charles W Babb and Charles | vation Army Public Relations De-.. Florida, is at his home cn West Mrs. Arthur Henry. Mrs. Alpheus
partment, announced today that the | ftreet for a few days. visit
Wocd. Flans for attendance at the Thomaston first annual drive had, Mr and Mrs Aicnzo Spear have Jones, Mrs. Alexander Wilson, Mrs.
Spring conference cf the 193d dis- '
Herbet H. Newbert, Mrs. Nathan
trict at Bangor were made. Charles | closed. He further announced that returned from Lakeland, Fla., where Copeland, Mrs. Altcn Chadwick,
~pent the Winter and have reWocd, chairman of the conference a proportionate amount of the
Mrs. John T.llscn. Mrs. Clifford
e mmittee announced the dates as money raised would be left for local opened their heme cn Spear street, Clark, Mrs. Doia Maxey. Mrs. Etta
j Friends will be interested to learn
May 11 and 12. Many Club mem purposes.
Benner. Miss Cora Robinson, Miss
1
'
that their grandson, Bertram E. Eliza Whitnej’ and Ddight Lineken,
bers plan to attend. The new
president Allie Dougherty and See- j Libby cf Lincolnville, Allen Morton Packard. Jr., will be graduated in all of this town.
Mrs. Win
retary, Charles Lord w.ll be the cf Lincolnville and Wallace Rob- June from the Staunton Military throp Whitney of Friendship and
Academy w.th the rank of Captain
official delegates to the convention. bins of Hope.
Mrs. Elizabeth Peaslee of Rockland.
The
annual
Junior
prize-speaking
and will enter the RO.T.C. of
Vi iting Rota ians were Ben NichPayson George goes today to Au
oh cf Rockland and Alden Allen of contest was held at the Opera Maryland. Mr. Packard is the son gusta to compete in the finals of
Calais. Jess Fuller of Portland was : House Tuesday night. The first of Mrs. Elsie Spear Packard.
Lydia O. Hamlin-Spear Speaking
prizes cf $5 were awarded to PhylMrs. Elizabeth Smith is ill at the contest being held tonight at 3
a guest.
The Perry cottage. Marine avenue 1 s Arnold and Kenneth Goodman. heme of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. o'clock in. the House of Representa
ha' been rented through the Allen The second prizes of $250 each Harry Lane.
Lives at the State House. He is
Prin. and Mrs. George Cunnir.g- the son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Insurance Agency, to Miss E. O were won by Courtney Borden and
Groff and M ss Caroline W. Thorne Dcnald Crawford. Judges were, ham. with ten members of the P. George, a freshman at the H’gh
Florence Morse cf Belfast , Ray. Senior Class who had stopped over
cf Geimantown, Pa.
School and won his eligibility io
M'. Ann Proctor is a patient at mond Bcwden and Edwin Edwards fcr visits at various points enroute compete by having successfully
Jr. of Rockland.
! frem the Washington trip, arrived
Community Hospital.
competed in the preliminaries held
B. F. Mathews. Jr., is in Jones- i heme Tuesday night.
Mrs . Fiiilip Lee cf Rosemont,
at Thomaston High and the semi
Mr. and Mrs. FYank Sampson of finals held at Rockland.
Pa., Is spending a few days in town. port on a business trip.
North Haven were W’eek-end guests
Hhe Ladies' Bowling Club will Mrs. Henrietta W. Upton
Edwin Lynch, sophomore and
at
the heme of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
held an important meeting at the
Ralph Pcusen. freshman leave to
Mrs. Henrietta Wallace, 88, widow Rider.
Y M C.A Tuesday at 7.15 o'clock. cf Horace F Upton died Monday at
morrow for Colby college to par
Misses Nancy and Hope Cun ticipate in the Montgomery prize
All .members are urged to attend the heme of her daughter, Mrs. Eu
and each Ls asked to take sand gene Herrick in Brunswick. She ningham have returned from speaking contest being held in the
Whitefield where they spent the afternoon, with finals in the eve
wiches.
was formerly of this town having
M s Trances Todd of New York made her home on Chestnut street. school vacation with their grand ning. Students from all over New
parents, Mr and Mrs. Warren Cun
City is in town.
England will participate.
Sne is survived by two daughters,
Ccmmun.ty Hospital: Merchant Mrs. Geneva Wardwell of Camden, ningham.
Junior Choir Program
Ehuman and Mrs. Sukeforth and Mrs. Eugene Herrick of Brunswick;
Breck's Tested Seeds. Fresh stock
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle served
< hiid have returned to their homes two sons. Guy Upton of Philadel at H. H. Crie Co., 328 Main St. Tel.
a
public supper yesterday, with
after being patients. Mrs. Eben phia, and Malcolm Upton of Apple- 205, City.
51-53
Davis end Kenneth Rankin are ton; also several grandchildren.
'inaica 1 patients. Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral services will be held from
Fred Mer. iam of Belfast have a son Good funeral home Thursday at 2
NATURALISTIC
born April 28
OIL
o’clock and burial will be in the
The annual meeting of the Farm family lot in Mountain Cemetery.
ers' Un on was held Saturday with
a dinner for 76. put on by the MeSAVE!
gunticock Grange. A business meet
Time,
Mistakes
ing and general discussion followed
Worry, Expense,
and these directors were elected:
President, Leon Crockett; vice
Rentals
president. Claude Heald; treasurer Only S1.50 Week
ROCKLAND TYPEWRTrER CO.
and clerk. Elmer True; directors,
Rockland,
Tel. 297-W
Jethro Pease of Hope, Ramond 71 Park St.,

SPECIAL $4.00

PERMANENTS

$7.00 Deluxe
Oil
Permanent

NOW is the time

to
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$3.00

place your
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; FURS

Reg. $10.00

Supreme
Oil Wave

IN

SAFE
COLD
STORAGE
VESPER A. LEACH,

•rr>VaWffiviV

Cleansers

WATKINS
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Young people, of Junior and stu
dent age. are to have an impor- l
tant part in the program for the
annual convention of the Maine
Federation of Music Clubs in Port
land May 10. 12 and 13. For the
first time in the history of the
Federation the convention will
□pen with Junior Day, Saturday,
May 10. and from 9 a. *m until
late afternoon Juniors wnl par
ticipate in the program to be held
in the Immanuel Baptist Church.
The Student Division, which has
been a part of the Federation for
a little more than three years, will
have the latter part of Monday
afternoon’s program devoted to
its interests. Tlie program will be
a part of the Senior pregram Mon
day afternoon. May 12, in the
Eastland Hotel.
Featured will be three numbers
to be sung by the massed Junior
chorus of 150 voices. They will
sing three numbers with orchestral
accompaniment. One cf the num
bers will be “Dear Land of Home”
by Sibelius.
Another feature cf the program
will be three numbers by the com
bined Junior choirs in charge of
Mrs. Foster L. Haviland, chairman
of the department of church mu
sic of the Federation. Tlie hour
for the rehearsal of this group
will be announced later. This
is ‘o take the place of the an
nual Spring festival of the fed
erated Junior choirs held in Port
land. Special numbers will be
given by the Thomaston High
School orchestra and the Helen
M Dol’ey Club orchestra cf Lim
erick, ci which Mrs Frances Tufts
is the counselor.
Solo numbers will be given by
highest rating students in the cotnpetetive festivals, piano solas ac
companying

classes

and

hymn

playing. The guest speaker will be
Phyllis Lations Hansen of Wor
cester, national chairman of ju
nior competetive festivals.
Miss Bennett, Junior counselor,
studied music at Northfield Semin
ary and with Heinrich Gebhard
in Boston anti since then has been
teaching piano in her home town
in Kennebunk.
Mrs. Walter Dew cf Portland,
State student adviser of the Stu
dent Division of the federation, an
nounces that the six clubs in thia
division will present a short pro
gram following the address Mon
day afternoon by Dr. John War
ren Erb. Many of the members
cf the student clubs are to sing in
the state massed chorus, will pre
sent the oratorio "Pilgrim's Prog
ress" Tuesday night in City Hall
auditorium.

Short Courses At Orono—
Mrs. Stewart Orbeton To
Be Banquet Toastmistress

or

COMMERCE
Defense sounds the keynote for
service this year. To further these
ends, your Chamber of Commerce
is co-operating in every way with
the Government. We are requested
to give the following information
from the Recruiting Officer of the
U. S Coast Guard:
"Under present plans, a recruit
ing party from the U. S. Coast
Guard office will be in Port
land May 14. 15. and U6 for the pur
pose of enlisting men in the Coast
Guard and furnishing them trans
portation to a training station.
"In order that men interested may
make plans in advance it is desir
able that they submit applications
to New York as soon as possible in
order that they may be investigated
and ordered to appear for physical
examination in Portland. Maine,
prior to the above enlistment dates.
Under this plan they could knew in
advance if they are qualified, and
make plans to leave on one of the
dates which would be specified.
"Enlistments in the Coast Guard
are open to men between the ages
of 18 and 28, and the heights of
5’ 6" and G 3 ”, who are physically
and morally qualified. Enlistments
are for three years and the rate of
pay Is $31 per month for the first
four months Applications or re
quests for information should be
addressed to: Recruiting Officer.
U. S. Coast Guard. Barge Office,
New York, N. Y."
• • ♦ •

Maine citizens from all parts of
the State interested in gardening
and conservation, are regisering
at the University of Maine with
Fred P. Lortng. director of Short
Courses, for the May 8 and 9 an
nual two-day Short Course in Oarden ng, Horticulture and Conser
vation, subjects of increasing im
portance to the home gardeners
this year.
Prof. Paul W Dempsey, horti
culturist at the Massachusetts
State College Field Station, will
g’ve the opening conservation-in
gardening address Thursday morn
ing. May 8, 10 o’clock, on "Tlie
Home Vegetable Garden." and has
chosen "A Constructive Program
for a Garden Club" for his after
noon lecture.
University of Maine faculty
members speaking during the two
days, and their subjects, will be:
"A Sane Viewpoint on Conserva
tion.” by Dr. F. H. Steinmetz, Pro
fessor of Botany; “Landscape Aims
of Our Campus," by ,Roger Clapp.
Assistant Professor of Horticul
ture; both lectures Thursday aft
ernoon. Dr. George P Steinbauer,
Associate Professor of Botanty.
will speak on "Hew A Seed Ger
minates," and iRoger Clapp on
"How to Evaluate Flower and
Vegetable Seed Sources," at the
Friday morning session.
Mr. Clapp will g ve a demonstra
tion talk on “Tlie Geranium Fam
ily,” and Mrs. Iva M Burgess. As
sistant Geneticist at the Experi
ment Station, will speak cn her
work at the Friday afternoon ses
sion. Mrs. Lyle M Sncw of DoverFoxcroft will give a summary of
"Legislation of Interest to Garden
ers During the 90tli Maine Legis
lature."
Prof. Henry Clapp, assistant pro
fessor of Horticulture at the Uni
versity of New Hampshire, who will
give illustrated lectures on "Gar
dening With Roses," Thursday
morning, and “Lilacs For the Gar-

ROCKLAND. ME.
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QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms ol Distress Arising fiom

STOMACH ULCERS
dueto EXCESS ACID
Free Book Tell* of HomeTreatment that
Must Help or it Will Cost You Nothing
Over one million bottles of the IL1, \R|1
TREATMENT have been sold for nlm,,r
symptoms of dlstrebS arising fr om Stcrnaiti
and Duodenal Ulceri due to Eicmi Acid
Poor Digeition, Sour or Upiet Stoma; h,
Gaitineu. Heartburn. Sleepletineti. etc.,
due *o Eicmi Acid. Sold on 15days tHali

Ask for “Willard’s Meaaace” which f.Hly
explains this treatment—traa—at

Concluding a J
in May 1MV, dJ

Customs Seth R
be

Il'an rened

J

House where he
of measurement
Atwell came to til

WATKINS

'

SPRING

START!
BRINGS

35c
Sanitone Setvice 50c

CURTAINS
and light weight
IIRAPES Plain

75c pair
3 pairs for $1.95
6 pairs for $3.30

RUGS
Domestic 3c Sq. Ft.
Min. 40c
Orientals 5c Sq. Ft.
Min. 75c

STORAGE
Garments or Rugs
Stored All Summer
Only 1 ’ i of Valu ation
Plus Cleansing Charge
Minimum 50c

Mrs. H. H. Newbert chairman as
NATIONAL
sisted by Mrs. Frank Brown,
COTTON WEEK
Misses Elame Risteen, Eleanor
May 1$ to .24 inc.
Nelson and Grace Paulsen. After
supper, a delightful program was
given by the younger members ol 346 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
the Junior Choir, Mrs. Grace M.
Plus Small Charge for Postage
Strout director, Peter Barton an
Copyright
1941
nouncing.
Endicott Johnson Corp.
The program included a piano
trio. "Minuet”
by Beethoven,
Misses Lois Hastings. Joanne Vinal
and Ruth Snowman; vocal duet,
“The Gondolier's Song" from the
Tales of Hoffman by Offenbach,
Percy Stanley and Paul Simpson;
piano solo. "Sun in the Valley,’’
il
M.ss Jean Spear; soprano solo,
“Tying Apples on the Lilac Tree"
by Gantlan. Miss Joan Vinal; piano
solo, "To the Rising Sun” by Porfussen. Miss Grace M. Paulsen;
song, "May Breezes," the Juniors;
floral drill, Dorothea Stanley. Vera
Chapman, Jean Spear, Percy
Stanley, Peter Barton and Paul
Simpson; "God Bless America”.
A collection was taken for the
LEAN—TENDER—MEATY
benefit of the Ladies’ Circle.

EHDICQIWJDHHSON

BUY
ON

Nd

CA

Open you!
there it iol

Daily Call and Deliven
ROCKLAND TEL. 133
VESPER A LEAC1I

CAMDEN
PINE TREE GU T SHOP

THOMASTON
RICHARDSON & IJBKV

Cleansers, Furriers
52-It

GLENDENNIING'S MKT.

WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS,

The Bank cf England ha. its
own church yard adjoining, w .
J many bank officials are buried
;

BLOUSES, SKIRTS
TROUSERS
SWEATERS

' comfortable. Also in
brown & white. Sizes 3'A to 8.
Brown and white Knockabout oxford. Red rubber sole and heel, or
leather sole with slightly higher heel.
Widths A and C. Sizes 4 to 8.

Are you suffering from pains due to rheumatism, if so, ask your
druggist for a box of—

These capsules will remove the pain and eliminate the cause.

Dr. A. L. Deering. Dean of the

$1.00

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Harmon, Mrs.
Kenneth Woodward and daughter
Florence were recent. visitors at
the home of Capt. C. M. Reborns.
Arthur L. Semes a resident of
this community for 50 years, died
Saturday at his home after sev
eral years’ illness. He leaves a
son Raymond and granddaughter
Barbara. Burial was in Mounta
Height cemetery.
Mrs. Ralph Gifford died Satur
day at the home of her daughter
in Westfield, N. J., where she spent
the Winter. She had been a resi All-white camp moc
casin. Smart; very
dent here for several years.

NOW IS THE TIME!

TEL-MAR CAPSULES

IS TRA1

College of Agriculture, will wei.
come the citizens attending the
Short Course at the banquet Thu .
day evening In Estabrocke Hail,
and the response will be given t,y
Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage of Au
gusta, president of the Gar< • i
Club Federation of Maine. Mi f
Stewart Orbeton of West R -.-j;.
port. Federation chairman of ;
grams and lectures, will pri- .
as toastmistress.
Reservations fcr Thursday hit: ...
eon and banquet for those attet ing the first day. and for lunch
Fr.day and overnight accotn
tiens at Estabrooke Hall, privathomes. or tcurlst homes for ti:
attending both days, should be ceived by Mr. Loring at Orono i. later than May 6.

D. L. McCARTY
On hand for the information and
Registered
Druggist. Rockland.
benefit of all business men we have
the following, which 'may be exam
ined at the office of the Chamber
of Commerce: “National Defense."
"Federal Labor Legislation.” ' Merit
Rating and Employment Stabiliza
tion,” “Wages and Hours."
We have business and legislative
Cleansing Service
reports, confidential analysis and
recommendations for business men
from research experts.
PLAIN DRESSES
• * * *
SUITS. COATS
Tourist inquiries have begun.
Regular Service
Many and varied are the letters
75c
boarding
houses
and
inns
are
urged
now arriving as to Summer vaca
to
send
in
their
cards
and
litera

tions, etc., in Rockland and vicinity.
“SANITONE” Service with
New folders are expected for Sum ture to us for free distribution.
Special Individual Attention
Lenore Savage, Secretary.
mer distribution. Tourist ( homes,

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

SMILE THAT PAIN AWAY

CORNER DRUG, INC.

Furriers

How Young People Will
Figure In Convention of
Federated Music Clubs

The canvasback duck thrives on
wild celery o eel grass.

Sold bv—

AGENTS FOR

CHAMBER

Tel. 993

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, PHONE 142

Rockland, Me.

An Important Part

den," that afternoon. Mrs. Helen
Hussey Champlin of Rochester. N
H. will speak on "The Well-Arranged Flower Show” during
Thursday afternoon session, and,
"Flcwer Arrangements For the
Living Room,” Friday morning

For Garden Lovers

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND. ME.

Delivery Service

CHUCK ROAST

BONELESS, TENDER—CUT FROM HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

POT ROAST
NATIVE

VEAL CHOPS

17c

29C

/VO

NATIVE
1....

lb 27c VEAL STEAK .... . lb 39c

NATIVE

BONELESS

POTATOES.......... pk 21c

SALT FISH BITS.:2 lbs 23c

Carry*
i

2C

Every-Othcr-Oay
(den. that afternoon. Mrs. Helen
' Hir e.v Champlin of Rochester, N
H will speak on "The Well-Ar[ranged Flcwrr Shew" during the

I

IS TRANSFERRED TO BOSTON

ASH INCT0N-AN1D YOU
Washington, April 30 — The
Townsend Plan group in the House
of Representatives has told the
Ways and Means Committee of the
House that unless the committee
will assure them of early hearings
on the Townsend Plan and other
old age pension bilk now before
the committee, they will start a
petition to take the Townsend Bill
(H. R. 1036) away from the com
mittee and bring the bill at once
to the floor of the House for dis

I College of Agriculture, will ’wel

come the citizens attending the
S'u :i Course at the banquet Thur..
day evening in Estabrocke Hall,
i •
•• ponse will be given by
Mrs Clarence S Beverage of Au1 gusta, president of the Garden
1 Club Federation of Maine. Mrs E.
1 Stewart O; beton of West Rock
port. Federation chairman of pro| gram, and lectures, will preside
as toastmistress.
r,- - real ions fcr Thursday lunch
eon and banquet for those attend
ing the first day. and for luncheon
I Friday and overnight accomoda[ tiens at Estahrocke Hall, private
I homes, or tcurist homes for those
attending both days, should be re| reived by Mr. Loring at Orono not
later than May 6

cussion.

QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms of Distress Arising from

STOMACH ULCERS
due to EXCESS ACID
Free BookTells of HomeTreatmentthat
Must Help or it Will Cost You Nothing

Ho Excess Acid. SoM on 15 (lays triali
A«k for "Willard’s Monaco” which fully
explains this treatment—traa—at
<:

ii'

D. L. McCARTY
Registered Druggist. Rockland, Me.

WATKINS
SPRING

Cleansing Service

Seth R. Atwell
Concluding a service which began
in May, 1937. Deputy Collector of
Customs Seth R. Atwell, is soon to
be transferred to Boston Custom
House where he will have charge
of measurement inspection. Mr.
Atwell came to this city from East

' Bridgewater,

This course was decided

upon at a meeting of members of
the House who believe that there
should be a revision of the present
old age pension and eld age as
sistance set-up.
This revision
should provide Federally-paid pen
sions for all persons over 60.
We have expected the President
to send to Congress before now a
Truest for a widened pension sys
tem. We understand that he is
discussing it with Social Security
officials. However, we do not pro
pose to submit to a delay which
may end in nothing being done at
this session of Congress.
Under the .parliamentary pro
cedure of the House. 4»ills are re
ferred to appropriate committees
for hearings and report. An un
friendly committee can refrain
from holding hearings and bottle
up a bill in committee. The only
way to prevent a committee from
killing a bill this way is for a
majority of the members of the

The Bank cf England has its
own church yard adjoining, where
many bank officials are buried.

uml Duodenal Ulcer, duo to Excm* Acid
Poor Dictation. Sour or Upset Stomach,
Gassiness. Heartburn. Sleeplesaneaa, etc.,

Mass.,

succeeding customs officials’ work.

Capt. Charles R. Magee, upon the
latter's retirement from the serv
ice, and gaining from the latter In, valuable information as to vessel
measurement, which in the Waldo
boro District had long been one of
the most important factors in the

Deputy Atwell served in the
World War as a member of the
26 Division and was wounded at
Chateau Thierry. The work at the
Rockland office has been main
tained at a high standard under
his management.

STARTS TOD/
BRINGS YOU T

F

5

PLAIN DRESSES
SUITS. COATS
Regular Service

75c
"SANITONF" Service with
Special Individual .Attention

$1.00
BLOUSES, SKIRTS
TROUSERS
SWEATERS
35c
Semitone Service 50c

WVKIIKOKK

CURTAINS

and light weight

WITH ANY PURCHASg

DRAPES Plain
75c pair

OF $20 OR OVER

3 pairs for $1.95
C pairs for $3.30

• Holds 12 heavy garments . . . the ideal
clothes and storage closet. 5 ft. tall, 2
ft. wide, 21 inches deep.

RUGS

• Beautiful wood grain design, anti-dust
fibreboard construction, lacquered wood
panelling. Gliding door opens with
touch control.

Domestic 3c Sq. Ft.
Min. 40c
Orientals 5c Sq. Ft.
Min. 75c

STORAGE
Garments or Rugs
Stored All Summer
Only 1
of Valuation
Plus Cleansing Charge
Minimum 50c
Ifajv Call and Delivery
RDC'XLAND TEL. 133
VESPER A LEACH
CAMDEN
LISE TREE GIFT SHOP

TIICMASTON
RICHARDSON & IIBBV

WATKINS
Cleansers, Furriers
52-lt

29c
lb 39c

• GIT YOURS fRtl today, with purchase
of $20 or over.

BUY NOW! SAVE! CHARGE EVERYTHING
ON EASY PURITAN PAYMENT TERMS
Open your PuriUn account today. A few friendly questions is all
there is to it. Get your new clothes right away, wear while you

House to sign a petition to “dis
charge the committee" from fur
ther consideration of the bill and
bring the bill at once to the floor
of the House for action. I shall
sign such a petition should that
be the only way to get considera
tion of H. R. 1036 by the House.
I have been invited to address
the Townsend meeting. Cleveland,
May 4. and will do so unless Con
gress on a 1 business here prevents.
May 5, the informal group of
House Members studying unem
ployment conditions under the
chairmanship of Voorhis. of Cali
fornia, will devote its entire meet
ing to a forum on old age pensions
and other Social Security measures.
This group of 60 or 70 members
has been in existence for several
years seeking causes and remedies
for unemployment. It is divided
into sub-committees for dealing
with different related subjects. I
am chairman of the Social Security
sub-committee, and my especial
group will have charge of the May
meeting, reporting on what we have
done and exploring ideas of the
rest of the committee on old age
pensions, unemployment compen
sation, aid to blind and dependent
children.
• • • •
Last Monday, Mrs Florence Kerr,
director of the Women’s Division
of WPA, lunched with me at the
Capitol. We went over aspects of
her field which might have a bear
ing on the Voorhis study. We also
talked about home defense and the
part women will play in it which
was very interesting, especially so
as I returned the day before from
Buffalo after speaking on "Women
in Defense” at a large luncheon
of men and women sponsored by
Republican business and' profes
sional women.
• • • •
My committee on Post Offices
held hearings last week on various
bills to provide longevity pay for
post office employes. Most of the
bills provide that after 10 years
service a bonus shall be added to
the regular pay each year. Many
Members of Congress appeared to
support the bill, none against it.
• • • •
April 30 I attended! a get-to
gether of the New' En glad congress
men and New England newspaper
correspondents with the New Eng
land Council as host. I was sorry
that this made it imipossible for me
to attend the dinner given that
evening by the American Palestine
Committee, but I was permitted to
drop in later to hear the principal
address of the evening by Dr.
Chaim Weizmann, President of the
World' Zionist Organization. Sena
tor Wagner, of New York, and
Senator McNary, of Oregon were
chairman and co-chairman of the
Palestine meeting.
With the gloomy reports of the
war in Europe. I was especially in
terested that so many from Maine
attended the 60th Red Cross Con
vention here. Among the Maine
delegates were Mrs. Guy Sncwe,
Misses Priscilla Marble and Mildred
Turner of Lewiston-Auburn, and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Lord of
Camden. Mr. Lord is superintend
ent of schools there; also chairman
of the Red Cross Chapter. He was
one of a group of 27 Camden and
Rockport teachers and friends who
lunched with me at the Capitol
one day and listened to debates in
the House.
Afterwards Mr. Lord and I talked
about the proposed school for de
fense boat-building. Plans for this
have been presented' to the State
Department of Education, WPA
and the National Defense Commis
sion. The Education Department
has said it will cooperate but final
approval must be secured from
Washington.
Tentatively it is
planned that those eligible to at
tend the schools would come half
from WPA and half frnm local em
ployment offices.
About $4000
would be required' for the project,
in addition to about $166 a week
for instruction and material. The
sponsor of such a project must
furnish the quarters, and these are
ready. The Government would fur
nish instructors, equipment and up
keep. If necessary, there could be
three shifts with three instructors.
• • • • •
Many High School Seniors from
my District have been here to see
their Government in action and to
see the beautiful Capital City. Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Perkins came
with 70 from Cony High. I dined
with them at their hotel, took
them sightseeing in buses after
wards. Mr. Perkins is principal
and has brought his Seniors here
for many years.
• • • •
The Red Cross headquarters
here tell me that while it works
very closely with the Army and
Navy in developing national de
fense plans it has not yet con
sidered it necessary for the Red
Cress either to recruit or train
ambulance drivers for service
either in this country or abroad.
Some of the local chapters are
training drivers as part of their
Motor Corps Services and inquiries
on this subject should be directed
to local chapter heads.
>
• • • •
The care necessitated by the war
emergency was shown when guards

BITS . 2 lbs 23c

A

at the Capitol confiscated the
camera otf one of my constituents
who had taken a picture inside the
House Chamber from the visitors
jailer)-. When I interceded with

Making Lime Casks

Championship Cup Is Awarded
1
,
I
• •* A
11
■
* '♦< ' I1

By Margaret Chase Smith

Thursday afternoon session, and,
T-lfwcr Ariangements For the
11 nf Room,’’ Friday morning.
Dr. A L. Deering. Dean of the

liver one million bottles of the WILLARD
Tltti VI'MKNT have been sold for relief„f
-yoi|'i"HH "I di-in —i arising from Stomach
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The “Tooting Cooper”

—....

Interested Mr. Philbrick
Who Did It 50 Years Ago

The champions of Women’s Community League: Front row, left to right, Ella Bradbury, Dorothy Rich
ardson. Back row, Phyllis Whitten, Madeline Richardson, Capt. Mary Sylvester.

Miss Mary Sylvester's team re
ceived the championship cup Mon
day night at the second annual
banquet of the women’s community
league at Hotel Rockland. Team
members are Miss Sylvester, Miss
Ella Bradbury, Mrs. Dorothy Rich
ardson, Mrs. Madeline Richardson
and Miss Phyllis Whitten. A cup for
second place wis awarded to the
High School team, individual prizes
also going to the members, Miss
Virginia Willis, captain, Miss Jose
phine Farrington, Mrs. Ruth Maz
zeo, Miss Evelyn Willis and Miss
Priscilla McGraw.
Other prizes awarded were in
dividual prizes to the champions—
High individual average, high single
and high total, Mrs. Dorothy Rich
ardson; high team total, High
School; second high average, Miss

Evelyn Willis; third high average,
Mrs. Frances Savitt; fourth high av
erage, Miss Virginia Willis and
Mrs. Ruth Mazzeo, tied; fifth high

The Community
Bowling
League
By
RUTH WARD

Standing of American League:
W.
L.
PC.
Post Office,
90
30 .750
Texaco,
84
46
.646
Wonders,
73
62 .541
Snow’s,
70
65 .519
Perry's,
56
54 .509
Mid-Town,
44
66 .400
Elks,
32
83 .278
McIntosh.
27
78 .257
National League:
Kiwanis,
97
28 .776
Rice,
88
32 .733
Coca Cola,
80
45 .640
Old Timers,
83
52 .615
Gulf,
69
56 .552
Armour,
58
72 .446
Water Co..
67
68 .410
Feyler's,
35
05 .269
Swift,
37
93 .208
Van Baalen,
26
104 .200
e • • •
Tonight will be a match between
Kiwanis and Coca Cola, and Fri
day night Rice and Van Baalen will
have a match. Scheduled matches
are over this week and next week
will be devoted to postponed
matches. Mid-Town has forfeited
for the remainder of the season.
• • • •
A round robin play-off will be

average, Mrs. Athleen McRae. A
consolation prize went to Miss
Agnes Johnson for her season’s
average, and teams winning conso
lation prizes for low position in each
quarter were Soule's, McKinney’s
and Thomaston.
During the chicken and steak
banquet, music was furnished by
Walter Griffin with his accordian.
Group singing was enjoyed, and
specialty numbers were done by
Mrs. Frances Savitt, R S Sherman,
James Flanagan, the master of
ceremonies, and Miss Gladys Do
herty, who gave two clever original
skits. Decorations on the tables
were bowling pins, inscribed with
the names of the teams, and appro
priate place cards were used. Miss
Ruth Crouse had charge of the
banquet, and Mrs. Athleen McRae
had charge of the prizes.
Members and guests attending
were Mrs. Margaret Fifield, Miss
Margaret Higgins, Mrs. Ruth Feyler, Miss Anne Jacobs, Miss Gladys
Doherty, Mrs. Faye Stetson and

Mrs. Gertrude Feyler of Thomas
ton, Miss Louise McIntosh of Port
land, Mrs. Patricia Kelley of Bel
fast, Mrs. Dorothea Gross of Ells
worth, Miss Mary Sylvester, Miss
Ella Bradbury, Mrs. Dorothy Rich
ardson, Mrs. Madeline Richardson,
Miss Phyllis Whitten, Miss Lucille
Egan, Mrs. Edna Willis, Miss Shir
ley Blackington, Miss Virginia
Willis, Mrs. Ruth Mazzeo, Miss Jose
phine Farrington, Miss Evelyn Wil
lis, Mrs. Athleen McRae, Mrs.
Gladys Estes, Mrs. Dorothy Bird,
Mrs. Ellen Prescott, Miss Ethel
Rackliff, Mrs. Margaret Tripp, Mrs.
Alice Soule, Mrs. Margaret Kent,
Mrs. Abbie Folland, Miss Frances
Quint, Mrs. Josephine Beaulieu,
Mrs. Frances Savitt, Miss Ruth
Crouse, Mrs. Nina McKinney, Mrs.
Ruth Barnard, Miss Agnes John
son, Mrs. Eileen Flanagan, Mrs.
Teresa Thompson, James Flanagan,
R S. Sherman and J. A. Moore.
Adjournment was followed by a
bowling party at the Community
alleys.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have been greatly interested
in "The Memory Man's" writings,
but especially in the one where he
referred to himself as a tooting
cooper; possibly because I was a
cooper for nearly 50 years.
I made the load of barrels which
he saw in The Courier-Gazette
Jan. 7. It was a small load (34) to
advertise the Rockland & Rockport
Lime Corp., in an Old Home Week
parade in August 1904. The eight
horses were owned by the late Al
Crockett. The women on the load
were Nina Crockett Pillsbury, Hazel
Berry Black and Lucy Crockett
Humphrey.
As he has described so accurately
the old cooper shop, tools and' the
making of casks. I wish to add a
little which may antedate his time.
When I began to learn to make
casks in the middle 70's, and for
many years after, we made the
heads from square heading. The
stock was 17 inches long, five to 10
inches wide, 58 inches thick.
We laid it up 17 inches each way
and' marked the circle for the head
and cut it around with a hatchet,
pinned it together with dowels,
then shaved) it around with a hoop
shave, holding it in a clamp de
vice worked with a foot treadle.
We made the dowels from white
ash or oak, 2'* inches long.
I learned the trade from the tree
In the woods to the mill, to the
shop, to the finished barrel. Each
cask requires 1% hours labor when
finished in the shop. The average
price was 18 cents ,12 cents an
hour for the time; the stock—well,
we threw that in, or call the stock
18 cents and throw in the labor.
But at any rate it was a good busi
ness for the farmer and meant a
bit of money which he could not
get elsewhere.
A bucket of water was placed by
the chimney to wet the cask If it
caught fire, and sometimes It was
a good joke to tie a couple of
bricks to the swab to the fellow
next to you and then pour some
kerosene on his cask.
The pay was small but it was
piece work and by stepping along
one could make fairly good wages.
I always liked it. The price varied
somewhat. I have made them from
4% cents to 7 cents, the latter
being the top price.
Splitting the poles, a point men
tioned by "The Memory Man,’’ can
not be learned in a book, and it
makes a difference in the price of
a cask whether two poles or four
were used to hoop it. I once earned
a new hat from the late H. G. Bird
for hooping one more cask than
he asked1 for out of a large bunch
of poles. He was a fine man to
work for—none better.
E. H. Philbrick.
Rockland, April 30.

Post Office (5)—T. Perry 287 250, total 1315.
Dudley 260, MoPhee 286. D. Perry
Texaco (4)—A. McLoon 280. Cha
307, Rackliff 300, total 1449.
ples 294, Anastasio 310, J. McLoon
McIntosh’s (0)—Boardman 254, 277, Mitchell 291, total 1452.
Mank 277, Chaples 275, McIntosh
Post Office (D—T . Perry 301,
280, Wentworth 259, total 1345.
McPhee 252, Chatto 286, D. Perry,
Post Office (5)—T. Perry 261, 268, Rackliff 327, total 1434
• • • •
McPhee 296, Chatto 287, D. Perry,
318, Rackliff 293; total 1455.
Old Timers <5)—R Richardson
Perry's (0)—'Marshall, 212, Post 286, F. Richardson 277, Benner 294,
293, Legage 261, Mazzeo 269, Stew- | Miller, 251, LawTy 291, ttoal 1390
art 324, total 1359.
* Armour's (0)—Thomas 245, Cole
Texaco (4)—L. Cook 239, Anas 239, Jameson 249. Jackson 275, Ry
tasio 265, E. Cook 244, McLoon 271, der 261, total 1269
Mitchell 292,‘total 1311.
Rice (5)—Goss 267, Hodgkins 263,
McIntosh's (1)—Boardman 241, Smith 284, Walker 282, Cargill 291,
Mank 253, Mason 269, McIntosh 230, total 1387.
Wentworth 243; total, 1236.
Feyler’s <0»—Hallowell 226, Heal
• • • •
260, Gregory 244, Winslow 263, DolPost Office C5>—T Perry 274. Mc ham, 241, total 1234.
Phee 291, Chatto 279, D. Perry 277,
Rackliff 294, total 1415.
Popped rice, prepared as wc prerecently celebrated
Elks (0)—Soffayer 247, Dondis pare |>op corn is a favorite New fourth centenary of the introduc257, Legage 275, Williams 277, Roes, Year’s delicacy in China.
Ition of wheat into that country.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
—OF—

STEAMBOAT LORE OF THE PENOBSCOT'

held, with the third place winner

rolling a match with the 4th place,
the winner to roll with the second
place winner, then the winner of
this to bowl with the first place
team.

• • • •
The banquet will be held at the
Elks Home May 20, at 6.30. It is
expected that 140 will attend.
• • • •
Results of recent matches:
the Chief doorkeeper, the camera
was returned with the roll of film
intact on my promise that the pic
ture'of the House would be de
stroyed. No picture of the House
in session may be taken without
special permission, and permission
is never given except to profes
sional photographers far special oc
casions such as a State funeral or
when the President addreses a
joint session.
• • • •
I am receiving many inquiries
asking how I stand on sending food
to small democracies in Europe as
proposed by former President
Hoover. I should, of course, have
to study the exact proposal and

see What safeguards could be made
effective in preventing such aid
from turning into aid to Hitler.
The situation in Europe is so con
fused that I am afraid that we
could not be sure that what we
sent would aid those we intend to
help. Difficulties along this line
were brought out at the Red Cross
meeting here.
•
1

S. S. "BOSTON”
“Steamboat Lore’’ will tell in vivid pictures and informal yet authentic words
Ihe intriguing story of the rugged days of steam on the Penobscot.

See the old

steamers once again. Learn of their intimate doings and of the trail blazing men
who ran them.

“Steamboat Lore” begins with the “Maine” and the “Patent” — carries

through the roaring days of the growth of steam to the Golden Age of the
“nineties” with its wars and its amazing development—and continues down the
sunset trail to the present. You will know these boats—and love them, too.
It is the story of

“Steamboat Days” revised, augmented, with many addi

tional pictures and stories.
Copies ordered for November delivery.

JOHN M. RICHARDSON
The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND,

MAINE
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Price To Retire

Maine Lumberjacks Coming Soon

Former Rockport Shirt
Manufacturer Resigns As
Manager of Bath
Plant
_
Arthur H. Price who came to
Bath In August, 1911. to take
charge of Congress fchirt Oo.. and
has remained 30 years lacking a
few months, will withdraw from the
management May 1 after 52 con
secutive years In this and sim.lar
employment. Mr. Price plans to
take a long: hol.day and is already
mapping out a schedule of pleasure
trips for tlie Summer.
When Mr. Price came to Bath to
temporarily take over tlie man
agement of the Middle Street fac
tory, he had been in business lor
himself in Rockport with a paitner
four years. He had previously been
IS years with the pants factory of
Mowry &. Payson and) later with
Browning
King Co., New York.
After coming to Bath the owners
made bun such an attractive offer
that he sold his interest in the
shiit factory ini Rockport to his
partner, Henry Storey. When the
present owners took over the Con
gress Shirt Co, 15 years ago it was
with tlie understanding that Mr.
Price should remain with them. He
has established a long and enviable
record, no strikes or labor troubles
or any kind, and in recent years
condlt.ons have been so amicable
that tlie employes introduced the
idea of Christmas parties that have
been a distant feature of each suc
ceeding year. For the past several
years they have been joined by tlie
owners and last Christmas the
owners gave tlie party at the Sedg
wick to the employes.
Mr. Price lias had' the satisfac
tion of seeing the business expand
under his management. When he
first came to Bath the plant aver
aged 45 employes and now it aver
ages 120 hands. Tlie greatest gain
has come the last five years. The
plant lias had to be enlarged to
meet the demands and tlie daily
output is tremendous for a plant
of its size.
Mr. Price lias become one of tlie
city's best known citizens in his 30
years residence in Bath. He is an
attendant of the First Baptist
church, a member of the Masonic
bodies and of the Knights of Pyth
ias and has twice represented Ward
four in the board of aldermen.
Bath people will welcome the
knowledge that Mr. Price will con
tinue his residence in Bath. His
successor, although a resident of
the city only a few years, has
made a fine impression upon all
with whom he had had dealings
and his acquaintances are well
pleased to know he plans to con
tinue his residence here -Bath
Daily Times.

BROAD COVE
Mis. Carrie Wallace has opened
her home after passing the Winter
in Rockland.
Mrs. William Collamore is re
ceiving treatment at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Mary LaCombe arrived
from Waterville Sunday to make
her heme witli her son, George LaCombe.
Carl Hilton attended ttie WelchSeeman boxing match in Portland
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hope at
tended the Rounds-Snow wedding
Saturday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Timberlake and daughter Naydene re-

lift
&

ROCKLAND’S OWN LIME CITY BOYS

Something new in tlie entertain- : This new troupe consists of eight i been playing all tlie smaller towns.
ment line will be presented at the. people, four male instrumentalists It is hoped the people of tills city
Community building May 9 wfien j and four girl singers and a lot of and surrounding towns will support
Eddie Small presents his famous good clean comedy. They play all tilts local troupe. All who heard
Maine Lumberjacks along with tlie sorts of instruments, sing your fa them at the food fair last Winter
Lime City boys in a big Radio Jam vorite mountain music as well as will agree they were the outstand
boree Eddie and his Maine Lum popular and comedy songs. Eddie ing entertainment of the week.
berjacks were sponsored by Lowell and his famous singing banjo is
There will be only one show’ at 8
p. m. which Will be a full two hours
Thomas, famous news commenta well known.
Tlie lame City Boys have been of music, singing and comedy to
tor, and have played for President
Roosevelt and many other notables. added to this show which will make please both young and old. Prices
They also have made movie shorts the biggest radio jamboree ever to have been arranged so tlie children
and phonograph records while with play in Rockland These boys are can go at a very small price as
Thomas
well known hereabouts ’ and have well as their parents.
--- ------- —W-------- ,
■
H Mrs. Edna McIntire; dialogue. Mrs.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
EAST WALDOBORO
The Union Aid will meet May 8
Miss Mar jorie Turner was in Au- Mildred Gammon and Mrs Bowers;
with Mrs. Alfred S. Davis.
gusta Saturday and spent the week- contest prizps awarded Mrs. White
Refreshments
Mr und Mrs. Rufus Teele of i end with her parents in South and Mrs. Waltz.
were
served.
The
next
meeting,
Bremen were guests Saturday of j Liberty
May 8, will be w-th Mrs. Edna Mc
Mrs. Teele's parents. Mr. and Mrs. j Mrs Harold Wotton and son
Intire.
Alfred Standish.
: visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Lee of Friendship was clarence Tolman the past week,
visiting at his home here Sunday. ' Otto Bowden and son Char les ^cre APPLETON MILLS
Mrs. May Gushee and daughter,
Brainard R. Winchenbach who at the home of Mr. Bowden’s
was 90 years old Tuesday, is one of brother Ernest Bowden in Hallowell. Mrs. Irene Moran of Rockland,
this community’s oldest residents. Otto and Ernest Bowden were in were callers Tuesday on friends in
this vicinity.
Mrs. E. L. Oldis is able to be this place Monday.
about the house after a severe fail
Mrs. Aini Lind entertained the
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Wilson of
which confined her to bed for sev
Rebekah
Circle with a chicken
Leeds spent the weekend at their
eral weeks.
dinner
at
the latest meeting. Mrs.
The market gardeners in this heme here
Carrie Cummings and Mrs. Carolyn
Mi’s. J. L. Flanders, Margaret Page will be hostesses to the next
section have peas up and doing
Mank,
Mrs. A. Pietila, Sulo and
nicely. Samuel Winchenbach. Al
Circle, May 7. At a special meet
bert Genthner. Lowell Wallace and Irma Pietila were Rockland visitors ing of Golden Rod Lodge, the As
Alvin Wallace have large pieces Saturday.
sembly Warden was entertained
S. D. Murphy, who has employ and the degree was exemplified
planted.
Mrs. Clarence Harding and ment in Bridgewater, Mass., spent for her. The lodge received the
mother, Mrs. Cora Taylor, motored the weekend with his family here. Certificate of Merit. The district
here Friday from Auburndale. Mrs. He was accompanied by Mrs. Mur deputy president, Mrs. Ruth Pease,
Taylor will s-pend the Summer at phy’s brother, Neil Rackliffe, and motored last Thursday to Union
the Harding Summer home here. family of Easton, who also visited with the Assembly Warden, Mrs.
Mrs. Abbie Fernald is able to be relatives in Rockland and Waldo V. Marie Clark, Mrs Alice Hall,
out having recovered from an ill boro
and Mrs. Helen Gushee, and visiness which confined her to tlie
Miss Gloria Bridges, who has been
Bethel Rebekah Lodge. The
house for three weeks.
ill the past three weeks, is improv- district meeting will be held May
Favorable reports are heard from mg.
10 in Warren' with Mrs. Ruth Pease
Miss Grace York of the village the district deputy president, in
John Eakins who is a patient at
Knox Hospital, and it is thougjit called Saturday on Mrs. Nellie charge. Tlie assembly warden and
he will be able to leave the hos Reever. Mrs. Doris Wiley called the president of the assembly are
last Thursday.
pital tlie latter part of tlie week.
expected to be present.
Otto Bowden Jr. of Fort Levett
Mrs. Joshua Wentworth who suf
turned to Portland Monday after spent the week-end with his mother. fered a slight cerebral hemorrhage
Burnell Mank of Rockland visi
Mrs. Timberlake and daughter
Friday is improving.
passed the week with her parents, ted Saturday with his parents, Mr. i
Several from this town have emand Mrs. L. I. Mank.
Mr and Mrs. Willis Hilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reever and Ployment in Camden in the shipMukden. Mandiukuo. has ordered son John Standish of Bevery, Mass.1 Jar^> the Jhlhs or working for
all eating houses and places of were guests Monday at Mrs. N. S. ^rs- Bolcentertainment to close at 11 p. m. Reever’s.
Funeral services were held reMr. and Mrs. Harry McIntire, j cently for Mrs. Ella Perry, widow
Practically all the automobiles Mrs. Nellie Reever, Mrs. J. Glaude, of Elbridge Perry', who died at the
sold in Brazil last year were made and Dyson Jameson attended home of Mrs. Carrie Cummings.
in the United States.
Grange meeting Friday in St. where she had been cared for, for
George.
some time. She had been in failThe Social Club met last Thurs- lng health for the last few years,
day with Mrs. Hazel Bowers. Tlie She is survived by a son, Perley,
program by Mrs. Sadie Mank con two daughters, Mrs. Belle Whittier
By Wiley
sisted cf quotations, readings, Mrs. of Rockport and Mrs. Blanche
Lizzie Waltz, Mrs. Edna White; Gushee, five grandchildren and
conundrums, Mrs. Mank; reading, several great-grandchildren.

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY
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Left to right: Al. Leventhal.
—Photo by Cullen.
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Rockland.

IS WIDELY READ
Every Issue ot The CourierGazette finds Its way Into more
then 5000 homes, and Is estimat
ed to have more than 20,000
readers. The results speak for
themselves.

Operators at work on the third floor: Bertha Thompaon, Ida lott and Alberta Garland.
—Photo by Cullen.
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choose your next [or!

American
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IRE ORANGE "MEASURING STICKII
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shows you how much the '41 Ford

shows how the remarkable "Slow-

But one day a rl
. . . what was this [
trucks . . . why th

OUTMEASURES the "other two"-in

Motion Springs" create FORD RIDING
EASE, that's one of the most talked-

more equipment I

about developments of 1941.

it was the revolutl

8 major dimensions!
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See l,nv. *F,e P IG NEW F-ORD out measures the "other 2”!
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Slow wavy line showa how (hr ariualional now
Ford "SUu-Mtlion Spring*” aniooth out
the Ride after car travela over road bump.

MCA
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Here were these
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For months tl:J
discovery of this cn
may revolutionize J
engineers call it Hvj
ing new and impor
way that was imjl
Company pioneereJ

new FOHD nine

FORfl IMF

171"
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What Does Th

COMPARE WITH THIS
Showing how, with atlffer, laitcr-actlnf
spriaga, effect of hasp on paaeenzen bi the car
•» bewnd to be both greater a-' lea<er-lastinr.

MOTti Ford was first in its class for ECONOMY too!—proved
in the big, official 599-miIe Gilmore-Grand Canyon Econ
omy Run!

*
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Burning gasolin J
controlled, combusl
explosive shock th{
best way to cut thisi
flame—and this il
decades!
Now-Flame Col

A

When you make RIDE comparisons now, you’ll ex
perience the dramatic story charted here in the
“Ride-graph!” You’ll experience a wholly new ride
based on upward of a dozen big improvements in
springs, shock absorbers, stabilizer and frame! A ride
so amazingly SMOOTH and LEVEL and QUIET
that it’s been switching new car buyers to Ford in
nearly every city in America!

Now, in the rl
American Gas, FLj
complished! From tl
a new, supei volat I
burns more rapid! .!
combustion is conf
is at last attained.

'WHO PLAYS THE ROLE oHiATuER FLANAiA

/'

IN MGMi "MEN OF 8OY> TOWN"- WON SCREEN
OPPORTUNITY Bv PLAYiNG THE BROADWAY
STAGE ROtt OF AREA MEARS
LAST

BE WISE-BUY NOW!

MILE 7 GABLE GOT HlS START PtAYING THE
SAME ROLE ON A LOS ANGFtfS STAGE P

Flame Control

As FLAME CON
POWER comes ini
e-x-p-a n d i n-g prtj
through its full coi

For the best deal in town,

BOBS WATSON
JHE SCREENS YOUNGEST CHARACTER

see your local Ford dealer!

.ACTOR, PLAYS THE ROLE Of
PtEWEE- FATHER

flanac-ans

)OW.

A

-^1

•VbO.

‘Uwi POOCH S NAAU

IS2£JBO—HE TGU HAS A STAND-IN

RCFNEY NICKNAMED IT WOW2H0V
NEW YORK. N. Y._"’IT’S TRUE! that Spencer Tracy won a prize bv
Meeting a ti
electing
title for his new M-G-M film.” savs Wiley Padan. "He called it
Lkn ofBoys Town,’ accepted the check, then turned it over to the Red Cro».’’

Thrills came a mile a minute
when William Boyd as the famous
"Hopalong’ Cassidy and his pals
Russell Hayden and Andy Clyde
ga.’lcp across the screen of the
Park Theatre Friday-Saturday »n
Paramounts “In Old Colorado.'’
"Hopalong’ and his pais arrive
Lo aid the lovely screen newcomer
A»a-garet Hayes and her cinematic

perate fight for their rights to the
absolutely necessary wateriioies of
the arid cattle country
There aie thrilling and gory
battles as the smoking six-guns of
both factions bark at each other.
All the trouble was brought about
by greedy Stanley Andrews, leader
of the large ranch owners who en
deavor to freeze out the smaller
ranchers in order to have the
mother, Sarah Padden in their des range to themselves.

1

The people of 1
Company’s great rl
units in the world, a
point to it as one J

When you compere this year’s cars for ROOMINESS you’ll
see by the “Measuring Stick” in our showroom that the Ford
“Leads the Leaders” at practically every important comfort
point! ... If you want the ROOMIEST car for your money
“size up” the field with the “Measuring Stick!” You’ll choose
this gleaming big 1941 Ford!

J?'

I

SPRING

“HOPALONG CASSIDY’’ BRINGS NEW THRILLS

A

Miss Rose Coyle, t<
I
Newton, Mass., is spending .1
with Mr. and Mrs L. t: I
Elliott Gilbert. John lb I
Manley Gilbert have emplif
at the Pratt-Whitney airplar
tcry in East Hartford. Ccnn
Dr. and Mrs. C. D Hutc
and family of Augusta
I
weekend at their cottage i I
•Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph sj
Waterville were at "Turtle
for the week-end
About 35 relatives nnd
gathered Tuesday nglit
Willing Workers hall whet
and Mrs. Kenneth Colby we
a surprise kitchen sliower
servance of their loth weddn)
niversary. Games were play^
refreshments were served, i
Mrs. Colby received niai
gifts.
Mr and Mr
Chester
Graham of Mas achu.setts , I
cently bought the Waltei
home were in town over tin '
end.
Miss Haze! Clark and
of Lewiston spent the we
In town.
Mrs. Clarion Poland hai
ploytnenl at tlie home ( I
Manley Gilbert.
Tlie choir will meet LoniJ
the church for rehearsal.
Carl Gifford has employing
the Chaney cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Rus-ell BT
and Mr: and Mrs. Robert
were dinner guests fiaturi
Wi«ca.sset.
Mrs j • eener Prei
I
ployment at Gilbert's Mark«)
Mr;. Carrie McFarland.

[For The Courier-Gaze tie]
I stood beside a tiny stream
To lLeten. to Its song,
To tiear tlie rippling rhythm
As it wound its way along.
I stood beneath a budding tree
And watched the tiny Teav£t>
As they danced, to Talry mUate
Faintly whispered on the breeze.
I peeked so quietly through a bush
To see a tiny nest
So safely made with loving care
Three eggs within 1U breast.
I walked into a garden small
My heart began to sing.
The danodlls uere dancing.
And the world was shouting
Spring!

Strand Theatre The Rest of This Week

IT’S TRUE'

NEW HARBOR

The Busy Camden Street Plant

MONHEGAN
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Townsend
are spenebng a few days in Port
land on business.
Mrs. Eugene Mazzlini of Winsted,
Conn., will arrive Tuesday to visft
Capt. and Mrs. Walter Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Pierce
came Saturday to epen their house
for the Summer, They spent the
Winter in St. 'Petersburg, Fla.
Mrs. Maynard Ome and son
Thomas recently visited Mr and
Mrs. Alan Katelle (Natalie Orne)
in Hudson, Mass., arriving home
Saturday.
George Green and W-lliam Orne
'XV
have returned to Thomaston and
Rockland High Schools respective
ly, after passing the Spring vaca
tion at their homes here.
Maurice Davis is operating the
Monhegan store in the absence of
Fred L. Townsend.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Libby of
Portland arrived Tuesday to spend j
a few days with Mrs. Libby’s
mother, Mrs. Hannah Richards.
Miss Charlotte Stanley has re
In the cutting room on the fourth floor of Van Baalen lleilbrun & Co.
turned home from a visit in Ken Sol Bernstein, Stanley Richards, and Harry Magitz.
nebunk.
William S. Stanley and son are
working on the James MacAlpin
Pyle estate.
Mrs. Thelma Herrick and daugh
ter Mabel have been visiting Mrs.
Herrick’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Er
nest Wincapaw this week. They
returned Saturday to Rockland.

Af

Every-Other-Day
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Lett to right: Al. Leventhal,
—Photo by Cullen.
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NEW HARBOR
Miss Rose Coyle, teacher in
Newton, Mass., is spending a week
with Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bailey.
Elliott O.lbert. John Reilly and
Manley Gilbert have employment
at the Pratt-Whitney airplane fac
tory in East Hartford, Ccnn.
Dr. and Mrs. C. D. Hutchinson
and family of Augusta spent the
wetkend at their cottage here.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Shea of
Waterville were at “Turtle Rock”
for the week-end.
About 35 relatives and friends
gathered Tuesday n'ght at the
Willing Workers hall where Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Colby were g.ven
a surprise kitchen shower in ob
servance of their 10th wedding an
niversary. Games were played and
refreshments were served. Mr. and
Mrs. Colby received many nice
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester MaeGrahain of Massachusetts who re
cently bought the Walter Light
home were in town over the week
end.
Miss Haze.' Clark and friends
of Lewiston spent the week-end
in town.
Mrs. Clurion Poland has em
ployment at the home of Mrs.
Manley Gilbert.
The choir will meet tonight at
the church for rehearsal.
Carl Gifford has employment on
the Chaney cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Brackett
and Mr: and Mrs. Robert Search
were dinner guests Saturday in
Wiscasset.
Mrs. J. Cheener Prentice has em
ployment at Gilbert’s Market.
Mrs. Carrie McFarland, Mrs.

A Two-Sticker Long In Service

nd Alberta Garland.
—Photo by Cullen.
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(From the Office of Senator Ralph O Brewster)

if i

Of the many Rockland men who commanded coasting vessels in the last half century only a few are still
living, but there are doubtless not a few oldtimers who will remember the familiar craft above pictured—the
schooner Seventy-Six. Photo loaned by C. A. Cross.

C

Yellowstone National Park has
urday with Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
an
area of 3426 square miles, ad is
Hall in Camden.
tlie largest of all the national parks.
Miss Ada Wentworth of Lewis
ton tfpent a day recently at her COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
cottage here.
WORK WONDERS

Team Work
Maine members cf Congress are
developing into a well-organized,
team with frequent meetings in
the offke of Senator Wallace H.
White, Jr., as Chairman cf the
Delegation.
Matters of concern to Maine are
taken up In the Delegation meet
ing and thoroughly threshed ever
and general outlines of policy are
decided upon and the individual
members follow up the matters
with the departments or other au
thorities concerned in accordance
with the location of the projects
in the several Congressional Dis
tricts or in accordance with the
particular contacts they have
downtown by reason cf their com
mittee assignments.
Tiie Maine members were very
fortunate this year in their comm.ttee assignments covering prac
tically the entire range of govern
ment operations that are of con
cern to the State of Maine and this
is extremely helpful in connection
with the various matters that
arise in which Maine is interested
since the various Department
heads are apt to be very much
more attentive to Members of Com
mittees with whom they must con
stantly take up matters of Legis
lation and Appropriation.
Close liaison is maintained with
the interests back home which are
concerned whether in the ship
yards along the coast or in the
industries along cur rivers or the
farms that lie farther back for

‘ZZ*.

Is This the great gasoline
discovery of our time?
FROM TEXAS CITY COMES NEWS THAT MAY REVOLUTIONIZE
PRESENT THEORIES OF GASOLINE CHEMISTRY
*

V

American Oil Company pioneers entirely new way of making gasoline! World’s first commercial
Hydro-forming unit now in production! Flame Control tested with remarkable results.

“A

RAPH

II

larkable "Slowite FORD RIDING
the most talked*
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road bump.
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?nce a wholly new ride
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ISE-BUYNOW!
e best deal in town,
ur local Ford dealer!

new power that gets more out of the potential energy of gasoline—that
cushions it, harnesses it—put it to work! This is a new kind of power
—a different kind of power.

The people of Texas City, Texas, are proud of the American Oil
Company’s great refinery there. It includes the two biggest refining
units in the world. Seven hundred and forty acres of Wonderland! They
point to it as one of the show places of the state.

Engines now turn in a soft gentle purr, when idling, or when running
“all out.’’ There is new s-m-o-o-t-h-n-e-s-s, because violent explosive
shock is greatly reduced. Bearings and moving parts receive less de
structive pounding.

But one day a new structure began to take shape. People wondered
. . . what was this feverish activity . . . why these swarms of hulking
trucks . . . why these hundreds of mdh working?

Revolutionizes Old Theories of Octane!

0
Here were these great modern refining units—yet they were adding
more equipment! What was going on? Then the news came out . . .
it was the revolutionary new Hydro-forming unit!

Because of the different way it is refined, Hydro-formed American
Gas is more volatile than ever before—more aromatic—more easily
vaporized. Its knock-arresting constituents do not remain in liquid state,
as in the average conventional gas, but become vaporized—
distributed to all cylinders more evenly and impartially. Thus in
Hydro-formed American Gas, anti-knock is far more efficient.

For months the petroleum industry buzzed with the news of the
discovery of this entirely new way of making gasoline ... a process that
may revolutionize all previous theories of gasoline chemistry. Chemical
engineers call it Hydro-forming ... a method of build
ing new and important qualities into gasoline ... a
way that was impossible before the American Oil
Company pioneered this wonderful process.

Gains Octane on the Road!
Official results of extensive road tests by Industry
Committees show that conventional gasolines, on
the average, lose octane numbers on the road. But
from the super-volatility of Hydro-formed American
Gas—from its greater aromacity—from Flame Con-'
trol and Cushioned Power—comes ROAD OCTANE
that actually surpasses laboratory figures. And it’s
ROAD OCTANE that counts—not laboratory

What Does This Great Discovery Mean?
Burning gasoline is the source of engine power. Un
controlled, combustion is violent, with a detonating,
explosive shock that wastes energy. There was one
best way to cut this shock down—by controlling the
dame—and this has been the goal of chemists for
decades 1

ratings!

Now-Flame Control-Combustion Control!
Now, in the revolutionary, new Hydro-formed
American Gas, FLAME CONTROL has been ac

Here, then, is the new Hydro-formed American
Gas. Radically new from start to finish. Point for
point the finest American Gas that ever left our
refinery! Yet it still sells at regular gas price!
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complished ! From this amazing refining process comes
a new, super-volatile, highly aromatic gasoline that
burns more rapidly. Yet shock is greatly reducedcombustion is controlled—and more usable power
is at last attained.

Famous AMOCO-GAS Now Hydro-formed,Too!
k

a

T .T

:

Flame Control Means Cushioned Power!

The new Hydro-forming process has also been
applied to Amoco-Gas, the original special motor
fuel, which likewise moves forward and upward to
an all-time high in quality and efficiency.

As FLAME CONTROL cuts shock, CUSHIONED
POWER comes into being—sustained, increasing,
e-x-p-a-n-d-i-n-g pressure that drives the piston down,
through its full course. Now we have new thrust —

Hydro-forming is the latest triumph of gasoline
science—the newest demonstration of the enormous
power that lies in gasoline—new, dramatic pro&f
of how much work per drop it can perform!

Naw Hydro-forming Unit of The American Oil
Company. Now InOperation in Teaae City.Teaas.

Female (Driver) of the

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

\

Fred Gatccmbe and Mns. Edith
Little were Portland visitors Fri
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFar
land and' son Stanton visited Sat-

Page Eleven

Mow try the latest triumph of gasoline science-

Maine products are going to be
! increasingly required to meet the
i tremendous demands of an Ameri
ca that is getting into high gear.
The State Administration under
Gov. Sumner Sewall is also work
ing very closely with the Maine
Delegation in Congress and vari
ous State Departments are in
weekly and almost dally contact
with the Washington Senators and
Representatives regarding matters
that concern the State of Maine.
Airport Program
Further tremendous expansion
of airports is imperatively required
as planes begin to pour off our
assembly lines and pilots must be
trained to meet an}’ problems that
may arise. Maine as the nearest
spot to Europe comes first in cur
preparations for defense and the
Maine airport program is receiv
ing most sympathetic considera
tion among all the agencies con
cerned here in Washington.
The opening of the Bangor Air
port with several thousand1 men to
be immediately stationed there and
a constantly increasing number of
the most modern types cf planes
will bring home to people in Maine
something of the meaning of mod
ern defense. It will also become
immediately apparent that outlying
fields all over Maine are required
for both the operation of the planes
and the training of the pilots.
As America builds up an adequate
aerial armament hundreds of
planes and pilots must be con
stantly coming into this northeast
ern area for training under tlie
various climatic conditions that
prevail and to become familiar with
the topography cf this entire north
eastern portion of our continent,
and adjacent sea areas over which
our defenses must extend.
Developments in Europe indicate
that it is none too early to get
ready for the possible transfer of
the front line from the English
channel to the coast cf Maine.
Senator White is primarily occu
pied with the great appropriation
bills for the various departments
and activities of the government
which are now taking their meas
ured march through the Congress
with hundreds of millions of dol
lars involved and with a revived
attempt to curtail to the tune of a
billion dollars or more the expen
ditures for non-defense activities.
There is important support for this
viewpoint even within the admin
istration by Secretary of the
Treasury iMorgenthau and the Re
publican members are naturally co
operating to the limit in an en
deavor to get government finances
on some sort of a sound basis. To
borrow one-third and tax for twothirds of our expenditures is the
present objective.
Senator Brewster is putting in
all the time he can spare from
Maine matters and considerable
overtime on the hearings of the
Senate Committee investigating de
fense which is meeting every
morning and afternoon when the
Senate is not in session. This last
Friday the Committee made a trip
to Camp Meade near Washington
to find out at first hand, if possible,
why the camp construction pro
gram cost $600,000,000 instead of
the $300,000,000 that was originally
estimated.
Congressman Oliver is giving
most of his time to the transporta
tion problem as affecting Portland;
in his position on Coftumittee on
Merchant Marine and Fisheries he
is able to keep in close contact
with these problems.
Congressman Smith is putting in
24 hours a day as usual in the more
and more successful pursuit of
projects for her district. The great
number of government contracts
which have gone into the Second
District both along the coast in
the shipyards and in the industries
in the interior are a tribute to her
activity in behalf of her con
stituents.
Congressman Fellows has been
putting in all of his spare time re
cently endeavoring to spread the
shipbuilding activity farther down
the coast to shipyards which have
not been active in recent years and
has considerable confidence that
the next wave of ship contracts
will reaoh down 'beyond the Pe
nobscot into Hancock and Wash
ington County.
While each member of the Dele
gation is specializing on certain

Species Not So Deadly

THE MALE SEX

L

Any wife who wants to chal
lenge hubby’s comments that the
women cause all the accidents has
only to refer to “Here Today—,”
a safety booklet published re
cently by The Travelers Insur
ance Company. She will find in it
facts which prove that 92.6 per
cent of all fatal accidents last
year were caused by male drivers
and only 7.4 per cent by women.
In non-fatal accidents. 90.3 per
cent involved men, with women
involved in but 9.7 per cent
Some of the sting in these sta
tistics will be removed when it is
considered that there are many
mort men driving than women,

NDAWEC/AN
AUTOMATIC kitchen

Hl

' 'ONE OF THE WORLDS FIRST
FIRELESS COOKERS WAS
DISPLAYED AT THE PARIS
EXPOSITION IN 1867. IT
WAS CALLED THE NORWEGIAN
AUTOMATIC KITCHEN.

ROBERT lW STEVENSON
WROTE THE PRAISES OF CAL
IFORNIA WINES WHEN HE
VISITED THE STATE IN THE

another discovery pioneered by the American Oil Co.

LOUIS XHI FREQUENTLY
COOKED PRESERVES IN THE
ROYAL KITCHENS.

1880’S.

7
I
I
I
I

Famous GouRmETS

of historv

ROSSINI IS SAID 10 HAVE
TAKEN MORE PRIDE IN HIS

SALAD DRESSINGS THAN IN
HIS OPERAS.

lines of activities, the Delegation
also acts as a team in interchang
ing information that will be of
value and in co-ordinating their
efforts to one common end with
what has been to date most grati
fying results.

Effie Sprague, Eugene Jellison. Law
rence Orcutt, Jr., and Marguerite
Orcutt.
Norma Stanley found a dandelion
blossom Monday.

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

MINTURN
Louise Gott, Freida Tinker and
Eugene Jelllson, students at Thom
aston High School, have been home
on a week's vacation.
Of Tired Kidneys
Miss Lunette Stanley who passed
I? backache and leg pains are making you
don't just complain and do nothing
the Winter in Palm Beach, Fla . miserable,
about them. Nuture may be warning you that
has been visiting her father, Leroy your kidneys Deed attrition.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
Stanley.
excess aci<l» and poisonous waste out of the
blood. They help must people pass about 3
Rev. and Mrs. James A Johnson pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
of Kennebunkport have returned don't
werk well, poisonous waste matter stays
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
after a week’s stay here during backaches,
rheumatic puiiin, leg pains. Ions (if
which the former held services at jx-p and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
puffiness under the eyes, headaches and disiithe Advent Church.
ness. Frequent or scanty passages with smnrtng and bu ruing eouie tunes shows there is someFreeman Sprague of Sunshine is ■thing
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
visiting his sister, Mrs. Myra Sadler.
Fills, used successfully by millions for over 40
Herbert Elwell and Donald Cun years. They give happy relief and will help
the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison
ningham of Tenants Harbor spent ous
waste from the bkssl. Get Doan s Fills.
tlie week-efld here.
Mrs. Robert .Gardner has been
spending a few days with her par
POSTER PRINTING
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Lester Kent
A baptism was held Sunday at
Dunham's shore. The candidates
were Altha Orcutt, Juliette Bridges,

in BOSTON

Room and both from $3 - double from $5 - suite* from $6

eu;phone fii

THE SOCKEYE SALMON WAS
FIRST NAMED BY THE INDIANS.
THE NAME WAS LATER BOR
ROWED BY THE RUSSIANS. AND
WAS ADAPTED TO ENGLISH
SPELLING WHEN THE AMERICANS
PURCHASED ALASKAjl JL (,

BRAEMORE
Quiet

..

The statistics seem to indicate

that unless men soon mend their
driving ways, it will be a wo
man’s world in more ways than
one—she may have Old Mother
Earth all to herself if male driv
ers continue to sacrifice' their
lives with reckless driving on the
nation’s highways.
j

FOOD FACTS nno FOIBLES

A digtinctire residential and transient hotel located at the entrance
to Boston’s beautiful Fenway. Six minutes to center of City by
rapid transit. Familiea will enjoy our large auites available at
■porial low rates.
Ao liquor told.
Our oun garagtt
©American Oil I

but the record is still one for
men to be ashamed of.
An analysis of underlying
causes might reveal that the bel
ligerency of the men leads them
into trouble whereas the timidity
of women keeps them safe, but
such an analysis has yet to be
made.

.466 Commonwealth Avenuo, at Charloefloto We»t
i >vss»sssw Ossasssw^.
Honry A. Burnham, M«r.

Get attention for your pro
motion—with colorful post
ers. We build them inexpen
sively.
TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

“Christ Our Peace”

With Extension agents
AND THE
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Again, the Barred Rock pen of
Foster Jameson of Waldoboro is
among the winners at the State
egg laying contest at Highmoor
Farm. Th's past week the pen
placed third with 76 points. Edgar
Smith of North Edgecomb has a
pen of R I. Reds in this contest
Which is also doing very well, scor
ing 61 'points for the week.
Now Is the time to fertilize the
pasture. The demonstration plot
that Wallace Spear and Son of
North Nobleboro are conducting
has had a ton of lime and 600
pounds of a 10-10-10. He will also
have a plot of ladino clover.
'More than 500 apple trees are
being planted by farmers in the
county. John Pels. North Edgecemb. has the largest lot, there
being 200 apple and 20 peach trees
Several requests have been re
ceived regarding fertilizer for
lawns. Tlie recommendations are
per 1000 square feet! Thirty pounds
of ground limestone and 25 pounds
of a 5-8-7 fertilizer. Moss on
lawns may mean the need of both
lime and fertilizer.
With the Homes

'Home Safety-’ Is the name of
the meeting whidh Mrs. Mabel
Beale conducted for the Friendship
Farm Bureau April 15. This phase
of the subject deals with informa
tion on farm fire prevention. The
meeting was held at the M. E.
vestry with 13 members present.
Mrs. Jessie Simmons and Mrs.
Olive Noyes were on the dinner
committee.
Mrs. Jalo Ranta of Rockland
was in charge of a meeting on
“Kitchen Gadgets” held' by the
Rockland Farm Bureau. She con
ducted a question quiz and dis
played a very good assortment of
kitchen gadgets.
All members
present contributed to the discus
sion.
Forty-six women attended the
meeting in Bristol on “Home Safe
ty.” Mrs. Florence Prentice and
Mrs. Thelma Carter were in charge
of this subject which concerned
farm fire prevention.
Mrs. Ruth Erskine of Nobleboro
presented the material on farm fire
prevention to her group. April 24.
Mrs. Bertram Ricker and Mrs. Wil
lis Hall served the dinner.
A trading post will be held by
Montsweag at their next meeting,
May 15, as the result of a vote
made at a recent meeting. Mrs.
Ethelyn Shea and Mrs. Dorothy
Wilson presented the subject mat
ter material on “Color in the
Kitchen" and "Kitchen Gadgets.”
An exhibit of useful articles were
on display. Mrs, Shea demon
strated stippling of linoleum. Mrs.
Rase Baker, Mrs. Elizabeth Hath
orne, and Mrs. Hazel Mank were
on the dinner committee.
Color schemes in the kitchen and
method of stippling linoleums was
demonstrated by Mrs. Will Jackson
and Mrs. Maude Greenlaw at a
meeting of Orff's Corner farm
bureau recently. Twenty-two were
present.
Mrs Sarah Curtis, clothing lead
er of Sheepscot community, gave
interesting Information about using
the binder attachment on the sew
ing machine, making wrist pin
cushions, and other helpful short
cuts In sewing at their meeting on
“Sewing Secrets."
Leader meetings which are sched
uled for the coming week are on
Wednesday. May 7, at Aina. Mrs.
Mary Huewel and Mrs. Louise Jew
ett and Mrs. Grace Raddin will
serve the balanced meal at noon.
At Union. Mrs. Carrie Teague
and Mrs. Marion Calderwood will
also conduct a meeting on rug
making
Mrs. Lizzie Hawes and
Mrs. Arthur Stewart will serve on
the dinner committee.
Boothbay will have the meeting
on Home Safety in Are prevention.
Mrs. Sara Crocker and Mrs. Ella
Campbell will serve the dinner.
On Thursday, May 8, Lucinda
Rich, home demonstration agent,
will be present at Simonton to dem
onstrate meat specialties. Mrs.
Alice Simonton and Mrs. Cecil
Annis are on the dinner committee.
“Clean-Up Week” will be held
May 3-10. AU club members clean

g

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

Agriculture

4-H Club Notes

' Fellowship of Prayer
Issues Appeal In Time of
America’s Danger

Nobleboro, May 3. _
The club agent gave a demon
stration on how to pack a suitcase
correctly for the girls of the Orff';:
Corner Bean Club at a special
j meeting. Monday evening, at the
home of their assistant leader, Mrs.
Lula Jackson. After the demon
stration. Almeda Bragg and Helen
Hoch practiced this same demon
stration which they are planning
to give at the Warren tournament.
Ice cream and cake were served by
Mrs. Jackson.
The Abnakis of Tenants Harbor
started their club uniforms at a
recent meeting at the home eco
nomics building. The club has
earned the money for these uni
forms and is planning to have
them ready for field day.
The Southern Settlers, a newly
organized boys' club of South
Bristol reported 100 percent proj
ects started, April 23. at a meeting
at the home of their leader, Nor
man Kelsey. The club agent helped
the boys make out their program
of work for the year and discussed
record sheets.
A new boys’ club was organized
in New Harbor, Saturday evening,
April 26, at the church vestry, with
Edwin Pennimen. former club
member, as leader. Tlie following
officers were chosen: President,
Russell Bailey; vice president,
Richard Fossett; secretary, Jerome
Hancock; treasurer, Roland Mehureny; color bearer, Gail Hancock;
club reporter, Russell Reilly; and
cheer leadeis, Howard Gamage
and Reginald Reilly. Miss Anna
Shnpson. 4-H club agent, was pres-

ing up their yards, planting flower
gardens and shrubbery, clearing
away banking or cleaning up rub
bish are asked to report their
doings to their club secretary. This
week is also a good opportunity for
clubs to do some community servi lee as raking school, church or
other community lawns, clearing up
papers along the roadsides, or
planting trees.
Director Deering's awards for
4-H clubs and members who plant
ed ornamental trees last year will
be presented this Spring when the
1941 tree planting season begins
This special award, a leather sou
venir album designed by Director
Deering’s son. Bob, has on the
cover the 4-H emblem, Maine pine
cones and needles, and compli
ments of the Maine Extension Ser
vice. These awards are to be pre
sented each 4-H club, or each 4-H
member planting an ornamental
tree and reporting to the State 4-H
office the date and place of plant
ing, tiie kind of tree, and for whom
named.
Each succeeding year,
when one or more ornamental
trees are planted by the same club
or 4-H member and the State 4-H
office is sent the above informa
tion, a new page will be provided
for the album.
Marjorie York, secretary of the
Blue Bird 4-H club of Damaris
cotta Mills, reports 100 percent at
tendance at a meeting held April
23 at the home of their leader. Mrs.
Lorrain Nilsen. Marjorie Peaslee
and Marjorie York were chosen to
demonstrate "Fire Proofing Fab
rics” at the district tournament in

How Much Plant Pood
Is Used by Crops?
Many farmers have asked, why
more fertilizer seems to be needed
to grow profitable crops than used
to be the case. Recently compiled
data on the plant food contained
in important crops answers the
question. After looking over these
figures, it is easy to see that good
yields of crops contain large quan
tities of nitrogen, phosphoric acid,
and potash. Fertile soils under
natural conditions accumulate
considerable quantities of the
above nutrients in available form.
When farming is started, these
supplies feed the crop, and good
yields are obtained. As the crop
ping is continued, these supplies
are gradually reduced, and yields
begin to drop accordingly.
Sooner or later, depending on
the natural fertfflity of the soil,
the point is reached where satis
factory yields of crops no longer
can be obtained. The trouble
usually is not caused by all the
nutrients becoming depleted at the
same time. Since most of the
soils in North America are low in
their natural supply of phosphate,
this nutrient usually becomes the
first limiting factor, even though
crops do not remove much of it.
On some soils, nitrogen may be
the first to become deficient, while
on others, especially peats and
mucks, it is potash. Since phos
phate is usually the first to be
come depleted, it is the first fer
tilizer added. This may step up
yields for a while, but they will
"decrease again due to a diminish
ing supply of some other nutrient,
and this may be nitrogen or potash
or both. Other factors, such as
soil acidity, secondary nutrients,
or diseases, may also enter into
the picture and must be taken
care of if good crops are to bo
maintained.
Since the three nutrients, nitro
gen, phosphoric acid, and potash,
are those most commonly lacking
in the soil, the amounts of these
contained in good yields of prin
cipal crops have been given special
consideration and are shown in
the table below.

3-ton crop of alfalfa takes from
the soil 35 pounds of phosphoric
acid and 135 pounds of potash, on
the average. Most of the nitrogen
in alfalfa and the other legumes
comes from the air. In the case
of non-legumes, most of the nitro
gen as well as all the phosphate
and potash comes from the soil
supply.
Part of the nutrients in some
crops is returned to the soil when
the unharvested portion of the
plant is plowed under, but with
other crops, almost all the nutri
ents are removed in the harvest.
It is clear that unless they arc
returned in some way, the soil
supply will soon be exhausted. It
is like drawing on a bank account
without making any deposits.
When everything has been drawn
out of the bank, the account is
worthless until it is replenished.
The use of manure will help
maintain the soil's plant-food sup
ply. But most farmers are lucky
if they have enough manure to
cover their farm once in a rotation
of four years. If 10 tons per acre
are spread, this will mean that an
average of 25 pounds each of ni
trogen and potash and half this
amount of phosphoric acid per
year are added by the manure.
Good yields of crops usually take

YIELD £
acre basis
1. Alfalfa....................

2. Soybean* .......
3. Red Clover........
4. leapedeza... . ..
5. 11motby..... m. .
6. Corn...........
7■ Vt beat. — —.
8. Cotton....

9. Potatoes.............
10. Sweet Potatoes.,
11. Sugar Beets..
12. Peanuts
13. Tobacco.
14. Tomatoes....,.,
I o. I abbage. ■ ■ •. —.

16. Celery......... «•«.
17. Apples........... ..
18. Peaches........ ....
19. Grapes. . ..*«*.
20. Oranges ......

3 tons
25 bu.
2 tons
3 tons
1.5 tong
60 bu.
30 bu.
1 bale
300 bu.
300 bu.
15 tong
1 ton

*•

1500 lbs. leaf
375 bu.
15 tons
350 crates
400 bu.
V
500 bu.
4 tons
600 boxes (70 lbs.)]

The figures include all the
above-ground portions of the
plant, and in the case of potatoes,
sweet potatoes, sugar beets, and
peanuts, include also the har
vested part of the roots. It is
apparent at once that erops differ
considerably in the nutrients they
contain. "* Also noticeable is that
the nitrogen and (v.’lash are higher
Thus a.

Nitro Phos
gen phoric
Acid
lbs.
lbs.
140
125
80
130
40
95
50
65
125
75
115
8.5
SO
100
100
80
25
85
25
90

3-5
40
20
30
15
35
20
25
3-5
20
45
15
20
3-5
25
65
10
25
10
30

Dear Friend in Truth:
In this time when America's
danger is greater than many sup
pose. the Christian Fellowship of
Prayer is undertaking a vital, twopart program of spiritual service
in which it seeks to unite awak
ened Christians throughout Ameri
ca for the safeguarding of them
selves and of the nations of which
they are a part.
It is not a program of talking
about what Jesus did, of religious
controversy or of proselyting It
is not a program undertaken in
the name of any sect, class, creed
or nation. It is an undenomina
tional work undertaken in His
Name, and .for the deliverance
and blessing of all.
The First Part of this program
is to awaken men and women cf
every creed to a realization of the
unheeded, forgotten truth pro
claimed by the majestic Christ of
the Andes, that Christ is cur Peace,
and that until the nations find
in Him, and in their loving obe
dience to His commands, the
Peace they seek, it shall not be
found at all.
Tlie Second Part of the program
is to unite as many persons as
possible, from all the countries of
this Western Land, in a plan of
Co-operative Prayer. The clearly
defined purpose of this united
effort is to call forth, within our
hearts and also in the nations as
a whole, ‘‘the things that make
for Peace,” and that shall win for
us that Divine Deliverance so
necessary for our very existence.
At present the Fellowship is
reaching out to the Engish speak
ing students of Practical Chris
tianity throughout the Americas,
but soon there must be literature
in Spanish, which is the dominant
language from Mexico to the low
er end cf South America.
In this great undertaking the
Christian Fellowship of Prayer is
earnestly asking the co-operation
of each one who acknowledges
Jesus Christ, who seeks Peace for
the nations, and who believes in
the Power of United Prayer.
We are confident that you will
want to have a part in this great,
unselfish labor of love which is
for the blessing of all. But be
cause there is so much to be done
in the matter of printing, corres
pondence and distribution, and so
little time in which to do It, wc
are urging that your offering for
this work 'be given now, so that
the program can be carried for
ward promptly and effectively.
Affirming that Gods Law of
Love shall work for your abun
dant blessing, and that you shall
receive, “good1 measure, pressed
down and running over,” even as
you have given, we are
Yours in the Master’s Service
The Christian Fellowship
of Prayer.
ent and explained project require
ments to the boys and helped them
plan their program of work for
the year.
Elsie Fossett and Shirley Hawksworth were winners of a judging
contest on table setting for break
fast conducted by the club agent,
April 26. at the home of their lead
er, Mrs. John Hall of Bristol. Jane
Fossett and Oladys Hall practiced
their demonstration on table set
ting which they are planning to
give at the tournament in Bristol,
May 3.

AT SALT SPRINGS
An Interesting Spot In Florida
Described By Port Clyde Visitor

Editor of The Courier-Gazette
In the month of March I visited
the famous Salt Springs, located on
the west coast of Florida just within
the southern limits of Sarasota
County. This remarkable body of
water is hidden away in the pines
and palmettos of the endless West
Florida prairies, and even from a
few yards away it looks for all the
world like any of the countless
ponds strewn over the State in
similar settings. Even today it is
not well known, and the owner of
the property makes no attempt to
advertise it.
The water of Salt Springs is so
saturated with chemical compounds
that it is very buoyant and swim
ming is accomplished almost with
out effort.
During the cool part of the morn
ing and evening and through the
night the water is very clear but
as the sun grows warmer it changes
to a murky green. It seems that
the strong sunlight causes minute
gaseous bubbles to be released into
the water, thus causing the murky
hue. The temperature at a depth of
ten feet or more is 85 degrees F.. but
the surface temperature may vary a

few degrees above or below this,
depending on the temperature of
the air.
U. S. engineers have sounded the
springs to the astounding depth of
2900 feet, but a shortage of line pre
vented them from reaching tlie
bottom. The flow was estimated to
be approximately 17.000 gallons
every three minutes.
An analysis of the water shows
the following approximate combi
nations — Magnesium bicarbonate,
magnesium sulphate <Epsom salts),
magnesium chloride, calcium chlo
ride. sodium chloride (common salt),
Two miles from Sait Springs, on
the main highway, there is a small
signboard pointing the way through
the woods to the springs. The road
is rough and narrow and you do
not see any sign of this unique body
of water until you are within a
hundred feet of it, it is so thickly
surrounded by palmettos and pines.
The lady who owns the springs re
fuses to dispose of the property and
no improvements have been made.
There is a rough board shack where
men and women can disrobe and a
rough table of timber where lunches
can be spread. At the time cf my

visit I noticed that most of the
bathers emerged from their cars in
bathing suits. One end of the pond
is shallow and about 50 men. women
and children were bathing in this
i part, a rope being stretched from
' one end of the shore to the other
end. At the end of the springboard
for diving there is a depth of 200feet
A man has full charge of the prop
erty and tne small sum of 10 cents
is charge for bathing.
One of tlie bathers, a woman, de
clared that after several dips in the
water she had experienced great
relief from a nervous and rheuma
tic trouble. Some visitors drink
water from the springs, which has
a laxative effect.
Tlie shores are teeming with
myriads cf fish about an inch in
length and in one section garfish
about five-inches in length abound.
The overflow' from the springs
forms a brock, in which there are
garfish of good size.
Like many of natures oddities,
Salt Springs has its legend. It is
given a touch of romance by con
necting it with tlie familiar legen
dary Fountain of Youth.
The legend tells us that upon one
of liis trips to his base in Porto
Rico Ponce de Leon came into pos
session of a strange manuscript. It
was the account of Friar Ortz, who
had started on a cruise of the coast.
After drifting many days his sup
plies gave out and he finally lost
consciousness. When he regained
his senses he was in the hands of a
band of natives. He had drifted
into the mouth of a river (now
known as Myakka River), on
the west coast of Florida, where tlie
natives had found him. Some of
the natives were sick and wounded,
and after following the river for
some time they drew their canoes
on the bank and started out across
the country. In a short time they
arrived at a pond hidden among the
pines and palmettos. For many
days they camped at the place and
bathed in the water. The sick were
made well, the wounded were
healed.
The friar was amazed at these
wonders, for he also was soon well
and strong again. After restocking
his canoe with supplies, he returned
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to Porto Rico.
Ponee de Leon, after hearing
strange story, was certain tliat the
place 'folar Ortiz described was the
illusive Fountain of Youth for which
he had so long searched. But eveft
with this new information Pom,
Leon was doomed to disappoint,
ment for he was never successful m
his search for the fabled fountain
And even to this day it remains unknown to many.
S. Newton Broadbcnt
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Littlefield Churcl
Harry P. Chase Ele
Moderator—Every
Painted and All Bi

SEARSMONT
Miss Marieta Welch of Machig*
was recent guest at the home ol
Mrs. J. G. Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Adams wcre
recent callers In Augusta and Ban
gor.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Ccbb re
cently visited their aunt Mrs. Ada
M. Hawes in Augusta.
The sewing circle of Rosewood
Chapter, O.E.S. met Friday at the
Masonic dining hall. A suppei for
the members of the chapter fol
lowed. and the regular chapter
meeting was held in the evening
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Drinkwater
and daughter Elaine of Camden
were weekend guests at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs W o
Drinkwater. Mr. and Mrs. John
Robinson and family of Camden
were visitors Sunday at the Drinkwater home.
Mrs, Belle Gilkey attended the
funeral of her brother,’ Rodney
Thomas at Lincolnville Centre Saturday. Mr. Thomas was a former
resident of this town.
Mr. and Mrs. Alanson Thomiu of
Bluehiil, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rine,

and Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rine.s and
two children of Oakland, and Mr
and Mrs. C. E. Luce of Belmont
were visitors Sunday at the heme
cf Mr. and Mrs E. S. Townsend and
Miss Pearl Batchelder.
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All Makes—New and Used
New Portables,
$29.50, $34.50, $39.50, $54.50

Rockland Typewriter Co.
71 Park St.
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The annual business m
the Littlefield Memorial I
tist Church was held in
Thursday night with
Chase as moderator and
phlne Grover as clerk,
members have been rece
tlie church. Three have
by death and two have le
other churches
The Sunday Schcol und'
Church School Advance
has made a fine show.nq
Church in general looks b i
old year with pride andl
lion, both spiritually and
The edifice now gleams
paint, both inside and ci
bills are paid.
Tlie following officers
anittees were unanimously
serve for the new year:
Moderator, Harry P Cli
Church Clerk, Mrs
Grover.
Assistant Church Cle
Betla Wixson.
Treasurer. Harry P Cli
Missionary and Benevoli

urer, Mrs. Thcrese Chasi
Assistant Missionary ani
lent Treasurer, Mrs.
Grover.
Sunday School Supcij
Perley Bartlett, Sr.
Janitor. LeRoy Gregor
Collector, Ralph P Con
Deacons—Ralph P C<
Clarence Dorman to s<i
May 1944
<Thc other
deacons arc William Dei
Sidney Munro, Sr who s
May 1943; Harry P. Chasi
roll Wixson, who serve
1942)
Sunday School Executh
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IS THE AVERAGE MONTHLY GOST PER FAMILY TO COOK ELECTRICALLY
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Too Will You Find
Electric Cookery

Shipments of products from Cuba
to other countries in 1940 were the
lowest since 1934

FOR THOS1
...OR HOPE

FOR
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THE ‘‘COMMODORE’’

We doubt if any woman would give up electric
lights and go back to kerosene lamps for any
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consideration . . . The same thing is true of

Potash

lbs.

ELECTRIC COOKING!

U/EASOF YOUR
AUTOMOBILE ENGINE
EVER DUE TO
STARTING AND
WARMING UP Jw
^JJnAT IS THE LONG

EST MODERN ROAD
MTNE ILS WITHOUT
A TRAFFIC LIGHT

You can throw away your matches for

there s no flame in electric cooking.
It’s

S3 Monthly
Installed on

our Regular Plan

the

best surprise of all.. it’s so economical.
It '# '
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'HERE W IT LEGAL
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• TO DRIVE
WITHOUT A
LICENSE

Answers to Quiz for Drivers
out several times these amounts
of plant foods. Thus greater
A.—Yes. In fact, your engine wears
amounts of commercial fertilizer
faster during starting and warming up
are being used to more fully re
than it does in long driving.
turn to the soil the plant foods
A.—The Pennsylvania Turnpike
removed by crops. With careful
from
Hatrisburg to Pittsburgh, Amer
soil management and the use of
ica
’
s
first
superhighway.
fertilizer adapted to the soil and
A.-jjThree states: Wyoming, South
crop grown, the fertility of the
Dakota and Louisiana, d<i not require
soil can be maintained and even
_____________ drivers' beenses.
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